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SUMMARY 
In this dissertation, I examine metaphorical expressions of biblical and sacral 
origin (bibleisms) that occur in Russian narrative literary texts. The 
interpretation of bibleisms is carried out within the framework of interaction 
theories of metaphor, making it possible to account for the use of bibleisms 
in Modern Russian, and for the role of their original meanings in the 
development of their new metaphorical associations. This is viewed as a set 
of intertextual relationships between the biblical and sacral texts, the 
Modern Russian language and the literary texts in which the expressions 
occur. Different types of metaphor are distinguished in terms of interaction 
theory. This has implications for the translation of bibleisms. It is 
demonstrated that in different interactive situations, the same bibleism can 
be referred to different types of metaphor, and hence the translation 
procedure may only be determined by taking into account the metaphorical 
language in each individual case. 
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The present study of Russian metaphorical expressions of biblical and 
sacral origin in relation to their English equivalents has been inspired by 
the following two factors: 1) Russia's increasing interaction with the rest 
of the world, which raises the issue of successful communication between 
the representatives of different cultures (i.e. cross - cultural 
communication); and 2) the revival of interest in religion and the Bible in 
Russia. 
In this dissertation, the study of metaphorical expressions of biblical and 
sacral origin is viewed as a specialised field within a study of 
metaphorical language in general. Metaphorical expressions are almost 
always specific to a particular culture and language, and may often cause 
translation problems. Studying the metaphorical expressions of a certain 
language enables us to gain a deeper insight into some very important 
aspects of the particular language and culture, providing the background 
knowledge which is essential for successful cross - cultural 
communication (Tomakhin, 1982). Studying the relation of Russian 
metaphorical expressions to their English equivalents may prove to be 
useful for translation purposes, because there is much interaction between 
Russia and the English - speaking countries, and a great deal of literature 
is being translated from Russian into English and vice versa. 
To a large extent, both the Russian and English - speaking peoples are 
rooted in the Judaeo - Christian heritage. The influence of this heritage 
and the Bible upon cultural life, spirituality and the languages of these 
peoples has been pervasive. This influence is particularly evident from a 
general fact (to be demonstrated in the rest of this study which focuses on 
the Russian language) that among the metaphorical expressions 
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frequently used by Russian and English speakers, a considerable number 
would appear to be of biblical and sacral origin. 
In the former Soviet Union, religion was persecuted. Many churches were 
destroyed and the Bible was virtually banned from 1926 until 1956 
(Bychkov, 1990). If it were known that one adhered to a particular faith 
and observed religious days, it would be a stumbling-block in one's 
career in any field. An overview of the available literature on expressions 
of biblical and sacral origin used in Modern Russian (Babkin, 1964; 1970; 
Shanskiy, 1985; Mokienko, 1986; Fomina, 1990; Kotova, 1993; Dann, 1994) 
has revealed that a study of this group of expressions has not been given 
enough attention. Some lexicographers, evidently fearing accusations of 
being "too religious", often marked the expressions containing the word 
Eor (God), and other expressions of biblical and sacral origin, as 
"obsolete" (Mokienko, 1986:132). Nevertheless, it is quite obvious that 
such expressions are still widely used in the Russian language, in 
common speech as well as in literary texts. It is therefore unwise to avoid 
a study of them. It has been recognised (Dann, 1994) that such 
expressions are now used more frequently in all sorts of contexts than 
was the case during the Soviet Union era. For someone who is not 
familiar with the history of the Russian language, it may be difficult to 
understand the language of the contemporary Russian mass media and, 
consequently, it may be difficult to understand what is happening in 
contemporary Russia. 
Religious persecution and prohibition of the Bible have done much harm 
to the cultural and spiritual life of the Russian people, because real 
appreciation of the references to the Bible that occur in the Russian 
language, as well as in world literature and art, requires background 
knowledge which many modem ordinary Russian speakers may have lost 
as a result of their lack of familiarity with the Bible itself. I use my fellow 
students at the Irkutsk State Teachers' Training Institute of Foreign 
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Languages and myself as examples of the ordinary educated Russian 
speakers who were born between 1965 and 1972. All assumptions about 
the 'ordinary educated speaker/reader of Russian' in the present 
dissertation refer to this group of speakers. These are based on my 
personal experience and impressions, and not on empirical study. 
Since the situation is presently changing, and religion is no longer 
persecuted in Russia, we observe a revival of Christianity in that country. 
Evidently, Russians are greatly interested in the Bible and other sacral 
texts; also in literature containing a wealth of information about them: 
historical, religious, literary and linguistic. 
In the English - speaking countries, the Bible has been available to 
ordinary readers for a long time. However, it has been admitted that 
elementary knowledge of the Bible has declined among young English -
speakers in recent years, since public schools do not teach religion any 
more (Alter & Kermode, 1987; Hirsch, et al 1988). 
My interest in the Bible is not that of a biblical scholar but of a literary 
one. I view the Bible as an influential literary intertext that has enriched 
both the Russian and the English languages with numerous figurative 
expressions. Therefore knowledge of the influence of the Bible on Russian 
and English is essential for our cultural literacy. This is knowledge that 
enables a writer or reader to know what other writers or readers know 
within the literate culture (Hirsch, 1987). There are cultural and 
denominational differences pertaining to the two languages (e.g. the 
order of the books comprising the New Testament in the Russian and in 
the English Bible is slightly different); I shall not, however, discuss such 
differences in detail. These could raise interesting issues for 
interdisciplinary research, but are beyond the scope of .this study, which 
attempts to provide a possible model for studying some frequently used 
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Russian expressions of biblical and sacral origin by students of Russian 
and English. 
The subject of this study is the group of expressions of biblical and sacral 
origin that belong to metaphorical language use, and that are registered 
in the dictionaries of Russian usage. Calling the expressions concerned 
metaphorical expressions of biblical and sacral origin ( o6pa3Hble 
BbzpaJKeHWl 6u6AeiicKoro u u,epKOBHO-KHUJKHoro npoucxoJKgeHWl), I use 
the terminology of such scholars as Ashukin & Ashukina (1960), Babkin 
( 1964; 1970), Shanskiy ( 1985), Mokienko ( 1986), Mateshich & Birikh ( 1994), 
among others, who investigated the etymology and origins of Russian 
phraseology, and acknowledged the conventional origin (ycAOBHoe 
npoucxoJKgeHue) (more detail in section 2.1.) of these expressions. As a 
matter of principle, my definition entails a more general religious origin 
than a strictly biblical one. However, the examples that have been chosen 
for the detailed analysis in this dissertation are mainly of biblical origin. I 
therefore generally refer to them as metaphorical expressions of biblical 
origin or bibleisms, the term used by some scholars (e.g. Kunin, 1986; 
Mateshich & Birikh, 1994) as an umbrella term for naming all expressions 
of apparent biblical and sacral origin. The associations that such an 
expression has in the Bible are ref erred to in this study as its original 
associations or original meaning. 
The objectives of this study are: 1) to investigate the use of bibleisms that 
have entered Russian usage, i.e. to investigate what new associations they 
have acquired in Modern Russian, and how these new associations relate 
to their original meaning in order to enhance our understanding of these 
expressions; and 2) to establish whether equivalents of the same origin 
have entered English usage, and if not - to investigate the possible ways 
of translating such Russian expressions into English. 
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I investigate the use of Russian bibleisms on the basis of selected Russian 
narrative literary texts ranging from the sixties to the nineties, namely 
novels and short stories by native Russian - speaking authors such as 
Aksyonov (1965; 1969; 1985; 1987), Voinovich (1976; 1987; 1990), 
Grossman (1970), Druzhnikov (1989) and Dombrovskiy (1989). Most of the 
works by these authors have been translated into and published in 
English. For those Russian texts where English translations were not 
available, the English translations of the quotations from these works are 
mine. Besides the selected texts, some literary extracts have been 
borrowed from Slovar' sovremennogo russkogo Jiteraturnogo yazyka, 
Akademiya Nauk SSSR (Dictionary of the Modem Russian Language, 
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 1948-1969), further referred to as Slovar', 
1948- 1969. English literary extracts containing English bibleisms are 
quoted from various English dictionaries. For practical reasons, this study 
is limited only to British English. (American spelling of some sources 
quoted, however, is left unchanged.) 
The analysis and interpretation of metaphorical expressions of biblical 
origin are carried out in this dissertation within the framework of 
interaction theories of metaphor that in the past few decades have been 
widely accepted as legitimate explanations of metaphor (Waggoner, 
1990). They provide a framework that makes it possible to account for the 
functioning of metaphor in different interactive situations. I therefore 
propose to apply insights derived from these theories to the interpretation 
of bibleisms functioning in different literary contexts. 
Bibleisms analysed in the present dissertation have been chosen from 143 
instances of bibleisms found in the selected secular literary texts (the total 
number of pages is approximately 4 500, whereas the total number of 
different bibleisms encountered in these pages is 41). 
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Russian biblical quotations in the present dissertation are from the 
Russian Synodal Bible (Bibli1J.: Knigi SVJ}Cl.schennogo pisaniya vetkhogo i 
novogo zaveta), sometimes with reference to the Church Slavonic 
Elizabeth Bible (Novyy Zavet Gospoda Nashego Iisusa Khrista). The 
Church Slavonic Elizabeth Bible ( 17 51) and the Russian Synodal Bible 
( 1876) are most often reprinted by various publishers in Russia and 
abroad, and are thus most easily accessible to the Russian people. That 
these translations have influenced Russian vocabulary is evident from the 
occurrence of numerous figurative expressions, such as 3A06a gH.R (lit. 'the 
evil of the day', i.e. the topics of the day), npumqa BO R3bl4ex (lit. 'a 
proverb (an a byword) among all nations', i.e. the talk of the town), 
6AygRblii CbZR (prodigal son), 3a6Aygw.aR 0B4a (lost sheep), <!>oMa 
ReBepy10w,uii (doubting Thomas) (Slovar' 1948-1969). 
English equivalents of the biblical quotations in this dissertation are from 
the King James Version, the most famous translation of the English Bible 
ordered by King James I in 1611. It has been acknowledged that the 
English language owes a lot to the King James Bible. The Bible has 
provided many quotations and allusions that have become proverbial and 
owe their general use to this translation in particular. For instance, the 
golden calf, vanity of vanities, the voice of one crying in the wilderness, 
the burning bush, prodigal son, good Samaritan (McArthur, 1992:121). 
The objectives and the scope of this study as outlined above are reflected 
in the following organisation of the dissertation: 
A basic theoretical background for the investigation of Russian bibleisms 
is provided .in Chapter 2 by surveying the existing works on these 
expressions in Russian and English (2.1), and by discussing relevant 
aspects of metaphorical language (2.2). On the basis of the theoretical 
views discussed, the key components are selected in a proposed method 
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for the interpretation and translation of bibleisms that occur in Russian 
narrative literary texts (2.3). 
Chapter 3 comprises the analysis and interpretation of the data. The 
examples have been especially selected to demonstrate the functioning of 
bibleisms as different interpretative types of metaphor. Conclusions about 
the findings of this study are provided in Chapter 4. 
The list of Russian expressions of apparent biblical and sacral origin, with 
specific references to their sources and with their English translations, is 
presented in Appendix 1. This list contains the expressions registered in 
the Russian dictionaries that have been consulted in the course of this 
study. It may be used for reference purposes and gives an idea of the 
approximate quantity of bibleisms used in Modern Russian speech and 
writing. Appendix 2 presents possible interactive situations of the nine 
bibleisms discussed in this dissertation summarised in nine tables. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF 
METAPHORICAL EXPRESSIONS OF BIBLICAL AND SACRAL ORIGIN 
2.1 SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON BIBLEISMS 
An overview of the available literature on metaphorical expressions of 
biblical and sacral origin reveals that, in the former Soviet Union, the 
question of the relation of these expressions to their sources has often been 
neglected. So far, the precise structure, function and significance of Russian 
bibleisms have not been investigated in detail (Mokienko, 1986; Kotova, 
1993; Dann, 1994). Nevertheless, the biblical origin of many such expressions 
has been acknowledged by a number of Russian scholars (e.g. Babkin, 1964; 
1970; Shanskiy, 1985; Mokienko, 1986; Fomina, 1990; Kotova, 1993) and 
stated in dictionaries (e.g. Slovar' 1948-1969; Molotkov, 1978; Ashukin & 
Ashukina, 1960; Walshe & Berkov, 1984). 
It is possible to identify bibleisms with the help of the dictionaries of so -
called winged words by Maksimov (1955), Ashukin & Ashukina (1960), 
Walshe & Berkov (1984). These dictionaries contain a large number of 
bibleisms used in Russian speech and writing with specific reference to their 
sources. The work of Walshe & Berkov (1984) is especially valuable to this 
study. Being the first attempt to compile a Russian - English dictionary of 
winged words, where the meanings of the Russian winged words are 
explained in English, it also provides English equivalents for the Russian 
entries where possible. Among the nearly 1900 entries contained in this 
dictionary, I found that approximately 180 are marked as expressions of 
biblical origin. In the Ashukins' work, which was taken as a basis for the 
dictionary of Walshe & Berkov, I discovered 164 bibleisms among almost 
1400 popular Russian expressions. This dictionary demonstrates how 
expressions of biblical origin function in Modern Russian. All the entries are 
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supported by examples taken from 19th and 20th century Russian literary 
texts, the mass media, speeches by famous politicians, etc. 
The term winged words (KpblAambze CAOBa) is not commonly used in English 
lexicology. This term (used in Russian) is a loan translation of the German 
"geflugelte Worte", which in turn, is a loan translation of the Greek "epea 
pteroenta" used by Homer in The Iliad. The first dictionary of winged words 
was compiled by the German linguist Georg Buchmann ( 1864). Buchmann 
included in this category expressions of biblical origin (names, idioms and 
quotations). i.e. expressions that he could track down to the Bible, since he 
gave the name "geflugelte Worte" to words, phrases and sentences which are 
derived directly or indirectly from a literary or historical source, arid which 
are commonly used in speech and writing as lexical units (Buchmann, 
1864:XII). 
Ashukin & Ashukina ( 1960:4) emphasise that the origins of some winged 
words cannot be traced with absolute accuracy. The situation is especially 
difficult in the case of the landmarks of antiquity that are known to us in 
their translations rather than in their original languages, and that is why 
they (e.g. the Bible), are considered as conventional sources (ycAOBHhle 
HCTO"t!HHKH) of many expressions that appear in them and have later entered 
common usage (Ashukin & Ashukina, 1960:5). This is the case with the Bible 
and bibleisms. There are many expressions that do not appear in the Bible, 
but were created later on the basis of the stories described in the Bible (e.g. 
B Kocm10Me AgaMa (lit. 'in Adam's suit')). The biblical origin of the 
expressions dealt with in this study is therefore to be understood as a 
conventional origin (ycAOBHoe rrpoHCXOJKAeHHe). 
Some scholars argue that the notion of winged words is 'not scientific 
enough', for these expressions form a very vague non - linguistic category 
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which is not homogeneous. Shmeleva ( 1964), for instance, attempts to 
categorise this group of lexical units on a more scientific basis. She tries to 
provide a framework which will make it possible to distinguish, within a 
group of winged words, those expressions that belong to metaphorical 
language use, and, within the latter, to distinguish those that belong to 
idiomatic language use. This will make it possible to account for the new 
associations that bibleisms have acquired and are acquiring in modem 
usage. Shmeleva ( 1964: 185) refers to an expression as metaphorical if its 
meaning is not derived from the individual meanings of its components. 
Among various winged words she considers to be metaphorical expressions, 
Shmeleva names several Russian bibleisms (e.g. 6pocumb KaMeHb B Koro-
Au6o (to cast a stone at somebody), B name AUlW (by the sweat of one's 
brow), HU Ha iiomy (not a jot (or title)). According to Shmeleva (1964:198), a 
metaphorical expression enters idiomatic language use only when the 
process of its metaphorisation has been completed, i.e. when its 
motivatedness is no longer obvious and it becomes a dead metaphor (the 
issue of the 'death' of metaphors with reference to more recent research is 
discussed in section 2.2.1.3). Shmeleva explains the completion of 
metaphorisation of winged words in the following way: the author or the 
source and the primary context of the expression are forgotten. In other 
words, the process of metaphorisation has been completed when a winged 
word loses the connection with its original associations. Such an expression 
may be considered an idiom. Shmeleva excludes from the category of 
idioms those expressions that do not comply with the formal features of an 
idiom (e.g. single words or full sentences). Thus, not all bibleisms that are 
registered in the dictionaries of winged words, and that can be considered 
metaphorical expressions, belong to idiomatic language use. 
The term idiom is used in grammar and lexicology to refer to a sequence of 
words which is semantically and syntactically restricted,_ so that they function 
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as a single unit (Crystal, 1991). This term and the question of the criteria for 
determining idiomatic status have attracted considerable discussion among 
modem theoreticians (Makkai, 1972). Various definitions and categorisations 
of idioms in terms of forms of expressions, grammatical constructions and 
degree of idiomaticity have been suggested by many scholars1• In the 
present study, I deal with bibleisms that, according to some theoreticians, 
may be considered idioms, but according to others, may not. The 
classification of bibleisms as different types of idioms lies outside the interest 
of the present study. I will therefore not use the terms idiom or idiomatic 
language use in relation to bibleisms in this dissertation. 
The new metaphorical associations that certain bibleisms have developed in 
Modem Russian are viewed by some scholars (e.g. Babkin, 1970; Shanskiy, 
1985; Fomina, 1990) as becoming so distant from their sources, that the new 
associations they have acquired and are acquiring, no longer depend on the 
original associations. New metaphorical associations of these expressions are 
generally viewed as being very remote from the associations of their 
prototypes. However, a contradiction encountered in Babkin's (1970) analysis 
of associations of some bibleisms was one of the factors that stimulated the 
investigation of the role of metaphorical origins of bibleisms in the 
development of their new associations in the present study. 
Babkin's work on the history of Russian phraseology includes a detailed 
analysis of several expressions of biblical origin (Babkin, 1970: 151 - 180). 
Babkin maintains that the expressions of biblical origin retained by tradition 
continue to function in the Russian language of the post - revolutionary era, 
acquiring new qualities and meanings. He also claims that modern Russian 
speakers who use such expressions, do not associate them with their former 
meanings, and that this is the reason why they hold such a firm position in 
modem Russian phraseology ( 1970: 151). Explaining several expressions of 
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biblical origin, Babkin begins the analysis of each bibleism (e.g. CBJUIWR 
CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies)) by describing the original meaning of the 
bibleism. However, his discussion of the original specifications appears to 
be incomplete, since he does not support these considerations with a 
quotation from the Bible. Secondly, he provides numerous examples from 
various literary sources and mass media to exemplify the different 
associations (or in his terms, shades of metaphorical meaning) the bibleism 
has acquired in Modem Russian. Babkin also emphasises that some 
expressions of biblical origin have acquired new metaphorical meanings in 
Modern Russian which are not even implied in the Bible ( 11Ha Komopbze B 
Eu6Auu Hem u HaMeKa") (1970:173), i.e. the new associations have nothing in 
common with the originals. (I find these conclusions insufficiently 
convincing without an analysis of a quotation from the Bible to illustrate the 
original specification of the expression in question). Furthermore, a certain 
contradiction between this statement and the analyses of some biblical 
expressions can be found in Babkin's own work. For instance, in his analysis 
of the expression He om Mupa cero (not of this world), Babkin maintains that 
the new associations, such as of an unpractical person, that the expression 
He om Mupa cero (not of this world) has acquired in Modem Russian, have 
nothing in common with its original biblical characteristics. But if we analyse 
the associations that are determined and implied by its occurrence in the 
Bible [John 18:36], and interpret the literary extracts provided by Babkin 
(but not analysed and interpreted by him), we may see that such 
associations as of an unpractical person are in fact based on the original 
ones (as emerges from my brief interpretation of this expression in section 
2.3). This contradiction in Babkin's analysis was one of the factors that 
prompted me to investigate the metaphorical origins of other bibleisms. 
Among recent studies on bibleisms, the works of Kotova (1993) and 
Mateshich & Birikh ( 1994) are relevant to this study. 
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Mateshich & Birikh ( 1994) maintain that Russian bibleisms are not static 
expressions they are constantly influenced by the lexical and 
phraseological systems of the Russian language. In some of them, for 
instance, obsolete components have been replaced (e.g. HeClllb npopoxa B 
CBOeM ome11.ecmBe --+ Hem npopoxa B cBoeM ome11.ecmBe (lit. no prophet is 
accepted in his own country), where the Church Slavonic form HeClllb (no) 
has been replaced by the modern form of this word - Hem). In some 
bibleisms, one or more components have become archaic (e.g. Memamb 
6ucep nepeg CBUHbRMU (lit. to cast glass beads before swine), where 6ucep 
(glass beads) is JKeM11.yr (pearls). In some bibleisms the meaning of the whole 
expression has changed (e.g. 3Aa11.Hoe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures' = a place 
of revelry). Sometimes bibleisms are misinterpreted in terms of so- called 
folk etymology or due to accidental associations. For instance, in Modern 
Russian the expression 6Aary10 11.acmb u36pamb (choose the good part) means 
'to choose what is more profitable', whereas in the Bible [Luke 10:38- 42], it 
implies 'to take care of saving one's soul'. Mateshich & Birikh (1994) 
conclude that an investigation of the metaphorical origins of bibleisms and 
the way in which the system of the Russian language affects bibleisms, is 
one of the most interesting tasks of Russian historical phraseology. The aim 
of this study is to enrich our understanding of bibleisms. 
Kotova' s ( 1993) article is based on the study of Sirot, who, at the end of the 
previous century, investigated those Russian proverbs that had parallels in 
the Bible, i.e. were created in the Russian language on the basis of certain 
biblical stories. l/eAoBeK npegnoAaraem, a Eor pacnoAaraem {Man proposes 
but God disposes), for instance, is thought to have its roots in the following 
extract from the Bible: MHoro 3aMblCAOB B cepgu,e 11.eAoBeKa, HO cocmoumcR 
moAbKO onpegeAeHHoe EoroM (There are many devices in a man's heart; 
nevertheless the counsel of the Lord, that shall stand) [Proverbs 19,21]. 
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Kotova ( 1993) compares the functioning of such sentence - metaphors she 
categorises as proverbs of biblical origin in several Slav languages. 
Following Kotova's comparison, a comparison can be drawn of bibleisms 
functioning in Russian and English. Some Russian bibleisms have English 
analogies used in the same sense ( e.g. K03eA omn~eHuR and a scapegoat), 
whereas others have English analogues which coincide literally and derive 
from the same biblical source, but are used in a different figurative sense 
from that of their Russian counterparts (MepmBaR 6yKBa (lit. 'dead letter') in 
Russian, for instance, refers to the formal, external side of something as 
opposed to its content, meaning, spirit, while its English literal counterpart 
dead letter refers to a law or rule not enforced (Walshe & Berkov, 1984)). 
Also, an existing English analogue may be understandable lexemically to 
English speakers (e.g. 3Aa-1moe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') which means "a 
place of revelry"), but may not affect them with the same force and 
additional meaning as it affects the speakers of the Russian language. 
General stocks of Russian and English expressions of biblical origin can be 
compared with the help of the list of English bibleisms with their Russian 
translations made by Ignatov (Smith, 1958) in his translation of Smith's 
( 1928) book on English idioms. Smith mentions the immense influence of the 
Bible on the English language and provides a list of expressions of "which 
biblical origin is most obvious" (Smith, 1928:223-227). Ignatov's Russian 
translation of this list allows readers to compare the stocks of the bibleisms 
used both in English and Russian. The dictionaries of Walshe & Berkov 
(1984), and Kunin (1984) can also be used for this purpose. Kunin's (1984) 
dictionary contains etymological information on every idiom, as well as 
examples from English literature of the 19th and 20th centuries. A few 
literary examples have been borrowed from this dictionary to illustrate the 
functioning of the English equivalents of some Russian bibleisms in the 
present dissertation. 
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A large number of English bibleisms can be found in the following English 
sources: l\1cMordie ( 1968), The Kenkyusha Dictionary of Current English 
Idioms (1969), Morris, William & Marry (1977), Long (1979), Levine & 
Rachils (1987), Jones & Wilson (1987), Hirsch (1988), Lass, Kiremidjian & 
Goldstein ( 1990). English scholars generally refer to expressions of biblical 
origin that function in English as biblical allusions or biblical metaphors and 
sometimes as biblical quotations. 
The above discussion reveals that it is possible to identify bibleisms in both 
Russian and English with the help of the available literature. It also reveals 
that in order to account for the new associations that bibleisms have 
acquired and are acquiring in modern usage, it is necessary to view them in 
terms of metaphorical language use. 
Following Shmeleva ( 1964), I consider the expression to be metaphorical 
when I understand, by virtue of my knowledge of the world, that the literal 
purport of such an expression postulates what is i110gical. It is also 
understood that other words surrounding the metaphorical expression force 
this expression to undergo a change and/or extension of associations, and it 
acquires a figurative (metaphorical) meaning. For instance, when a human 
being is called xo3eA omnyiqeRUR (scapegoat), the expression xo3eA 
omnyiqeRUR (scapegoat) is perceived to be metaphorical. The issue of the 
completion of metaphorisation that leads to the death of a metaphor, as 
raised by Shmeleva ( 1964), holds a particular relevance to the interpretation 
of bibleisms that occur in literary texts. In the analysis and interpretation of 
bibleisms, Babkin's (1970) model may be taken into consideration. In 
addition to the interpretative steps used by Babkin, I will investigate in more 
detail how an expression of biblical origin is qualified in the original text. I 
will argue in this dissertation that the original associations of a bibleism 
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form the basis for the development of its new associations. Insufficient 
knowledge of their metaphorical origins may eventually lead to the 
disappearance of bibleisms from current usage or to their being 
misunderstood. This might impoverish our speech and understanding of 
literary art. However, the analysis and interpretation of the original 
associations of bibleisms and their new associations in terms of metaphorical 
language use may enhance our understanding of these expressions and more 
of their associative potential may become active in usage. 
2.2 RELEVANT ASPECTS OF METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE 
2.2.1 Metaphor as interactive 
In this dissertation the study of metaphorical expressions of biblical origin is 
viewed as a specialised field within metaphorical language in general. A 
review of recent theoretical research on metaphor is therefore presented 
below in order to select the key components that the interpretation of 
bibleisms as metaphors in literary texts entails. 
Essential concepts for the interpretation of metaphorical expressions that 
occur in literary texts are those of foregrounding and intertextuality. 
Foregrounding involves a comparison between the two instances of language 
use, ordinary and poetic (or literary). It consists in employing the two sets of 
devices as complementary forces: devices of deviation from a norm and 
devices of parallelism (Mukarovsky, 1964; Leech, 1969; Van Peer, 1986, 
among others). As each of these devices may occur on each of the different 
linguistic levels (phonology, grammar, and semantics), on the semantic level, 
we observe metaphorical language as one of the areas of foregrounding. 
Metaphorical expressions constitute a violation of selectional restrictions in 
terms of semantics (Leech, 1969). Because readers or speakers adhere to a 
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norm of lexical compatibility, they recognise a statement which does not 
follow this norm as a deviation. Metaphorical language attracts attention and 
is perceived as uncommon, as 'deautomatised' or foregrounded (Mukarovsky, 
1964). 
As a foregrounded element of the text, a metaphorical expression alwars 
constitutes lexical deviation. Foregrounding also occurs through parallelism. 
An important principle implied by parallelism is that it suggests semantic 
relationships between the elements that are placed in parallel. This account 
of parallelism is based on Jakobson's (1960:358) view of the poetic function 
of language, that it "projects the principle of equivalence from the axis of 
selection into the axis of combination". 
Van Peer (1986) connects the notion of parallelism with intertextual (i.e. 
literary extratextual) relations (defined in Lot.man, 1917), by pointing to the 
association between intertextuality and the principle of repetition. A 
metaphorical expression has the potential to indicate and establish 
interaction between a text in which it occurs, and extratextual reality. In 
terms of Jakobson's equivalence principle, a metaphorical expression 
establishes equivalence or parallelism for which a corresponding equivalence 
or parallelism is sought on another level of poetic organisation. According to 
Lotman's (1977) definition, extratextual relations may be either non-literary 
or literary. The latter have been equated with intertextual relations (e.g. 
Grabe, 1984; Lipatov, 1991; Biermann, 1993): "Intertextual relationships of the 
literary text include the interaction between the text and other, mainly 
literary, texts" (Biermann, 1993:197). I adopt this use of the term intertextual 
in the present dissertation. 
Van Peer (1986) points out that intertextual relationships are sometimes 
manifested in literary texts by citations or quotes. These may be considered 
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as the most explicit manifestations of intertextuality. From this, we may 
infer that intertextuality is also manifested in metaphors. A metaphorical 
expression of biblical origin in a literary text may be viewed as a repetition 
(or varied repetition) of a premise which previously occurred in another kind 
of text, i.e. in the Bible. In other words, it indicates an intertextual 
relationship through parallelism between the literary text in which it occurs 
and its original biblical context. In terms of Riffaterre (1990), in a literary 
text, such an expression can be viewed as a specialised sign for the intertext 
which the reader must know in order to understand a work of literature in 
terms of its meaning as a whole. Speaking of knowing an intertext, however, 
it has to be distinguished between the actual knowledge of the form and 
content of that intertext, and mere awareness that such an intertext exists 
and can eventually be found somewhere (Riffaterre, 1990:56-58). Cultural 
changes may make the possibility of recovery of some intertexts in the 
minds of ordinary readers less likely. (Ordinary readers are understood here 
as what Riffaterre ( 1990:58) calls "normal readers (that is, readers armed only 
with their linguistic competence and trying to make do without the 
philological crutches of footnotes and scholarly gloss)".) This may be the 
case with a biblical intertext for an ordinary Russian reader: persecution of 
religion and the Bible in Russia during the Soviet period made ordinary 
Russian readers unfamiliar with the Bible and other sacral literature. 
Intertextuality, however, does not cease to operate, even if the reader is 
unfamiliar with the original intertexts involved. Elements (such as 
metaphorical expressions, for instance) originating in no longer accessible or 
forgotten intertexts, continuously enter other intertexts and even become 
part of the established semantic stock of the language, which may also be 
viewed as a sort of intertext. Consequently, from other texts and from the 
established semantic stock, such elements enter new literary texts and 
establish intertextual relations which may cross the boundaries not only of 
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specific texts, but also of text types, or genres. This constitutes a universal 
structure of intertextuality as a many- faceted phenomenon (Riffaterre, 
1990:74). Therefore, I maintain that the recovery, in one way or another, of 
the intertext in the mind of a reader is an inevitable process. Metaphorical 
expressions of biblical origin may be viewed as points of interaction between 
the biblical texts, the Modem Russian language and the literary texts in 
which these expressions occur. These sets of intertextual relationships should 
be considered when interpreting metaphorical expressions of biblical origin 
that occur in literary texts. 
2.2.1.1 Constituents of metaphor 
No unifying theory for the purpose of the analysis and interpretation of 
metaphorical expressions has been developed so far. Nevertheless, in the 
past few decades interaction theories have been widely accepted as 
legitimate explanations of metaphor (Waggoner, 1990). Advocates of 
interaction theories do not agree on every aspect of metaphor, but certain 
assumptions about metaphor are shared by all or most interactionists. They 
provide a framework that makes it possible to account for the functioning of 
metaphor in different interactive situations. Some of these assumptions and 
terminology of interaction theories are discussed below with a view to their 
application in the interpretation of metaphorical expressions of biblical 
origin in Chapter 3. 
The current terminology relating to the constituents of metaphor used in 
interaction theories may be illustrated with reference to Reinhart's (1976) and 
Grabe's (1985) clarification of the terms tenor and vehicle (Richards, 1936) 
and focus and frame (Black, 1962). The following local units offered in Black 
(1962) exemplify the basic aspects of metaphorical language (discussed in 
Grabe, 1985:3). 
( 1) The chairman plowed through the discussion. 
Argument Focus 
(2) An argumentative melody. 
Focus Argument 
(3) Man is a wolf 
Principal subject Focus + subsidiary subject 
Tenor B Vehicle 
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In (1) and (2), plowed and argumentative represent a verbal and an adjectival 
focus respectively in their frames. In (3) man is the 'principal subject' (Black, 
1962) that corresponds to Richard's (1936) tenor, and wolf is a nominal focus 
which is, at the same time, the 'subsidiary subject' (Black, 1962) 
corresponding to Richard's (1936) vehicle (Reinhart, 1976) (in the case of 
such a nominal metaphor a focus coincides with a vehicle). In the great 
majority of cases, tenor -vehicle combinations are reducible to the relations 
between nouns. However, following Brooke-Rose (1958: 206-237), Grabe 
( 1984:31 - 33; 1985:51) points out that a tenor -vehicle relationship may be 
established between any lexical items representing the same class of word 
(e.g. noun, verb, adjective) which have the same grammatical function (e.g. 
subject).2 
Following Reinhart (1976), Grabe (1985:4) postulates that in metaphorical 
expressions containing a violation of selectional restrictions (as in (1), (2) 
and (3) above), the adjective or verb will tend to be the focus and the 
noun(s) to which they are linked will form part of the frame. To capture the 
qualifying function of focal words in respect to a nominal in the frame, 
Grabe (1985:4) subsequently distinguishes the nominal phrase in the frame 
as an argument modified by a focus-expression. A metaphorical 
construction will then contain at least one argument and one focus-
expression which, however, need not be restricted to one word, but could 
also consist of a focal phrase or a focal sentence (Grabe, 1985:4). For 
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instance, bibleisms can present a focal word such as Hyga (Judas), a focal 
phrase such as CBRmQR CBRmbZX (the Holy of Holies) or a focal sentence 
such as Bepa ropar.w gBuraem (Faith moves mountains). 
The above examples represent two main types of metaphorical construction: 
the focus-frame construction ( 1 and 2) and the tenor-vehicle construction 
(3). An additional type, which contains elements of both focus - frame and 
tenor-vehicle relations, is a genitive construction. In the following instances 
of genitive constructions from Brooke - Rose ( 1958): 
(4) The poor are the negroes of Europe 
A = B of C 
(5) The hostel of my heart (=my body) 
B of C (= A ) 
(6) The smoke-screen of witnesses 
B of C 
the examples ( 4) and ( 5) in Brooke - Rose terms are three -term formulas 
expressed as "B of C =A" . In such a formula, "A" may be either mentioned 
and equated as in (4) or just implied as in (5). The example (6) is the two-
term formula expressed as "B of C", in which B = C. "C" is itself the proper 
term and "B" the metaphorical term (Brooke - Rose, 1958: 148). In Grabe' s 
terminology (1985:51) Brooke-Rose's "proper term" is called tenor and 
"the metaphorical term" is either focus in the "B of C=A" type or vehicle 
in the "B of C" type. "B of C" can also be a vehicle, or "B" can be a focal 
term. In some instances, the analysis of the internal interaction of the 
constituents of the vehicle may contribute to the fuller interpretation of the 
interaction between tenor and vehicle. The underlying tenor-vehicle 
relation in (4), (5) and (6) may be shown as follows: 
(4)i The poor are the negroes of Europe 
A = B of C 
Focus (nominal) 
Tenor tt Vehicle 
(5)i [My body] is the hostel of my heart 
(A = ) B of C 
Focus (nominal) 
Tenor (implied) tt Vehicle 
(6)i The smoke - screen of witnesses 
B of c 
= The witnesses are like a smoke - screen 
C = B 
Tenor Vehicle 
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Among bibleisms there are numerous expressions that present genitive 
constructions. For instance, K03eA omnyiqeHwz (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution'), CBRmaR CBRmbZX (the Holy of Holies) (these are 
discussed in Chapter 3). The internal interaction of the constituents of a 
bibleism results in the associations that are constantly present in it. They do 
not depend on the context in which it occurs (either its original biblical 
context or a new literary context) and contribute to those associations of a 
bibleism that are activated in its different interactive situations. Such 
associations may be viewed as relatively context-free or static. They result 
from what is termed in this study the static interaction of the constituents of 
a bibleism (as opposed to the dynamic interaction between a bibleism and its 
original biblical or a new literary context). 
'A' 
Argument 
is 'B of C' 
Focus 
~ 
~atic interaction within the 
~ expression itself 
(relatively context- free) 
dynamic interaction of the 
constituents of the bibleism with 
its original biblical associations which 
depend on the original biblical context 
(relatively context- dependent) 
~ VEHICLE 
dynamic interaction of the intratextual specifications 
of the bibleism in a literary text with its original 
biblical associations (relatively context-dependent) 
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Although the phrase 'static interaction' seems to be a contradiction in terms, 
I apply it to the interaction that constantly occurs between the constituents 
of a bibleism. The associations that result from this interaction are not 
influenced by the context in which a bibleism occurs. For instance, in the 
bibleism K03eA omnyiqeHwz (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution'), 
the associations of innocence, helplessness and remission result from the 
interaction of its constituents. This interaction may be viewed as relatively 
context-free or static. Other associations that this bibleism can create 
depend on its interaction with its original biblical context and different 
literary contexts in which it occurs (as will be shown in section 3.1.2). The 
interaction of a bibleism as a whole with different contexts may be viewed as 
a dynamic interaction of two types. One is the interaction between the 
constituents of a bibleism with its original biblical context, and another is 
the interaction of the intratextual specifications of a bibleism in a literary 
text with its original biblical associations. These result in dynamic or 
relatively context-dependent associations of a bibleism. 
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Breaking down a metaphor into its constituents as suggested in the above 
discussion provides the basis for the interpretation of metaphorical 
expressions in terms of interaction theories. Now we may proceed to discuss 
the characteristics of metaphor in terms of interaction theories in order to 
characterise the functioning of metaphorical expressions of biblical origin 
that occur in literary texts. 
2.2.1.2 Characteristics of metaphor 
An overview of current interaction theories reveals that all or most 
interactionists emphasise several main characteristics of metaphor. These 
characteristics may be summarised as follows: 
1) Creativity: metaphors can create new meaning and new similarity. 
2) Tension: metaphors involve tension either between a metaphor and its 
context or between its constituents. 
3) The importance of difference as well as similarity: metaphors contain both 
similarities and differences among their components. 
4) Reciprocity of the components of metaphors: the components of 
metaphors exert a reciprocal influence on one another, which results in 
changes in their meaning. 
5) Unparaphrasability: metaphors cannot be paraphrased without some loss 
of meaning, content or significance. 
I will discuss each of the above characteristics of metaphor in more detail 
below and relate them to bibleisms, which are the subject of this study. 
The creative aspect of metaphor is addressed in the work of all interaction 
theorists. Richards (1936:100), whose work has been central to subsequent 
interaction theories, claims that the co - presence of the vehicle and tenor in 
metaphor results in an extended meaning "which is not attainable without 
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their interaction". Echoing Richards (1936), Black (1962:37; 1979:37-40) 
argues that metaphor creates new meaning and new similarity that cannot 
be completely accounted for in terms of some similarity existing 
antecedently. Ricoeur ( 1977) suggests that metaphor generates new 
meaning by providing models for reading reality in new ways or by 
reorganising our conceptual frameworks. Johnson (1980:63) holds that the 
metaphor creates sense by a new projective act resulting in new significance. 
All these scholars also point out that what metaphor creates is "not simply a 
new emphasis on some pre - existent, but hitherto unnoticed aspect of 
meaning or similarity" (Waggoner, 1990:93). 
Metaphorical expressions of biblical origin are repeatedly used in similar 
contexts with relatively stable associations, i.e. they have become non -
creative metaphors. However, I argue in this dissertation that even when a 
bibleism is used as a non-creative metaphor (as demonstrated in section 
3.1), by analysing its intra textual relationships in different contexts, we can 
sometimes find new shades of meaning, new aspects and similarities 
previously unnoticed. The notion of intratextual relationship is understood 
here as the interdependence between a metaphorical expression and other 
components of the text in which it occurs. In different contexts, different 
features of a bibleism may come to the fore, creating a new configuration of 
its associations, a new similarity. The intertextual relationship between the 
Bible as a generating text of a bibleism and its new context is also a 
meaning - producing factor that must be considered when analysing 
intratextual relationships (Robinson, 1991 :XXII). Furthermore, I will argue 
that although bibleisms seem to be non - creative, a bibleism may become 
meaning - creative when it is foregrounded in a literary text, i.e. when it 
presents some sort of tension between itself and its context. 
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Interaction theorists discuss several forms of tension in different ways. Black 
(1962), for instance, did not use the word 'tension' but did suggest that our 
ability to recognise metaphors depends partially on some incongruity 
between a metaphor and its context. Waggoner (1990:95) notices that 
incongruity and other words (banality, falsity) used by Black are similar to 
tension as described by others. Ricoeur ( 1978) distinguishes among three 
types of metaphorical tension: between the tenor and vehicle, between a 
literal and a nonliteral interpretation of metaphor, and tension that derives 
from the interplay of similarity and difference in the work of resemblance. 
Grabe ( 1985:4) summarises what others call types of metaphorical tension as 
three types of focus - expressions: i) those with a violation of selectional 
restrictions within a focus itself (i.e., tension between the constituents of a 
focal expression); ii) those that do not contain a violation of selectional 
restrictions within a focus itself, but only present a direct inconsistency 
between the argument and the focus (i.e., tension between the argument 
and the focal expression); iii) those that do not present incompatibility in 
their combination either within a focus itself, or between a focus and an 
argument, but are only perceived as focal expressions because of their 
symbolic connotations (i.e., tension between a literal and a nonliteral 
interpretation of the focal expression, between metaphor and intratextual 
specifications of the focus). 
When a metaphor becomes non - creative and is absorbed by the language, 
the distinction between the frame and the focal expression is no longer 
obvious, or tenor and vehicle merge with each other (Chhibber, 1987:170). In 
other words, no metaphorical tension is present. This is the case with 
bibleisms discussed in this study. For instance, if the metaphor Ko3eA 
omnyiqeRWl (scapegoat) were creative, as in MaAbt.zUK 6blA K03AOM 
omnyiqeRWl (The boy was a scapegoat), modifying an argument MQAbqJIK 
(boy) it would have presented type ii of focal expression in Grabe's ( 1985:4) 
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terms. In other words, there would have been tension within the frame 
between the argument and the focus. But this focal expression (that also has 
a function of the vehicle) is no longer creative, i.e. its configuration of 
associations is relatively stable. The tenor MaAh~UIK (boy) that has 
associations of 'someone punished for the offences of others' merges with the 
vehicle K03eA omn~eHuR (scapegoat). Thus the tension that originally 
existed between them is released. All the same, an informed reader or 
speaker who is aware of the connection between the literal (in this case, the 
original biblical meaning) and the transferred meaning of this expression, 
may still feel this tension. Being informed of the origins of bibleisms, I will 
view them as focal expressions of one of Grabe's (1985:4) three types even 
when they are used in literary texts as non - creative metaphors. This will 
allow me to analyse the influence of the syntactic environment (frame) on 
the bibleisms (focal expressions) and account for the development of their 
associations. 
Interactionists acknowledge the importance of both similarity and difference 
in metaphor. Richards ( 1936) emphasises that there are many metaphors in 
which differences between tenor and vehicle are as operative as the 
similarities. Ricoeur (1977:173-215) also argues that the similarity in 
metaphor is a result of our ability to reconcile the initial disparities. This 
characteristic of metaphor emphasised by interactionists allows us to explain 
why some Russian bibleisms have acquired such new associations which are 
very different from their original biblical associations. For instance, the 
bibleism 3AG'rnoe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') has become synonymous with 
'a place of revelry' in Modem Russian, whereas in the Bible it implies a 
plentiful, pleasant place or state. The analysis and interpretation of the 
biblical associations of this expression, and its associations with places of 
depravity (discussed in detail in section 3.1.5) demonstrate the reconciliation 
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of the initial disparities, resulting in the similarity of the two notions that the 
expression 3Aal!HOe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') can signify. Also, the role of 
difference in metaphor is important for the creation of irony. This will be 
demonstrated in the usage of CB.fllilaR CB.fllilblX (the Holy of Holies) (example 
( 1), (7) and (9), section 3.1.1), for instance, where some associations of the 
tenor oppose the relevant biblical associations of this expression and 
consequently produce irony. 
The reciprocity of the influence of metaphorical components on one another 
is implied in the term interaction. Developing Richards' ( 1936) ideas, Black 
( 1962) attempts to be more specific about the way in which the interaction 
takes place. In Black's view, the metaphor works by applying to the principal 
subject (tenor) what he calls a system of "associated commonplaces" which 
characterise the subsidiary subject (vehicle). This involves constructing a 
system of literal associations of the subsidiary subject and also a 
corresponding system, which may consist of any "deviant implications 
established ad hoc by the writer" (Black, 1962:44). To illustrate this 
statement, Black ( 1962) analyses the expression Man is a wolf. 
(7) 
Man is a wolf 
Principal Subsidiary 





power of speech 
bipedal ..__ ____ __, 
Focus 
animal 






Among the characteristics associated with the subsidiary subject wolf, all the 
genuinely animal features that are incongruent in this context become 
peripheral. But other characteristics surrounding wolf, namely cruel, 
dangerous and predatory are transferred to the principal subject (tenor) and 
supplant the features usually associated with man. In other words, the 
statement that man is a wolf may imply that he is a cruel and dangerous 
predator. Black (1962:44) also mentions that the syntactic environment of the 
tenor man makes the vehicle wolf "seem more human than he otherwise 
would". Thus both terms contribute to the meaning of metaphor and either 
' of them may serve as an interpretative base. The interaction not only 
organises features of the tenor by selecting and emphasising certain features 
of the vehicle, but also makes it possible to see the focus in a new context 
which ascribes to it an extended meaning (Black, 1962). Furthermore, the 
reciprocity of influence need not be equivalent, but some changes in both 
terms should be observed (Waggoner, 1990:95) as in a "humanised" wolf in 
Black's (1962) example. 
The reciprocity of the influence of metaphorical components is very 
important when we attempt to determine an extended range of associations 
of bibleisms. When we view the same bibleism as a focal expression in the 
syntactic environment of different frames (in different literary contexts), we 
may establish in each case the reciprocal influence of the focus and the 
frame on one another. In different interactive situations, the same focal 
expression may undergo different extensions and restrictions in its semantic 
organisation. Therefore, the analysis of different interactive situations may 
make it possible to ascribe to the focus (a bibleism in this case) an extended 
meaning. 
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Unparaphrasability is an aspect of interaction theories that illustrates the 
nonreductionistic character of metaphor. Metaphorical meaning cannot be 
reduced to antecedent literal meanings or to rule - governed extensions of 
those meanings (Waggoner, 1990:94). Criticising the substitution view of 
metaphor, which argues that metaphors are used "to communicate a 
meaning that might have been expressed literally" (Black, 1962:32), Black 
( 1962:46) states that the view of metaphors as interactive implies that they 
cannot be paraphrased without the loss of some cognitive content. Johnson 
(1980) argues about the issue of unparaphrasability in a more complex way. 
He identifies a canonical, or comparative, and a noncanonical, or 
interactive, aspect of metaphor. On a canonical level, every metaphor 
implies a correlative simile that constitutes its basis in comparison (i.e., its 
"ground") (Johnson, 1980:55). This is what is recognised by the comparison 
view, which holds that metaphor is a condensed simile and that every 
metaphorical statement might be replaced by an equivalent literal 
comparison (this view is criticised by Black ( 1962:37) and also by Johnson 
( 1980:55)). The view of metaphor as interactive holds that in addition to the 
comparative ground of every metaphor, there is a level at which one 
experiences the insight that two entire systems of implications ("systems of 
associated commonplaces" in Black's (1962:44) terms) are brought together 
(Johnson, 1980:55). The cognitive activity at this level cannot be reduced to 
that of the comparative level. Therefore, paraphrases of equivalent meaning 
might be given at the canonical level of metaphor, but they cannot be 
equivalent at the interactive or noncanonical level. 
The question of unparaphrasability of metaphor is relevant to the translation 
issue addressed in the present study. In the tentative scheme of the ways in 
which metaphors may be translated, in order of preference (proposed in 
section 2.3), paraphrase holds the last position. This is because when 
paraphrase is chosen as a mode of translation, the resulting expression in the 
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target language reaches the level of commentary rather than of actual 
translation. Paraphrase does not induce the insight that comes from 
determining how the components of a metaphor may be brought into 
relationship (Black, 1962:46; Johnson, 1980:55; Waggoner, 1990:94). 
It may be gathered from the above discussion of the characteristics of 
metaphor emphasised by interaction theories, that in terms of the first two 
characteristics (creativity and tension), metaphors may be divided into 
different interpretative types. The issue of the types of metaphor and the 
characteristics of interaction theories dealing with the way metaphor works 
(the importance of difference as well as similarity in metaphor; reciprocity of 
the components of metaphor; unparaphrasability of metaphor) pertain to the 
interpretation and translation of metaphorical expressions in this study. 
2.2.1.3 Interpretative types of metaphor 
Among metaphors that occur in literary texts, there are those that have lost 
their uniqueness. For instance, ROJKK.a cmoAa in Russian and leg of the table 
in English, or <I>oMa neBepy10w,mz in Russian and a doubting Thomas in 
English. These expressions belong to idiomatic language use and are part of 
the established lexicon of the language. On the other hand, there are 
metaphors which appear to be unusual. They are constructed on the spot by 
the writer or speaker and their understanding requires special attention paid 
to the image they evoke. Generally, these two types of metaphor are often 
called dead and live metaphors respectively. 
It is usually easy for a native speaker to recognise the difference between 
dead and live metaphors in his or her language. For one who is interpreting 
a particular metaphorical expression in order to establish the range of its 
associations and to translate it into another language, it is very important to 
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be able to make this distinction since there are certain peculiarities 
pertaining to the interpretation and translation of each type of metaphor. 
Definitions and terminology of the types (or categories) of metaphor vary 
among scholars (e.g. Wellek & Warren, 1963; Leech, 1974; Lakoff & Johnson, 
1980; Reyna, 1981; Lakoff, 1986; Van Den Broeck, 1981; Newmark, 1988; Steen, 
1994). Van Den Broeck's (1981) classification has been found to be the most 
relevant to the present study of bibleisms, since he distinguishes the 
categories of metaphor for both interpretation and translation purposes. 
Notwithstanding, I propose some redefinition and clarification of Van Den 
Broeck's (1981) terminology. 
Van Den Broeck (1981:74-76) elaborates the usual categorisations of 
metaphor into dead and live metaphors by suggesting three types (or what 
he calls categories), "according to their relative degree of being 
'institutionalised' or not": lexicalised, conventional and private metaphors. 
Lexicalised metaphors are those that have gradually · 1ost their uniqueness 
and have become 'institutionalised' items of the established semantic stock 
of the language. The abovementioned examples HOJKKa cmoAa and <t>oM.a 
HeBepy10w,uii in Russian, and leg of the table and a doubting Thomas in 
English, are lexicalised (or dead) metaphors in Van Den Broeck's terms. The 
notion of 'deadness' of metaphor is a relative matter. However, as Van Den 
Broeck (1981:75) notices, it may give us an insight into the process by which 
a metaphor shifts from 'performance' to 'competence'. Following Leech 
(1974:227-228), Van Den Broeck stresses that various stages may be 
distinguished in this process. Firstly, the reference and the ground of the 
comparison are limited by convention in that, for instance, a fox is 'a person 
who is like a fox in that he is cunning'. Further, when the transferred 
definition loses its analogical feeling, fox practically becomes synonymous 
with a cunning man (Leech, 1974:227; Van Den Broeck, 1981:75). But Leech 
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(1974) and Van Den Broeck (1981) emphasise that even at this stage, a 
feeling of the connection between the literal and transferred meanings may 
remain. The stage of absolute 'deadness' (i.e. when we say that a metaphor is 
lexicalised) is reached "when the literal meaning has died out entirely, or 
when no connection is felt between the literal and transferred meanings any 
more" (Leech, 1974:228). 
According to Van Den Broeck's classification, such metaphors as HOJKKa 
cmoAa I leg of the table and <!>oMa HeBepy10w,uu I a doubting Thomas 
belong to the same type of lexicalised metaphors. There does, however, 
seem to be a difference between them. The latter expression may also be 
referred to another type proposed by Van Den Broeck. It is the type of 
conventional metaphor which is closely connected to the type of lexicalised 
metaphor. Conventional metaphors are more or less 'institutionalised' by 
literary tradition, they are culture - bound. Such metaphors, which range 
from literal translation and paraphrase to imitation, have become part of the 
shared cultural inheritance of civilised mankind (e.g. the Jewish tradition, 
Christianity, Greek and Roman Antiquity, the literary and cultural 
inheritance of a particular country, etc.), and they now belong to world 
literature (Van Den Broeck, 1981:81). In Van Den Broeck's terms, shepherd 
(nacmbzpb, in Russian) as a metaphor for God, would be an instance of such 
'shared poetic metaphors' in Judaeo- Christian tradition. 
The third type of metaphor in Van Den Broeck's terms is that of private 
metaphors. This type includes poetic (literary) metaphors, i.e. innovative 
creations by individual writers. It is not always easy to draw strict boundaries 
between the types of metaphor, for some conventional metaphors may be 
more or less 'institutionalised', and many private systems overlap existing 
metaphorical traditions (Wellek & Warren, 1963:190; Van Den Broeck, 
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1981:75). Thus the status of metaphor is not a static but a dynamic one 
(Dagut, 1976). 
I agree with Van Den Broeck's general distinction of the three interpretative 
types of metaphor instead of just two, but I do not find his statements about 
the types of lexicalised and conventional metaphor descriptive enough. 
Although he states that conventional metaphors can clearly be distinguished 
from the more institutionalised patterns of the common language, it is not 
quite obvious from his discussion precisely how these two types of metaphor 
differ from one another. I therefore propose the following clarification and 
redefinition of Van Den Broeck's terminology. 
In what follows, I refer to metaphors that are unique, i.e. produced on the 
spot by individual writers as innovative metaphors. These metaphors are 
creative and are recognised as metaphors because we can observe 
incongruity or tension between a metaphor and its context (cf. section 
2.2.1.2). For instance, examples 1-6 in section 2.2.1.1 are innovative 
metaphors. 
Metaphorical expressions that have lost their uniqueness (Van Den Broeck's 
lexicalised metaphors) belong, in my opinion, to the type of conventional 
metaphors, since the reference and the basis for comparison in such 
metaphors are limited by convention (Van Den Broeck 1981:75) as in the 
example with fox discussed above. Such expressions have lost their character 
as metaphors and are becoming more and more absorbed by the language. 
"We become aware of the fact that they were metaphors only once when we 
are caught mixing metaphors" (Chhibber, 1987:170). Original and new 
metaphorical meanings of such expressions have diverged psychologically to 
the extent that no connection is felt between them any more (Leech, 
1974:228). As it has been discussed in section 2.2.1.2, in such metaphors 
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tenor and vehicle merge with each other, or the distinction between the 
frame and the focus is no longer operative. The linguistic mechanism that 
leads to the death of metaphor has been explained by Chhibber (1987:170-
171). Chhibber has shown that a metaphorical expression undergoes both a 
restriction and an extension in its semantic organisation and acquires a 
stable configuration of its associations. This may be demonstrated in the case 
of bibleisms by taking an example like 
(8) Tbz - <1JoMa HeBepy10w,uii 
You are a doubting Thomas 
when we address someone who is sceptical about something and whose 
name is not <JJoMa (Thomas). Let us consider some characteristics of the 






a person named some other 
name (not Thomas) 
lives at this time 
studies, works 
drives a car 
speaks Russian/Enqlish/ .... 
does not believe in 
something 
a sceptical person/a sceptic 
<1JoMa HeBepy10w,uii. 
a doubting Thomas 
Vehicle 
-!-
a person named 
Thomas 
does not believe in resurrection 
unless sees for himself 
a sceptical person/ a sceptic 
It is clear from the characteristics of <1JoMa HeBepy10w,uii (a doubting 
Thomas) that when applied to mbz (you) in the form of address to a sceptic 
above, it undergoes both a restriction and an extension in its semantic 
organisation. Characteristics like a person named Thomas, apostle, lived at 
the time of Jesus, speaks Hebrew become abnormal in the context of mbz 
<1JoMa HeBepy10w,uii. (you are a doubting Thomas) where mbz (you) is 
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someone sceptical whom the speaker addresses at present, whose name is 
not Thomas, etc. Thus, the characteristics of <l>ol'<t.a HeBepy10w,uii. (a doubting 
Thomas) that become abnormal in this context become peripheral (i.e. the 
expression undergoes a restriction in its semantic organisation), and such 
characteristics as a sceptic, a person who needs to see in order to believe 
become central in the semantic field of the expression <DoMa HeBepyrow,uii. (a 
doubting Thomas). On the other hand, the expression may acquire new 
characteristics such as lives at this time or drives a car, etc., whatever 
characteristics of mbz (you) may derive from the context (i.e. the expression 
undergoes an extension in its semantic organisation). Once the expression 
<DoMa HeBepy10w,uii. (a doubting Thomas) is made to collocate with someone 
who is sceptical (like mbl (you) in 8) its semantic field acquires a new 
configuration of characteristics. If the metaphor were creative, the 
juxtaposition of characteristics like a person named Thomas, apostle, etc. and 
a contemporary person whose name is not Thomas would have resulted in 
tension (cf. section 2.2.1.2). Now, when the metaphor is non -creative, the 
two sets of characteristics undergo a readjustment and reconciliation 
resulting in the release of the tensions that originally existed between them. 
When such a metaphor is used repeatedly in similar contexts, the new 
configuration of characteristics acquires a degree of stability. The semantic 
field of <PoMa HeBepy10w,uii (a doubting Thomas) in the context of someone 
who is sceptical has stabilised, thus the metaphor is dead, in other words, 
institutionalised in the language: it is registered with this meaning (i.e. with 
this configuration of characteristics) in the Russian dictionaries (e.g. Slovar', 
1948-1969; Ozhegov, 1982; Walshe & Berkov, 1984). The vividness of its 
image (i.e. the literal image of the apostle Thomas who doubted the 
resurrection) does not play a crucial role in understanding of this metaphor 
any more. However, even at this stage, a feeling of the connection between 
the literal and transferred meanings may persist (for an informed reader or 
speaker, for instance) or may become reactivated as will be argued below. 
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Therefore, I avoid using the term dead metaphor in this dissertation and 
propose to refer to such expressions as conventional metaphors. 
What Van Den Broeck ( 1981) describes as a category of conventional 
metaphors (culture- bound metaphors 'institutionalised' in the language by 
literary tradition), is connected with the notion of intertextuality (section 
2.2.1.2). Intertextuality is a many- faceted phenomenon which is an integral 
part of culture and hence a part of literary art. It is "the web of functions 
that constitutes and regulates the relationships between text and intertext" 
(Riffaterre, 1990:57). Metaphors have the potential to indicate and establish 
intertextual relationships. It may be gathered that the second type in Van 
Den Broeck's classification includes metaphors that indicate and establish 
intertextual relationships more explicitly than those that he terms lexicalised 
metaphors. In other words, the creative aspect (cf. section 2.2.1.2), the 
reference to their historical, literary, or culture - bound source is still obvious 
in such metaphors. I propose to refer to such metaphors as allusive 
metaphors, since allusion is "an indirect reference to something known from 
history, mythology, scripture, literature, popular and contemporary culture" 
(Lass, et al, 1990). A degree of allusiveness, however, varies within the type 
of allusive metaphors. This corresponds to what is termed by Van Den 
Broeck (1981) as "more or less 'institutionalised' conventional metaphors. 
Those that are "less institutionalised" can be clearly distinguished from the 
more established patterns of the common language. The intertextual 
relationships that they establish are more explicit, and the metaphorical 
tension (cf. section 2.2.1.2) that they constitute between themselves and 
their contexts is not completely released. In other words, the reference to 
their historical, literary, or culture - bound source still persists. When 
metaphorical expressions eventually lose their allusiveness, i.e. become 
"more institutionalised", they join the type that I term conventional 
metaphors. 
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Elaborating Dagut's (1976:23) argument that the status of a particular 
metaphorical expression is not a static but a dynamic one, Van Den Broeck 
(1981:76) suggests that if there is a shift from a unique metaphor to routine 
collective repetition, there may be a similar shift through which dead 
metaphors may become live metaphors again. His statement that 
conventional metaphors "belong to the restricted area of literature and are 
only conventional within the period, school or generation to which they 
belong" (Van Den Broeck, 1981: 7 5), followed by the remark ( 1981 :81) that 
such "shared poetic metaphors" "now belong to world literature", supports 
the idea of dynamism in metaphor. Following Van Den Broeck's suggestion, 
I maintain in this dissertation that conventional metaphorical expressions 
may become meaning - creative in a literary text. This implies that in 
complex texts such as narratives, for instance, the structuring principle of 
artistic organisation to which the contextual patterns of ordinary language 
are subordinated (Lotman, 1977) may reactivate the symbolic force of the 
conventional metaphor, so that, in a sense, it becomes an allusive 
(demonstrated in section 3.2) or even an innovative metaphor again 
(demonstrated in section 3.3). For instance, within the context of the literary 
text, the literal and metaphorical associations of the conventional metaphor 
may become actualised or foregrounded. Thus, the effect caused is similar to 
that of a truly innovative metaphor. At the same time, however, a 
conventional metaphor retains its specific character of a familiar metaphor 
as opposed to a truly innovative metaphor and we observe an emerging 
contrast by which the tenor is played off against the vehicle as a result of 
this simultaneous occurrence (Van Den Broeck, 1981 :83). 
From the foregoing discussion I propose to form the following hypothesis: 
Metaphors are dynamic. There are shifts through which innovative 
metaphors can become conventional and through which conventional 
metaphors can become innovative again. I assume that once an innovatively 
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used conventional metaphorical expression (i.e. a conventional metaphor 
that has rejoined the type of innovative metaphors) in its renovated form 
may become another (renovated) conventional metaphor (i.e. may again 
rejoin the type of conventional metaphors). Thus, the same metaphor in 
different interactive situations may be placed within different interpretative 
types. In what follows, I will attempt to confirm this hypothesis by the 
analysis and interpretation of some Russian bibleisms. 
A distinction between interpretative types of metaphor is important from the 
point of view of translation (Van Den Broeck, 1981). For instance, the 
expressiveness and semantic depth of a metaphor may proceed from an 
allusion or a certain feature of the language, the full appreciation and 
adequate translation of which requires certain background knowledge on the 
part of the translator. Van Den Broeck (1981) also warns against the 
'overtranslation' of dead metaphors. 
Metaphors of biblical origin belong to the Judaeo - Christian tradition that 
has become part of the shared cultural inheritance (shared conventions) of 
civilised mankind (including Russian and English - speaking peoples). Such 
metaphors are capable of adequate translation and as noted by Van Den 
Broeck ( 1981 :81), "It seems even reasonable to assume that translatability in 
this respect is merely a consequence of the necessity to translate, i.e., to 
domesticate, the works of classics". The translation of a conventional 
metaphor that can normally be rendered by a word-for-word translation 
may become problematic when the conventional metaphor is foregrounded, 
i.e. used as innovative metaphor. Such cases might pose a challenge to 
translators. In the case of metaphors that belong to the shared cultural 
inheritance of civilised mankind (such as bibleisms), most of these will 
concern the choice of an appropriate translation mode (discussed in section 
2.3) rather than translatability as such (Van Den Broeck,_ 1981:81). 
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From the preceding discussion it is understood that the relation of a 
metaphorical expression to one of the interpretative types of metaphor 
(innovative, allusive or conventional), and hence the translation procedure, 
may only be determined in the course of analysing and interpreting each 
individual case. 
2.3 A PROPOSED METHOD FOR THE INTERPRETATION AND 
TRANSIATION OF BIBLEISMS 
I propose to investigate the functioning of Russian bibleisms that form part 
of Russian metaphorical (or poetic) usage on the basis of selected Russian 
narrative literary texts. The texts have been selected from narrative fiction 
written between 1960 to the present, namely novels and short stories by 
native Russian - speaking authors such as Aksyonov ( 1965; 1969; 1985b; 
1987), Voinovich (1976; 1987b; 1990), Grossman (1970b), Druzhnikov (1989) 
and Dombrovskiy ( 1989). All these novels and short stories touch upon 
topics relating to the real state of affairs in the Soviet Union that were not 
allowed to be openly discussed in the press at that time. All these works 
describe the Soviet Union during the period when the Bible was not 
generally available as a source of knowledge for numerous expressions of 
biblical origin with which the Russian language still abounds. 
Narrative literary texts, and not poetic texts, have been chosen for this study 
of bibleisms because in my view, the language of the narrative text generally 
reflects ordinary usage more closely than the language of a poem. Literary 
texts have been chosen for the study of bibleisms because such texts are 
seen as dynamic systems in which elements are structured in relations of 
foreground and background. This implies that literary language, when 
compared to everyday language, has a kind of emphasis, that there is a 
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greater awareness of the language itself in the case of literary language, and 
that it is perceived as more expressive than everyday language. 
The analysis and interpretation of bibleisms that occur in literary texts are 
carried out in this dissertation within the framework of interaction theories of 
metaphor. It has been argued by Reinhart (1976) and further developed by 
Grabe (1984;1985) that the process of understanding of a metaphor in 
literary contexts involves two interpretative procedures, focus interpretation 
and vehicle interpretation. Identifying the focus and the vehicle (section 
2.2.1.1) provides the basis for the interpretation of a metaphor. To illustrate 
how these procedures apply to the understanding of a literary metaphor, I 
take Reinhart's (1976:391) example from Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock: 
(9) 




The foregrounded element in this sentence is rubs its back, since it presents 
a lexical deviation in combination with the argument fog. Rubs its back here 
is the focus. Focus interpretation involves a consideration of intratextual 
relations of the metaphorical term with other components of the text. It 
results in some literal equivalent of the metaphorical expression (e.g. The 
yellow fog that touches the window panes), and provides a rough 
understanding of the actual situation being depicted, as well as the way in 
which it ties in with the wider context of the metaphor (Reinhart, 1976:399). 
What is still to be accounted for is the 'image' aspect of the metaphor that 
may be captured by considering the extratextual relations that could be 
established by the focus. This is what Reinhart terms vehicle interpretation. 
The focus in a metaphorical expression serves to prompt a reconstruction of 
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an implied noun (cat in the example above), which may be combined with 
the focus in a literal sense, and may also be comparatively related to the 
argument in question, i.e. may have something in common with the 
argument (Grabe, 1984;1985). The implied noun in this metaphor is a cat (or 
some other animal which may be associated with the described gesture) 
which serves as a vehicle to the tenor fog. (Grabe (1985:8) also suggests that 
the construction of a tenor instead of a vehicle may sometimes have far -
reaching consequences in relation to Richard's ( 1936) definition of tenor and 
vehicle3.) In other words, we place these two nouns in parallel on the basis 
of the gesture rubs its back that is usually associated with a cat or a similar 
animal in the established semantic stock of the language (viewed here as a 
sort of intertext). The notion of parallelism suggests semantic relationships 
between the fuzziness of the cat's fur and the texture of the fog. Several 
other construals of the cat - fog intertextual relation are possible. So 
although partial understanding of what the metaphor is about is possible on 
the basis of carrying out focus interpretation and establishing its intratextual 
relationships, full understanding of the metaphor involves consideration of 
its intertextual relationships and performance of vehicle interpretation that 
accomplishes this double perception or double vision of a cat and the fog. 
The interpretative procedures proposed by Reinhart (1976) and modified by 
Grabe ( 1985) are intended for creative literary metaphors (those that I term 
innovative metaphors). Such metaphors have an emphatically aesthetic 
function in a literary text. They attract attention and are perceived as 
uncommon, as 'deautomatised' or foregrounded (cf. section 2.2.1). 
Reinhart (1976:396) emphasises that in what she terms dead metaphors (such 
as iron will) the vehicle has lost its vividness. In other words, the vehicle has 
merged with the tenor (as explained in sections 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3). 
Consequently, in such cases only focus interpretation is relevant, and vehicle 
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interpretation does not apply (Reinhart, 1976). Understanding of such 
metaphors does not involve double vision (e.g. we do not reconstruct a 
second argument for will in iron will). 
The bibleisms dealt with in this study have become part of ordinary usage, 
i.e. they may be viewed as conventional metaphors (section 2.2.1.3). When 
they are used in literary texts as conventional metaphors, although they 
present a lexical deviation (e.g. when we call a human being K03eA 
omnyiqeHuR (scapegoat)), they are no longer seen as something very 
uncommon. Therefore, such expressions are not perceived as 'deautomatised' 
or foregrounded expressions (unless their allusiveness becomes reactivated 
within a literary context, and the effect caused is similar to that of an 
allusive or a truly innovative metaphor (section 2.2.1.3)). In the case of the 
Russian bibleisms discussed in this study, the vehicle has also lost its 
apparent vividness. The double perception carried by vehicle interpretation 
does not play a crucial role in the understanding of such metaphors any 
more (as demonstrated in example (8) in section 2.2.1.3). Therefore 
intertextual associations with the Bible are unlikely to be recovered in the 
mind of an ordinary reader. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the remote connection between Russian 
metaphorical expressions of biblical origin and their sources, in this study I 
consider them as foregrounded elements of literary texts, even when they are 
used as conventional metaphors. This will allow me to apply to them both 
focus and vehicle interpretation and analyse the influence of different 
syntactic surroundings on the bibleism. The application of both 
interpretative procedures will enhance our understanding of these 
expressions. Focus interpretation will enable us to understand what the basic 
(cognitive) content of the bibleism is. Vehicle interpretation will make 
possible a double perception in the sense that both the argument modified 
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by the bibleism and the image evoked by this bibleism are interpreted. This 
will involve a consideration of the intertextual relationships established by 
the bibleism between the text in which it occurs, and its original biblical 
context. Thus it may become possible to account for associations that 
bibleisms have acquired and are acquiring in Modern Russian. I maintain 
that the associations that bibleisms create depend both on their intratextual 
and intertextual relationships. To show these relationships, I will 'recover', 
in the terms of Riffaterre ( 1990), a biblical intertext for every expression 
analysed in this study. 
A proposed method for the interpretation and translation of bibleisms may 
be briefly illustrated by means of the expression He om Mupa cero (not of 
this world). It is registered in the Russian dictionaries (e.g. Walshe & Berkov, 
1984) as an idiom, i.e. as a metaphorical expression that has lost its 
connection with its original image. I therefore categorise it as a conventional 
metaphor. 
First, we identify the expression He om Mupa cero (not of this world) as 
coming from the following words of Jesus Christ about his Kingdom: 
Hncyc OTBe"tfaA: LI;apcTBo Moe ue OT MHpa cero ..... [HoaHH 18:36) 
Jesus answered, My Kingdom is not of this world ... [John 18:36) 
It is implied in the original biblical text that Jesus's Kingdom is the 
Kingdom of God, eternal life that is not of earth, i.e. in "this world". The 
original associations of the expression He om Mupa cero (not of this world) 
are positive: something that does not belong to the present surroundings, to 
ordinary life and thus is unusual; something good, positive (like eternal life). 
These original associations have formed the basis for several new shades of 
meaning of the expression He om Mupa cero (not of this world) in Modern 
Russian. New metaphorical associations of this expression in Russian usage 
(as discussed by Babkin, 1970) are both positive and negative: (1) something 
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not of real life; strange, unusual, remarkable; (2) someone who is naive, 
unpractical; who is far removed from real life, its problems, demands, 
interests; who is concerned only with abstract matters (a scientist, artist, 
poet, etc.); who does not notice the reality around him; who is unusual, 
strange. Thus, the expression He om .Mupa cero (not of this world) is used in 
Modern Russian not only as a positive characteristic, but also to express a 
jocular or ironic attitude to someone who lives in a world of his own. 
The following extract shows the use of this expression in a Russian literary 
text where it is applied to an unpractical person. 
(10) 
Ero Herrpncrroco6AeHHOCTb K 3eMHOll JKH3HH BbI3bIBaAa HacMeIIIKY H 
rrpeKAoHeHne ............. OH Ka3aACH 6ecrroMOI.I.J;HhIM, ue OT MHpa cero .. . 
(Grossman, 1970b: 154) 
His inability to adapt to ordinary life aroused both amusement and 
admiration ............................ . 
He seemed helpless, to be not of this world... (Grossman (trans. by 
Whitney,T.) 1970a: 186) 
We may observe here a metaphorical construction as analysed in (lO)i. 
(lO)i 
He seemed helpless, to be not of this world ... 
"' "' "' A Frame Focus (adjectival) 
th: Kingdom of God / 
Vehicle(reconstructed) 
The bibleism He om .Mupa cero (not of this world) is viewed here as an 
adjectival focal expression of Grabe's (1985) type ii, i.e. as representing 
tension between the argument OH (he) and itself. Focus interpretation takes 
into account the intratextual specifications of the focus, and results in a 
degree of literal equivalent to the metaphorical expression (OH xa3l1ACR 
6ecno.MOUJ,Hbl.M, Henpaxmu11.Hbl.M .. ./He seemed helpless, unpractical...). It 
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serves to prompt a reconstruction of an implied noun (vehicle in this case), 
which may be combined with the focus in a literal sense and may also be 
comparatively related to the argument in question. Establishing the 
intertextual relationship between this literary extract and the biblical 
intertext where the focal expression He om Mupa cero (not of this world) 
originally occurs [John 18:36} enables us to reconstruct an implied argument 
(vehicle) the Kingdom of God. The procedure of vehicle interpretation 
establishes the relation between the two concepts involved ('he' - 'the 










unable to adapt to >- not of ordinary life 
ordinary life (life on not of earth 
earth) 
helpless I 
By analysing the intratextual specifications of the tenor he in this literary 
context, and the intratextual specifications of the vehicle the Kingdom of 
God in the Bible, we can establish the reciprocal influence of the tenor and 
the vehicle on each other. We observe a similarity between the 
characteristics of the person in ( 10) who was unable to adapt to ordinary (in 
the Russian text literally 'earthly') life, and the characteristics of the 
Kingdom of God in the Bible as being different from life on earth. Thus, 
vehicle interpretation, i.e. a process of double perception or double vision 
(Reinhart, 1976:392) enhances our understanding of the new associations 
connected with an unpractical person that the bibleism He om Mupa cero (not 
of this world) has acquired in Modem Russian. 
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Babkin ( 1970), who analysed the expression He om Mupa cero (not of this 
world), considers that its new associations with an unpractical person have 
nothing in common with the original biblical associations. The above 
analysis and interpretation of this bibleism, however, allow for Babkin's 
statement to be reconsidered. Although the original associations connected 
with the expression He om ]'.tupa cero (not of this world) are only positive, 
both sets of positive and negative (ironic) associations that this expression 
has acquired in Modern Russian derive from the original implications. 
The English translation equivalent of this Russian bibleism is not of this 
world. Although it has not been found in any available English dictionary of 
popular expressions, we see that it is used by an English translator in the 
literary translation of ( 10) above and thus is assumed to be understood by 
English readers. Apparently, this metaphor also exists in English as a 
conventional metaphor and that is why it is translated in ( 10) sensu stricto, 
i.e. literally, word - for -word. But as the data have shown, this mode of 
translation cannot be applied to all Russian metaphorical expressions of 
biblical origin when translating them into English. For the purpose of 
accounting for Russian bibleisms in terms of translation procedure, I have 
surveyed current views on the translation of metaphor. 
Summarising the views that advocate setting up models to describe the 
translation of actual metaphors (e.g. Van Den Broeck, 1981; Larson, 1984; 
Toury, 1985; Van Besein & Pelsmaekers, 1988), rather than giving normative 
statements about the way in which metaphors ought to be translated (e.g. 
Dagut, 1976; Newmark, 1981; 1988), a tentative scheme of such modes in 
order of preference may be presented as follows: 
(1) Translation 'sensu stricto', when both source language (SL) tenor and SL 
vehicle are transferred into the target language (TL) (for conventional 
metaphors it may result either in idiomatic metaphor _(if the vehicle of SL, 
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when translated literally has the same associations in TL) or in semantic 
anomaly (if the vehicle of SL when translated literally has different 
associations in TL)). 
(2) Substitution, when the SL vehicle is replaced by a different TL vehicle 
with more or less the same tenor 
(3) Translation by a simile, retaining the vehicle (this can be done 
particularly if the TL text is not emotive in character) 
(4) Translation 'sensu stricto' combined with sense, i.e. the tenor and/or the 
ground for comparison may be added) 
(5) Omission, when the SL metaphor is redundant or otiose. The criteria for 
such a decision can be set up specifically for each text after the translator 
has weighed up what he/she thinks is more important and what less 
important in the text in relation to its intention. 
6) Paraphrase, when the resulting TL expression is on the level of 
commentary rather than of actual translation 
According to the above list, the metaphor He is not of this world may be 
translated into the target language in the following six different ways: 
(1) He is not of this world. 
(2) He is an alien. 
(3) He is like someone not of this world. 
(4) He is not of this world. He does not notice the reality around himself. 
(5) -
(6) He is an unpractical person. 
In each case metaphors need to be analysed and interpreted carefully to be 
sure that the correct meaning is being communicated. Only after that can 
the translator successfully choose the correct translation procedure. In 
example ( 10) above, a sensu stricto translation is obviously the most 
successful. This translation of the Russian conventional (idiomatic) metaphor 
results in the identical English conventional (idiomatic) metaphor. 
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The example ( 10) above has been chosen to demonstrate the analysis and 
interpretation of a focal expression of biblical origin requiring the 
reconstruction of an implied argument (vehicle) for the argument in the 
frame. This applies to adjectival and verbal focal expressions. But when the 
focus is a nominal expression (e.g. as wolf in Black's (1962) Man is a wolf), 
the focus itself may serve as a vehicle for the argument in the frame. In such 
cases the reconstruction of another argument is not required. 
The proposed method for the interpretation and translation of bibleisms in 
this study may be roughly summarised as follows: 
• Establishing the original biblical associations of the bibleism under 
consideration (consulting the available dictionaries of Russian usage and 
verifying the expression in the Bible itself) 
• Metaphorical analysis of the bibleism in a literary context 
• Establishing the intratextual and intertextual associations of the bibleism 
in a literary context 
• Metaphorical interpretation of the associations of the bibleism 
• Description of the mode of translation of the Russian bibleism into English 
This method of the interpretation and translation of bibleisms will be 
followed in the next chapter, which deals with the analysis and 
interpretation of data. 
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NOTES 
1 For instance, many Russian scholars (Vinogradov, 1946; Arkhangelskiy, 1964; 
Babkin, 1964 among others) categorise Russian phraseological units according to 
their internal makeup as phraseological unity (¢>pa3eoAonP-1ecKoe eAHHCTBo), 
phraseological fusion ( cppa3eoAornqecKoe cparn;eH11e), phraseological combination 
(¢>pa3eoAornqecKoe coqeTaH11e), phraseological expression (cppa3eoAornqecKoe 
BhipaJKem1e). The meaning of phraseological unity could be partially motivated by 
the meanings of its constituents (e.g. a bibleism KaMeHh npemKHoBeHWl (stone of 
stumbling), whereas the meaning of phraseological fusion does not derive from the 
meanings of its components, i.e. its motivatedness is lost to an individual speaker of 
the language (e.g. a bibleism Aa3apR neillb {lit. 'to sing the song of Lazarus', i.e. to 
try to arouse compassion). In phraseological combination there is always at least one 
word that can combine with a restricted number of words {e.g. a bibleism 3Aa'lHOe 
Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures', i.e. a place of revelry), where 3Aa'lHOe (lit. 'abundant 
with cereals', 'green') can only combine with the word Mecmo (place)). 
Phraseological expression is always a sentence consisting of words used 
metaphorically. According to some scholars only phraseological fusion may be 
considered idioms {Vinogradov, 1946), whereas the others (e.g. Makkai, 1972) 
consider all types of expressions described above to be idioms. 
2 For instance {Grabe's (1985:51) analysis), in Thomas's This Bread I Break, the verb 
break acquires a special metaphorical content, associating it with the violent 
destruction of former vitality. This kind of tenor-vehicle relationship may be 
applicable to the analysis of bibleisms that are sentence - metaphors. 
3 This proposal of tenor- reconstruction may apply to the interpretation of 
bibleisms that are used metaphorically in the original context. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
3.1. BIBLEISM AS CONVENTIONAL METAPHOR 
The bibleisms discussed in this section are viewed as conventional 
metaphors (section 2.2.1.3) because they are used repeatedly in similar 
contexts with the same configurations of associations and are registered 
with these configurations of associations in the Russian dictionaries. In 
this study, however, I view bibleisms as foregrounded elements (section 
2.2.1) of literary texts. For interpretation purposes I will consider them as 
focal expressions of one of Grabe's (1985:4) three types (section 2.2.1.2). 
The analysis of different interactive situations in which the same bibleism 
(focal expression) occurs may make it possible to ascribe to it an 
extended range of associations. Bibleisms have become relatively non -
creative in daily usage. However, I maintain here that in different 
contexts different features of a bibleism can come to the fore, in some 
cases creating a new configuration of its associations and suggesting a 
new similarity among these associations. Viewing the same bibleism as a 
focal expression in the syntactic environment of different frames (in 
different literary contexts), I establish and interpret in each case their 
reciprocal influence on one another. In different interactive situations the 
same focal expression may undergo different extensions and restrictions 
in its semantic organisation. 
3.1.1 CBRIIl<lJl. CBRlllblX (the Holy of Holies) 
In the Bible the expression CBRIIlaR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies) qualifies 
several things: an interior part of the Temple of Jerusalem which was 
accessible only to a high priest once a year, 
H noBech 3aBecy Ha Kpro"tIKax, n BHecn TYAa 3a 3aBecy KOB"tJ:er 
OTKpoBeHM.sI; H 6yAeT 3aBeca OTAeAf!Tb BaM CB.sITH.JUIIIJ;e OT 
CBsrroro-cBsrrLix. [HcxoA 26:33] 
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And thou shall hang up the veil under the taches, that thou mayest 
bring in thither within the veil the ark of the testimony: and the 
veil shall divide unto you between the holy place and the most 
holy. [Exodus 26:33] 
the sacrificial meat and bread that could be eaten only by a priest in the 
temple, 
l16o -qepe3 3TO' COBeprneHO O"tJ:Hrn;eHHe M.5I Bpy-qeHHH HM 
CBHIIJ;eHCTBa H M.5I IIOCBHIIJ;eHHH nx; IIOCTOpOHHHH He AOAJKeH 
eCTb cero, n6o 3TO CBSIThlHSI *. [l1CXOA 29:33] (*cmunaR CBRmblX in 
the Church Slavonic Elizabeth Bible) 
And they shall eat those things wherewith the atonement was 
made, to consecrate and to sanctify them; but a stranger shall not 
eat thereof, because they are holy. [Exodus 29:33] 
the altar, 
CeMb AHeH O"t!Hrn;ail )KepTBeHHHK; H OCBHTH ero, H 6yAeT 
)KepTBeHHHK CBSITLIHSI Be.l\.HKaSI*... [l1CXOA 29:37] (*cBRmGR 
CBRmbZX in the Church Slavonic Elizabeth Bible) 
Seven days thou shalt make an atonement for the altar, and 
sanctify it; and it shall be an altar most holy ... [Exodus 29:37] 
and an atonement, 
l1 6yAeT COBeprnaTh AapoH O"tIHIIJ;eHHe HaA poraMH ero OAHaJKAhl B 
rOA; ... 3To CBSIThlBSI Be.l\.HKasi* y rocrrOAa. [l1CXOA 30: 10] ("CBRmGR 
CBRmbZX in the Church Slavonic Elizabeth Bible) 
And Aaron shall make an atonement upon the horns of it once in a 
year .... it is most holy unto the Lord. [Exodus 30: 10] 
The original specifications of the expression cBmnaR CBRmbZX (the Holy of 
Holies) based on the above biblical extracts may be summarised as 
follows: 1) a specially guarded place, not accessible to many (only a high 
priest could enter the inner chamber of the temple), 2) a very respected 
place (the inner chamber was accessible only to a high priest, i.e. a very 
respected person), 3) a place where some meaningful work is being done 
(an atonement was done in the inner chamber), 4) something sacred (the 
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inner chamber of the temple, the sacrificial bread, the altar, the process of 
atonement). One of the associations of the word cBmnoii (holy) in the 
Bible is set apart for the worship of God (Bible Dictionary, 1962:724). 
The dictionaries (e.g. Slovar', 1948-1969; Ozhegov, 1982; Walshe & 
Berkov, 1984) state that the expression cBmnaR CBRIIlbZX (the Holy of 
Holies) is used in everyday Russian figuratively of any sacred place 
accessible only to the elect, the initiated. But as investigated and 
demonstrated by Babkin ( 1970), this definition of cBmnaR CBRIIlblX (the 
Holy of Holies) is not complete. This expression may have more 
metaphorical associations. Babkin ( 1970) grouped these associations 
around two semantic poles: for characterising particular premises, and for 
characterising an actual object or an abstract notion. He considers that 
these various metaphorical associations (he calls them shades of 
metaphorical meaning) have developed from the two associations that this 
expression has in the Bible in Babkin's view (i.e. the holy part of the 
temple accessible only to a high priest, and the sacrificial bread that 
could be eaten by priests only in the temple) (Babkin, 1970:153). In 
Russian usage, this expression has lost its apparent connection with its 
biblical prototype, i.e. the allusiveness to its biblical source is no longer 
obvious to an uninformed reader or speaker. I therefore view this 
expression as a conventional metaphor in Russian usage (section 2.2.1.3). 
This expression constitutes a 'genitive link' (Brooke - Rose, 1968) of "B of 
C " type. In terms of interaction theories of metaphor (section 2.2.1.1), 
cBmnaR CBRIIlbZX (the Holy of Holies) analysed as "B of C" may be viewed 
as a focal expression, which has the function of a vehicle for a nominal 
argument in the examples discussed below. The internal interaction of 
the constituents of the bibleism cBmnaR CBRIIlbZX (the Holy of Holies) 
results in the associations of set apart for something important. 
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To account for the range of associations of the expression CBmnaR 
CBRJTiblX (the Holy of Holies), I will take into consideration the relatively 
context-free (or static) interaction of its constituents and two types of 
the dynamic interaction (section 2.2.1.1): the interaction between its 
constituents and its original biblical specifications, and the interaction 
between the intratextual specifications of the tenor in a literary text and 
the original associations of the vehicle cBmnaR CBRJTiblX (the Holy of 
Holies). 
The following examples from narrative literary texts illustrate the use of 
this expression as a conventional metaphor. This expression is analysed 
and interpreted below in terms of a focal expression of Grabe's ( 1985) 
type ii (section 2.2.1.2). 
The metaphorical association of cBmnaR CBRJTiblX (the Holy of Holies) 
with a specially guarded place, not accessible to many is based on the 
biblical fact that an interior chamber of the Jewish Temple was accessible 
only to a high priest, i.e. not to everybody. This association of the 
bibleism is prominent in the following extract from Aksyonov's ( 1985b.) 
novel. 
(1) 
TipaKTifqecKH AaHHaH HHC'fPYKD;HH, KOHe1IlIO, 6hIJ\.a nycTbIM 
3BYKOM, IIOTOMY 1lTO 1lepe3 31\..eKTJ)OHHhIH 6AOK AaJKe IITH:a;a He 
MOrAa npoAeTeTb 6e3 COOTBeTCTBYJOin;HX MHOrOCTYIIeH1laTbIX 
pacnopHJKeHHH, OAffaKO, BOT BeAI>, OKa3hIBaeTCH, He 3pH 
HHC'fPYKD;HH -TO IIHCaAaCb: ryMeT ce6e napeHeK c "Be.l\..HKOM" H 
ryMeT npHMO no HanpaBAeHHIO K "cBsITaB CBBTl>IX", K 
ceKpeTHell:IneMy H3 ceKpeTHhIX TepeMOB, rAe KaK pa3 B AaHHhIH 
MOMeHT 3aceAaeT Hama MYAPOCTh. 
(Aksyonov, 1985b:368) 
0 In fact these instructions were empty words because even a bird 
could not get through the electronic block without special 
complicated arrangements. It turned out, however, that the 
instructions were written with good reason: here walks a young 
fellow with a bike, and he walks in the direction of the Holy of 
Holies, to the most secret out of all secret towers where at the 
moment our wisdom dwells. 
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From the intratextual specifications of the focal expression CBRIIWR 
CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies} we understand that the young fellow walks 
to the government building inside the Kremlin. Thus, the tenor for the 
vehicle CBRIIlaR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies) is 3gaRue npaBumeA.bcmBa 
(the government building): 
( 1 )i 
3AaHne rrpaBn:Te.J\bCTBa - CBSITaSI CBSITbIX 
government building the Holy of Holies 
Argument Focus 
B of C 
i i 
Tenor B Vehicle 
i i 
~~~-~---~ 
not accessible without 1-----i not accessible to many 
special arrangements; 
guarded 
the most secret of all secret 
towers 
vs '1.- vs 
accessible to the young fellow 1------'-----__: 
set apart for something 
irn ortant 
1-----1 set apart for the worship of 
God 
The characteristics of the tenor "government building" as a place not 
accessible to many people and a specially guarded place, activate the 
same characteristics of the vehicle CBRIIlaR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies). 
Among the intratextual specifications of this bibleism in (1), we encounter 
an expression ceKpemReii.umii. u3 ceKpemRblX mepeMOB (the most secret 
out of all secret towers) which has a similar structure. This repetition of 
the structure is functional here. It establishes the intertextual relationship 
with the biblical CBRIIlaR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies). 
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It also becomes evident from the context that some associations of the 
tenor oppose each other and also oppose the associations of the vehicle. 
It is evident from the fact that although "even a bird could not get 
through the electronic block without special complicated arrangements", 
there was the young fellow walking towards this secret place. In terms of 
interaction theories, we encounter here both similarity and difference in 
metaphor (section 2.2.1.2). In this case it is so prominent that it creates 
irony. 
The associations with a place where some meaningful work is being done, 
a secret place as well as a place set apart for something important (which 
is relatively context -free), are also present in this usage of CBRmaR 
CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies). Secrecy seems to be an element that is 
emphasised in this example ("the most secret out of all secret towers"). 
The characteristic of a very respected place which is based on the fact 
that in the Bible the most holy place was accessible only to a priest, i.e. a 
very respected person, a person anointed, elected by God, is activated 
in the following usage of CBRmaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies): 
(2) 
(3) 
KAaccbI. Aa6opaTopHH. lllKOAl:>Hbili My3eli. A BBepxy, Ha rrsrTOM 
:na.JKe, Ha 3Ta>K Bblllle, qeM yqHTeAbCKHe - CBSITruI CBSITl>IX -
Ka6HHeT AHPeKTopa. (Dombrovskiy, 1989:300) 
°Classrooms. Laboratories. School museum. And upstairs, on the 
fourth floor, a floor above the teachers' room, there was the Holy of 
Holies - principal's office. 
AaAee rroKaTILl\.csr YJKHH H rrocAeAyrorn;He rrepeMern;eHHSI TO B 
rOCTHHyID OIISITb, Kocpe H qali, TO B 11 CBSITYIO CBSIThlX11 , B Ka6HHeT 
TieTPa CeBaCTbSIHOBHqa ... (Aksyonov, 1985b:294) 
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0 Then the dinner followed and the subsequent shifts from the 
sitting room (again coffee and tea) to "the Holy of Holies" Peter 
Sevastianovich's study ... 
In both examples above, the intertextual relationship between the Bible 
and the literary extracts is established by activating the following 






an office of 





belongs to a respected 
- CB5ITa5I CB5IThlX 





accessible only to the respected 
person I person 
accessible only to the owner / accessible only to the elect 
or the elect 
a place where an lffiportant~ place where an atonement 
person works is done 
set apart for something set apart for the worship of 
important God 
In (2) and (3), the meaning of the tenor for CBRinaR CBRinblX (the Holy of 
Holies) may be generalised as a respected, important person (the school 
principal in (2); Peter Sevastianovich in (3), the hostess's late husband 
who used to be a member of the government). Therefore, the 
configuration of associations of CBRinaR CBRinblX (the Holy of Holies) that 
is activated in both examples may be summarised as a very respected 
place. 
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In the following passages (4) and (5), the expression CBRJIWR CBRmblX (the 




<Dmnep COOTBeTCTByIDII.J;HM JKeCTOM IIOS:ICHHA CBOeMy CIIYTHHKy, 
"CJTO BOT Terreph TOT - B "cBsrraSI CBSITLIX", B TaKOM, MOJKHO 
CKa3aTh, y6eJKHrn;e CB060AHOrO Ayxa, rAe rrpOH3BOAHTCS:I 
HeIIOAIJ;eH3ypHhIH aAh60M "CKaJKH H3IOM". (Aksyonov, 1985b:77) 
° Fisher explained to his companion with a meaningful gesture that 
he now was in the Holy of Holies - in the asylum of the free 














set apart for the worship the asylum of 
the free spirit 
,__ ____ __, 
of God 
accessible to the members 1----1 accessible to the elect 
a place where a place where an atonement 
a secret work was being done - was done 
set apart for the production of 
-
set apart for the worship of God 
the photo album 
In (4)i, the vehicle CBRmaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) qualifies a place 
(the tenor apartment which is present in the text) where a group of 
photographers were working' on the photo album that they intended to 
publish without submitting it to censorship. This interactive situation 
establishes the intertextual relationship between the place qualified as 
CBRlllaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) in the literary text under 
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consideration and the holy part of the Temple in Jerusalem described in 
the Bible. 
This may be interpreted as follows: this place (the apartment), where a 
secret work was being done {cf. an atonement was done in the inner 
chamber, the Holy of Holies, by a priest alone [Exodus 29:37]) was 
accessible only to a limited number of people, only a limited group of 
people could know about the photo album (cf. in the Bible only the priest 
was supposed to eat the sacrificial meat and bread - "but a stranger 
shall not eat thereof, because they are holy" (Exodus 29:33)). As it has 
been mentioned before, one of the associations of the word CB.Rmoii (holy) 
in the Bible is 'set apart for the worship of God' (Bible Dictionary, 
1962:724). This association of the bibleism is also present here, since the 
tenor the photographers' apartment is characterised as a place set apart 
for production of the photo album. 
In the next extract (5), we find this expression in a conversation of the 
two NKVD officers (NKVD is the Russian abbreviation for People's 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs). One of them, who is also a writer, says: 
(5) 
- Hy BOT, IIO COBeCTII, - ycMexey./\.CH PoMaH, - Te6e "t!TO? 
J\HTepaTYPa HpK.Ha? Tax Thi 'tJHTaH <l>(lAeeBa H <l>eAHHa! HeT, Thi B 
Apyro:H KOHeu; CMOTPH - BOT cBeT rrorac, 3aHaBec B3BH./\.CH , H 
OTKpbl./\.OCh TaHHOe TaHHhIX, CBSITrul CB51'1'1dX - Ka6HHeT 
HaqaJ\.hHHKa C./\.eACTBeHHOH qacrn HKBA ... BeAb 3Toro HR OAHa 
JKliBaH Ayma He BHAe./\.a li He C./\.hIIIIa./\.a, a eC./\.li BlfAe./\.a, TO OHa 
yJKe He JKHBaH ... 
(Dombrovskiy, 1989:496) 
0 To be honest, - grinned Roman, - do you need literature? Then 
read Fadeyev and Fedin! But you should look to the opposite 
direction - the lights go down, the curtains go up and the 
greatest mystery opens: the Holy of Holies - the office of the 
chief of the NKVD investigation department... This is what no 
living soul has seen nor heard, and if it has, then it is not a 
living soul any more ... 
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The phrase greatest mystery in the English translation renders Russian 
maiiHoe maiiHblX (lit. may be translated as 'the secrecy of secrecies'). 
In (5). cBmnaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) is an NKVD office where 
interrogations were held. The secrecy of the NKVD office is emphasised 
by the expression maiiHoe maiiHblX (lit. may be translated as 'the secrecy 
of secrecies') which is coined by the author following the model of 
cBmnaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies). This functional repetition of the 
structure of the bibleism establishes the intertextual relationships between 
this literary text and the Holy of Holies in the Bible. 
(5)i 
Ka6HHeT HaqaAbHHKa cAeACTBeHHOM qacTH HKBA CBSITaSI CBSIThIX 









I important place 1------------------11 important place 
no access1 e o many 1----------------1 not access1b e to many 
a place where interrogations 
are held (meaningful work) 
r-------------::_.i a place where an 
the greatest mystery 
(lit. 'the secrecy of secrecies') 
set apart for something 
important 
atonement is done ( a 
meaningful work) 
set apart for the worship 
of God 
The characteristic of secrecy is also emphasised by the last sentence of 
the extract. Therefore, secrecy is the main characteristic of the vehicle 
cBmnaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) that is activated in this case. 
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The next group of metaphorical associations of the expression CBRmaR 
CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) is described by Babkin ( 1970) as a group of 
associations characterising some actual object and an abstract notion. I 
propose to divide this group in two: one in relation to an actual object, 
another - to an abstract notion, since these associations have developed 
on the basis of two different uses of this expression in the Bible. "Actual 
objects" to which CBRmaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) is applied in the 
Bible are the altar [Exodus 29:37], sacrificial meat and bread [Exodus 
29:33]. "Abstract notions" are an atonement and a sacrifice [Exodus 
30:10]. 
To illustrate how the expression CBRmaR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) can 
be applied to an actual object to characterise it as something sacred, 
protected, the following extract from a literary text (6) may be used: 
(6) 
3a6bIBa5J: Bee CBOM HeAynI. OH ITOA3aJ\. no KOBpy, -yMMAeHHO 
ITOAHMMaH M ITOAaBaH MAClAilleMy M3 J\eCKOBhIX Be.ru;m.i;hl, KOTOphle 
ITOCAeAHMH CB5J:TOTaTCTBeHHO 6paA co CBSITa.sI CBSITldX - c 
rrMcaTeAhCKoro CTOAa. (Leskov, A. Zhizn' N. Leskova, VII, 7.) 
(quoted from Slovar', 1948-1969) 
° Forgetting all his illnesses, he was crawling on the carpet, 
picking up and sweetly giving to the youngest Leskov the things, 
which the latter sacrilegiously took from the Holy of Holies - the 
writer's desk. 
Here we observe an explicit tenor-vehicle relationship: 
(6)i 
IlHCaTeAhCKHH CTOA - CB5.ITa.SI CB.SITbIX 







to violate it would be 
an unthinkable (sacrilegious) 
act for the people of this 
house 
valuable 




specially guarded, protected 
altar (sacrificial bread and meat) 
to violate it would be 
set apart for the worship 
of God 
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This may be interpreted as follows: the writer's desk in his house was 
protected and inviolable like the altar [Exodus 29:37] or sacrificial meat 
and bread (Exodus 29:33] in the Bible. Its violation would be as 
sacrilegious as a violation of the access to the altar or sacrificial meat and 
bread. The desk was set apart for the writer's important work just as the 
inner chamber of the temple was set apart for the worship of God. It is 
on the basis of this focal expression that the intertextual relationship. 
between this literary extract and the Bible is established. 
In the following extracts we can observe how the expression CBRHLaR 
CBRHLblX (the Holy of Holies) is used to characterise abstract notions. 
(7) 110HH 11 , KaK Bbl IlOHHMaeTe, 3TO JKHAbD;hI Hamero AOMa, IlaHID;HKH 
)KCK "MocKOBCKHH nHcaTe.hh". To ecTh AOBOAhHO 6oAblllaH 
rpynna JUOAeH, KOTOpaH, KOrAa ffYJKHO, Ha3hIBaeTC.SI KOAAeKTHBOM. 
B ycAOBH.SIX Hameii CHCTeMbI KOAAeKTHB - 3TO qyro AH He CBBTaSI 
CBBTLIX. EyAb co6paHHe Ha CTOpoHe HBaHbKO, OH 6hI B CBOHX 
AaAl>HelillIHX ycHAH.s.i:x 3TO o6cT05ITeAbCTBO HenpeMeHHo 6h! 
HCilOAb30Ba.A. OH OilHpaACH 6hI Ha MHeHHe KOAAeKTHBa, OH 
IlOAHHMaA 6hI aBTOpHTeT KOAAeKTHBa, OH npH3hIBaA 6bl yaaJK.aTb 
KOAAeKTHB. Ho KOAAeKTHB, roAOCyIOID;HH npOTHB Hero, 3TO YJKe He 
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KOJV\.eKTHB, a "oHH", KOTOpbIX OH HaMepeH rrpeBpaTHTb B aHCaM6.l\h 
rrecHH 11 IIAfICKH. (Voinovich, 1976:43) 
"They", as you must realize, are the tenants of our building, the 
shareholders of the Moscow Writers' Housing Co - operative. That 
is a rather large group of people, which, when necessary, is 
called a collective. Under our system, the collective is 
practically the holy of holies. If the assembly had been on 
Ivanko's side, he would certainly have used it in his future 
efforts. He would lean on the opinion of the collective, he 
would hoist up the authority of the collective, he would call for 
respect for the collective. But the collective, since it voted 
against him, was no longer a collective, but a "they" which he 
intended to tum into a song- and -dance group. (Voinovich 
(trans. by Lapeza, D.), 1977a:45) 
In this extract (7), from Voinovich's (1976) Ivankiada, the bibleism 
CBRIIWR cBJUIZbZX (the Holy of Holies) establishes the intertextual 
relationship with the biblical text through the activation of the following 
associations: 
(7)i 
KOJV\.eKTHB - CBHTaJI CBHTbIX 





opinion of which 
is important for 
its members 
very important ritual for the believers 
respected 
membershi 
i-----~ respected ritual 
set apart for something set apart for the worship 
important - of God 
respected, important, etc., 
when needed vs always respected and sacred (holy) 
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We may observe in (7)i not only similarities but some differences between 
the tenor and the vehicle. In terms of interaction theories, these 
differences are as operative as the similarities (cf. section 2. 2.1.2). In this 
case, the interaction of the similarities and the differences of the tenor 
and the vehicle produce irony. It is understood from the context that a 
collective (tenor) is called a collective (i.e. an important, respected 
organisation, etc.) only when necessary for somebody. And since the 
author mentions that under the Soviet system, "the collective is almost the 
holy of holies" (the translator renders 'qyrh Jill' as 'practically', 'almost', 
however, seems to be a more precise translation), it implies that cBmnaR 
CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) is important and respected (or hcly) only 
when necessary for somebody. This opposes the connotations of cBmnaR 
CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies) in the Bible (where it is always sacred) and 
thus, implies irony. 
A similar configuration of associations of the expression CBRmaR CBRmblX 
(the Holy of Holies) is observed in the next example (8). Nevertheless, it 
is used here without ironisation. 
(8) 
where 
OH rosopHA o TOM, KaK TPYAHO pacno3HaTh spara. BoT, rosopMT, 
A3e¢ 6hIA PYKOBOAJiTeAeM 6oesoli opraHM3aIJ;MM - 3TO caMoe 
CBJITOe CBJITLIX, lITO 6h!AO y 3CepoB, a OKa3aACH npeAaTeAeM. 
(Dombrovskiy, 1989:402) 
0 He was saying how difficult it was to recognise an enemy. Look, 
he said, - Azef was the leader of the military organisation. It was 
the Holy of Holies for the socialist - revolutionaries, but he turned 
out to be a traitor. 
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(8)i 
6oeBa5I opraHH3aD;H5I - CBHTOe CBHThlX 
military organisation - the Holy of Holies 




opinion of which 
is important for 
its members 







set apart for something set apart for the worship of 
important God 
In the next extract (9) the expression CBRIIWR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of 
Holies) stands for moral values, beliefs which form the essence of any 
society: 
(9) 
Tb! pa3Be He BCTPe"tlaA JUOAeli, KOTOphle yrmBaIOTCH TeM, "tlTO OHH 
HaxOA51TC5I B Ca.MOM HH3y? 0HH BcerAa MOryT orrpaBAI>IBaTh CBOe 
HeyAa"tlHH"tJ:ecmo HecrrpaBeAJlliBhlM ycTPolicmoM o6:m;ecma, cBoeli 
HCKJUO"tlHTe..l\hHOH "tleCTHOCThlO, CKpOMHOCThlO H B006:m;e 
Heo6bIKHOBeHHOCThIO. Kopo-qe roBopH , feHHa.AHCCHMYC rrOCHrffYA 
Ha CB51TruI CBJITLIX o6:m;eCTBa. (Voinovich, 1987b:270) 
You mean you've never met people who revel in the fact that 
they're on the very bottom? They can always rationalize their 
failure because of social inequality, and their own outstanding 
honesty, modesty, uniqueness. To be brief, the Genialissimo had 
encroached upon society's holy of holies. (Voinovich (trans. by 
Lourie, R.), 1987a:332) 
Here again, as in ( 1) and (7) above, we encounter an element of irony in 
the usage of CBRIIlaR CBRIIlblX (the Holy of Holies). 
(9)i 
HpaBCTBeHHaH OCHOBa, y6e)KAeHMH -











feelings sacred for somebody ,___ ___ ___, sacred ritual 
I important important 
set apart for the worship of God 
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Revelling in the fact of being on the very bottom does not comply with 
the beliefs of the Communist society, where nobody is supposed to be "on 
the very bottom". In other words, such an idea of the Holy of Holies 
confronts the real idea of the Holy of Holies of the Communist society 
(where everybody is supposed to be equal) and the Holy of Holies in the 
Bible. We observe here the differences between the associations of the 
tenor and the vehicle {section 2.2.1.2). This makes us perceive the whole 
passage (9) as ironical. 
Having studied the data provided by Babkin ( 1970: 152 - 162) for his 
investigation of the expression CBRmGR CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies), and 
my own data, I have arrived at the following conclusion. I consider that 
Babkin's proposal to group the metaphorical associations of this 
expression around two semantic poles (first, for characterising particular 
premises and second, for characterising an actual object or an abstract 
notion) can be elaborated. The expression CBRmaR CBRmblX (the Holy of 
Holies) may be metaphorically used in Modern Russian: 
(I) For characterising premises: 
1) a specially guarded place, not accessible to many; 2) a very respected 
place; 3) a place where some meaningful or secret work is being done; 
4) a secret place. 
(II) For characterising an actual object: 
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1) something sacred; 2) something inviolable; 3) something protected, not 
accessible to many; 4) something valuable, precious. 
(III) For characterising an abstract notion: 1) something very important, 
significant; 2) something very private, intimate; 3) something secret; 4) 
moral values, beliefs. 
Although the expression cB.mnaR CBRinbl.X (the Holy of Holies) has 
become a conventional metaphor in Russian usage and has lost its 
apparent connection with its biblical source, the analysis of the above 
instances from literary texts in terms of interaction theories of metaphor 
reinforms our understanding of its new implications. It shows that all the 
abovementioned metaphorical associations of this bibleism derive from its 
original biblical associations. In other words, the meaning that the 
expression cB.mnaR CBRinbZX (the Holy of Holies) has in the Bible plays an 
important role in the development of all new associations that it has 
already acquired and is acquiring in modern usage. The biblical 
associations serve as a basis for these new associations in all instances 
discussed above. 
Functioning as a vehicle, cB.mnaR cB.mnbzx (the Holy of Holies) may 
interact with at least three groups of tenors referring to premises, an 
object and an abstract notion. Each group may be divided into four more 
specific types of tenors where the configuration of the characteristics of 
each tenor is based on one of the four original specifications of cB.mnaR 
cB.mnbzx (the Holy of Holies): 1) a specially guarded (protected) place, not 
accessible to many (only a high priest could enter the inner chamber of 
the temple), 2) a very respected (important) place (the inner chamber was 
accessible only to a high priest, i.e. a very respected person), 3) a place 
where some meaningful (important) work is being done (an atonement 
was done in the inner chamber), 4) something sacred (valuable) (the inner 
chamber of the temple, the sacrificial meat and bread, the altar, the 
process of atonement). 
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The possible interactive situations into which the conventional metaphor 
CBRmaR CBRlllblX (the Holy of Holies) may enter as a vehicle are listed in 
Table 1 (Appendix 2). It indicates what specific characteristic of CBRmaR 
CBRlllblX (the Holy of Holies) may be activated in each case. From this 
table one may see that at least four associations are always present in the 
expression CBRlllaR CBRlllblX (the Holy of Holies): protected, significant, 
not accessible to many, set apart for something important, valuable. These 
comprise the stable configuration of associations of the conventional 
metaphor CBRmaR CBRlllblX (the Holy of Holies). The associations of set 
apart for something important may be considered as relatively context -
free (section 2.2.1.1). 
The English equivalent of the Russian expression CBRlllaR CBRlllblX that 
derives from the same biblical source is the Holy of Holies. Apparently, it 
has entered English usage in this form under the influence of the Latin 
translation sanctum sanatorum (Kunin, 1984). As a metaphorical 
construction itself (section 2.2.1.1), the English expression the Holy of 
Holies also presents a 'genitive link' (Brooke-Rose, 1968) of "B of C" 
type. The next example illustrates its usage as an expression 
characterising premises: 
(10) 
'I find it so difficult,' he said .. .'to remember the various ... passwords 
and devices with which I should approach the Holy of Holies. 
(Angus Wilson) (quoted from Longman Dictionary of English Idiom, 
1979) 
The expression the Holy of Holies here qualifies a place which cannot be 
entered without passwords and devices. A place that is protected by such 
passwords and devices is obviously not accessible to many (cf. in the 
Bible the inner chamber of the temple was not accessible to many), but 
only to the elect such as the speaker who knows these passwords and 
devices. Here we may observe the following tenor-vehicle relationship: 
( 1 O)i 
premises 
Argument 
the Holy of Holies 
Focus 
~ 
Implied tenor tt Vehicle 
,j, ,j, 
some place that 
,___ 
accessible only to the elect 
requires a password 
and devices to enable 
one to enter it 
protected by 
-
specially guarded place 
passwords and devices 
important (because it is 
protected by passwords 
H important and sacred I 
and devices) 
secret I I 
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In other words, the place the speaker is talking about in ( 10) must be a 
very important and secret place, a place set apart for some meaningful or 
secret work. These associations coincide with the associ.ations that the 
Russian expression CBRJIWR CBR.IIlblX may have when used to characterise 
some premises. 
Apparently, the Holy of Holies in English has the same associations as 
CBR.IIlaR CBR.IIlblX when applied to abstract notions, as seen from the 
literary English translations of (7) and (9) above, where the Holy of Holies 
is used to translate CBR.IIlaR CBR.IIlblX. 
Therefore, the expressions CBRIIlaR CBR.IIlblX and the Holy of Holies when 
used as conventional metaphors (section 2.2.2.1) in both Russian and 
English are capable of a sensu stricto translation. 
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3.1.2 Ko3eA omn~eHUR (scapegoat) 
In Russian usage, the metaphorical expression K03eA omn~eHUR 
(scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') has the following 
definitions: a person who constantly has to take the blame and 
responsibility for others (Slovar', 1948-1969; Ashukin & Ashukina, 1960); 
a person who is made responsible for everything (Ozhegov, 1982); one 
punished for the mistakes or offences of others (Walshe & Berkov, 1984). 
To summarise these definitions, it may be said that the expression K03eA 
omn~eHUR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') in everyday 
usage is applied metaphorically to someone made responsible (and 
punished) for the mistakes or offences of others. Its connection with its 
biblical prototype is no longer apparent. I therefore view this expression 
as a conventional metaphor (section 2.2.1.3) in Russian usage. I analyse 
and interpret it in the following literary contexts in terms of a focal 
expression of Grabe's (1985) type ii (section 2.2.1.2). 
In terms of the constituents of metaphor (section 2.2.1.1), the metaphorical 
expression K03eA omn~eHUR (lit. 'goat of remission/absolution' (its 
English equivalent scapegoat is discussed further below)) may be viewed 
as a focal expression that presents a 'genitive link' of "B of C" type 
(Brooke-Rose, 1958). We can observe an internal interaction of "B" 
(vehicle) and "C" (tenor) (Grabe, 1985) and their partial equation. Even 
without knowing the origin on which the metaphorical associations of the 
expression K03eA omn~eHUR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution') are based, we can partially understand them from 
the internal, relatively context-free (or static) interaction of its 
constituents (as explained in section 2.2.1.1). This tenor-vehicle 
relationship is implied in all three literary examples analysed below. This 






of C ~ 
= OTI1yrn,emfe (KaK) K03eA (partially) 
remission/absolution (is) a goat 
C = B 
-!, -!, 











The expression symbolises a remission of somebody's sins at the expense 
of some helpless being, i.e. an element of atonement is present in the 
combination of the two words with their associations. This interpretation 
of the internal interaction gives us a partial understanding of the 
associations that the expression xo3eA omnYll{eHWl (scapegoat, lit. 'goat 
of remission/absolution') may have. I maintain that the meaning of this 
expression is composed both from the relatively context-free (or static) 
interaction of its constituents and its interaction as a whole with its 
original contextual specifications (a dynamic interaction) (section 2.2.1.1). 
In other words, a deeper insight into the associations of the expression 
K03eA omnfU.{eHWl (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') may be 
gained by taking into account its biblical origin. 
The expression Ko3eA omnfU.{eHWl (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution') has come to Russian usage from the Hebrew 
tradilion described in the Bible: 
l1 6pocHT AapoH o o6oHx K03Aax JKpe6Hil: OAifH JKpe6nil AAfJ. 
fOCIIOAa, a Apyroil JKpe6Hil AAfJ. OTIIym;eHmL (J\eBMT 16:8] 
And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats; one_ lot for the Lord, 
and the other lot for the scapegoat. (Leviticus 16:8] 
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In Israel, there was a Hebrew symbolic ceremony of putting the sins of 
the people on the live goat. On a special day the high priest laid his 
hands upon the head of the live goat, confessed over him all the sins of 
the people of Israel and sent the goat away into the wilderness [Leviticus 
16:5-22]. Hence, the literal associations of the expression K03eA 
omnyw,eHuR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') are based on 
the following biblical description of the Hebrew ceremony. 
A K03Aa, Ha KOTOporo BbIIIaA )Kpe6m1: AAfJ- OTnym;emrn:, IIOCTaBMT 
)KMBOro nepeA f OCIIOAOM, q'f06hl COBepnmTh HaA HlIM O"t:IHII.J;eHHe lI 
OTOCAaTh ero B nycThIHIO AAfJ- OTnym;eHH5.L [ J\.eBHT 16: 10] 
But the goat, on which the lot fell to be the scapegoat, shall be 
presented alive before the Lord, to make an atonement with him, 
and to let him go for a scapegoat into the wilderness. [Leviticus 
16:10] 
M B03AO)KHT AapoH o6e PYKH cBon Ha roAoBy )KHBoro K03Aa, n 
lICIIOBeAyeT HaA HlIM Bee 6e33aKOHlI51 ChIHOB J.II3panAeBhIX lI Bee 
npeCTYIIAeHHH lIX lI BCe rpexn lIX, lI B03AO)KlIT lIX Ha rOAOBY 
K03Aa, lI OTOillAeT c HapO"tIHhIM qeAoBeKOM B nyCTbIHIO. M IIOHeCeT 
K03eA Ha ce6e Bee 6e33aKOHlI51 lIX B 3eMAIO HeIIpOXOAHMYJOr lI 
nycTHT OH K03Aa B nyCThIHIO. [ J\.eBHT 16:21 - 22] 
And Aaron shall lay both his hands upon the head of the live goat, 
and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and 
all their transgressions in all their sins, putting them upon the head 
of the goat, and shall send him away by the hand of a fit man into 
the wilderness: and the goat shall bear upon him all .their iniquities 
unto a land not inhabited: and he shall let go the goat in the 
wilderness. [Leviticus 16:21-22] 
From the above extracts it is evident that the biblical K03eA omnyw,eHuR 
(scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') is characterised in the 
original biblical context as an innocent being who had to (was chosen by 
the circumstances not dependent on him) take the responsibility for the 
mistakes and transgressions of others; who had to be sacrificed for the 
atonement of others; someone helpless who had to be punished and sent 
away, an outcast. The biblical goat literally was a 'goat of remission', a 
scapegoat. Nevertheless, the act of confessing the sins of the people 
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"over" the goat is a symbolic act. Thus, we may say that generally the 
original associations of this expression are retained when it is applied 
metaphorically in common usage to "someone made responsible and/ or 
punished for the mistakes or offences of others", although an ordinary 
individual speaker of Russian does not associate it with its biblical origin. 
The connection of this expression to its origin has become so remote that 
it has lost its allusiveness to the biblical goat, and has become a 
conventional metaphor in Russian usage. 
To account for the range of associations of this bibleism, I will take into 
consideration the relatively context-free (or static) interaction of its 
constituents and two types of the dynamic interaction (section 2.2.1.1): the 
interaction between its constituents and its original biblical specifications, 
and the interaction between the intratextual specifications of the tenor in 
a literary text and the original associations of the vehicle K03eA 
omnYll{eRUR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution'). 
In the following literary extract, the character, who is an editor of one of 
the major Moscow newspapers, had been called to a meeting at the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party where he was told about the 
shortcomings of the work of his staff. In the passage ( 11) below, he is 
thinking about that meeting. 
(11) 
CrnAo 51CHO, 'ITO DoAIIT6ropo HY>KHO Halirn K03AOB oTnyiqeHHSJ. 
0TAe.l\.hl U:K 6hIAII nepeAaTO'IHhIM 3BeHoM, H B3BaAIITh BHHY 3a 
HeAOCTaTKli nponaraHAHCTCKOH pa6oThl Ha TIAe'Ili ra3eT 
ecTeCTBeHHee scero. (Druzhnikov, 1989:53) 
0 It is obvious that the Politburo wants to find scapegoats. The 
Central Committee sections were nothing more than mediators and 
it was very natural to blame the newspapers for the shortcomings 
of the propagandistic campaign. 
Here we may observe an explicit tenor-vehicle relationship: 
( 11 )i 
ra3eTbI KaK 




'goats of remission' (=scapegoats) 
Focus 
cannot be respons1b e 
for the whole process 
of propaganda 
mnocent 
___ _,_ __ ___, blameless 
powerless against the 
Politburo {subordinate to it) 
blamed {undeservedly, in the eyes of 
the speaker) for the shortcomings 
of the whole process of propaganda 
speechless 
helpless against the human being 
undeservedly blamed for the sins 
of others 
have to be punished to conceal ~---ill punished for the atonement of 
Central Committee's faults .._,o"""t"""h_,,,_e,.,.rs,__ _________ _. 
chosen to take the chosen to take the 
blame by the Central Committee undeserved blame by the priest 
{the superior) (someone superior) casting lots 
{circumstances not dependent on 
himl 
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(The implied tenor-vehicle relashionship "B of C" in (ll)i is anlaysed in 
(I).) 
First, it should be noted that in this literary extract we deal with three 
cases of metonymy : ll0Aum610po (Politburo), omgeAbl I.(K (Central 
Committee sections), ra3embz (newspapers). These institutions (governing 
bodies and publishing organs of the Communist Party) stand here for the 
people associated with them. The primary subject in this construction 
( 11 )i, is in the plural - ra3embz (newspapers), so we see that the focal 
expression K03Abl omnyiqeRUR (scapegoats, lit. 'goats of 
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remission/absolution') which has the function of the vehicle, can be used 
in the plural, too. 
The analysis (1 l)i above leads to the following interpretation: the 
statement that the Politburo looks for the scapegoats (meaning the 
newspapers), implies that the Politburo wants to blame the newspapers (in 
the Russian text literally "to put the blame upon the shoulders of the 
newspapers"), which are subordinate to the Politburo and Central 
Committee (i.e. powerless against them) just as the high priest was 
putting the transgressions of the people of Israel upon the head of the 
helpless (powerless) goat in the Bible [Leviticus 16:21]. The Politburo 
people want to blame and punish the people responsible for the 
propagandistic work of the newspapers, as if they were responsible for the 
whole process of propaganda for which the Central Committee and the 
Politburo were actually mainly responsible. In other words, the superior 
institutions want to conceal their mistakes at the expense of the 
subordinate ('helpless') institutions (cf. in the Bible, the atonement of the 
people of Israel was made at the expense of a helpless domestic animal). 
The above analysis and interpretation show that the literary context 
activates more associations of K03eA omnyiqeHuR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution') than just blame and punishment for the offences of 
the others as stated in the Russian dictionaries. This bibleism establishes 
at least five points of interaction between the literary extract (11) in which 
it occurs and its source (biblical) text: those who are called K03Abl 
omnyiqeHUR (scapegoats, lit. 'goats of remission/absolution') are innocent, 
powerless, undeservedly blamed, punished for the remission of the sins of 
others and chosen to take the blame by someone superior. The associations 
of innocence, helplessness and remission may be viewed as relatively 
context-free (section 2.2.1.1). 
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In the following extract, the group of photographers who wanted to 
publish a photo album without submitting it to censorship (which was 
virtually impossible in the Soviet Union) were going to write a letter 
about it to Brezhnev - the leader of the Communist Party and the USSR 
at that time (he was jocularly known for his thick eyebrows, that is why 
he is referred to as "the Eyebrowed"). When the photographers gathered 
together, everybody looked up at Maxim, an informal leader of the group. 
He understood that they supposed that he was to write the letter. 
( 12) 
Co6paAHCh mrcaTh 6poBacToMy, HY II rrIIIIIIITe. OxoTHO 
rrpIICOeAIIHIOCh, 3aOAHO co BCeMII. 5I, 1ITO JUI, AOAJKeH BaM IIIICaTh? 
CollIIHRTh 3cy rraKOCTh? TiolleMy? TiolleMy He CAaBKa, He 
AHApell:... KTo 3TO MeHR AHAepoM 3AeCh Ha3Ha1IIIA, K03AOM 
OTDyiqeHWI? (Aksyonov, 1985b: 253) 
0 You are going to write to the Eyebrowed, go ahead. I will eagerly 
join all of you. Do I have to write for you? To create this filth? 
Why? Why not Slavka or Andrew ... Who appointed me as a leader 
here, the scapegoat? 
In ( 12), the main idea expressed by the bibleism Ko3eA omn~eHwz 
(scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') is someone who has to take 
the responsibility for others, althought the association of someone who has 
to take the blame and be punished, like in (11), is also present. These are 
activated by the phrase Co1mHR111.b 3my naKocmb? (To create this filth?). 
In other words, Maxim (the leader) does not want to take a responsibility 
for something that could cause punishement. An author of a letter to the 
leader of the Communist Party and the USSR was very likley to be traced 
by KGB. This could have different consequences. 
The tenor Augep (leader) in (12) does not activate exactly the same 
configuration of associations of the vehicle K03eA omn~eHUR (scapegoat, 
lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') that have been activated in (11). It is 
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shown in the analysis ( 12)i below. The implied tenor -vehicle relationship 
"B of C" in (12)i is anlaysed in (I). 
( 12)i 
JITTAep (MaKCHM) 
a leader (Maxim) 
Argument 
KaK K03eA OTIIym;eHH51 
is (like) a 'goat of remission' (=scapegoat) 
Focus 
Tenor 
helpless (helplessness is felt in 
his words 'Why me?') 
innocent 
chosen to be a leader 




chosen to be responsible for the group 
of people being a weak animal 
chosen to be 
responsible for 
1--------1 chosen alone to be 
the group of people 
undeservedly chosen, in 
the eyes of the speaker, to 
be responsible for the group 
responsible for what a group of 
people has done 
undeservedly chosen to be responsible 
for the sins of the people of Israel 
This may be interpreted as follows: Maxim, who is an informal leader of 
the group, is chosen by this group to be responsible for what the group 
decides to do. He resents this, for he does not want to take the 
responsibility and one may detect a feeling of helplessness in his 
questions that indicate his opinion on being undeservedly chosen. These 
intratextual specifications of the expression K03eA omnyiqeHwz 
(scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') correspond to the 
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characteristics of the scapegoat in the biblical text, and thus establish the 
intertextual relationship. 
There is one interesting point in this relationship, however. Maxim has 
been chosen to be a leader of the group obviously for his strong 
character. In the Bible, the goat, a helpless, weak animal was chosen to 
take the responsibility for the sins of the people. 
The interaction of the differences (cf. section 2.2.1.2) in this usage of the 
bibleism xo3eA omn}'ll{eHU.fl (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') 
adds one more dimension to this expression. 
Another configuration of associations of this expression is activated by 
the following passage where it is an unsociable, lonely boy who is called 
xo3eA omn}'ll{eHU.R (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') 
(13) Bee OH q'f0-TO CTpora.A., "CJHHHA, MaCTepU./\., coeAJIHHA Ka.KHe-TO 
KO.l\.eCHKH, rrpyJKHHKH. DO.l\.hIIIYIO "tJaCTh BpeMeHH OH rrpoBOAJIA B 
3a6porneHHOli rroAypa3BaAHBrnelic.H 6aHhKe. CMoTPeA OH B 
3eMJUO. EcTecTBeHHO, "tJTo 6bIA OH K03AOM o~eHIUI cpeAH 
pe6HT. Ma.Ao KTO He Aepra.A., He CTYKa.A. ero no roAOBe, He ID;HIIa.A., 
He APa3HHA. OH Bee CHOCHA H TO.l\.hKO em;e 60.1\.hrne 3a.Mh1Ka.A.CH. 
(Aksyonov, 1965:26) 
0 He was constantly planing, repairing, making something, 
connecting some little wheels and springs. Most of the time he 
was spending in a deserted tumble - down little bathhouse. He 
was always looking down. Naturally, he was a scapegoat among 
the children. They pinched, pulled him, hit him on the head, 
made fun of him. He put up with everything and became more 
and more unsociable. 
In (13) above, a weak boy who was unsociable and lonely, looked strange 
(and obviously unpleasant) to other children that could happily play in a 
group. The boy did not ever offend anybody or did not do anything 
wrong. He was innocent. He was, however, constantly bullied by the other 
children who were stronger than him. He was an object of mockery and 
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humiliation. They never accepted him to be one of them. The boy was an 
outcast, a victim of the cruelty of others. 
( 13)i 
MaAb"tfliK - K03eA OTI1ym;eHII5.£ 




looked strange and 1-----1 unattractive animal 
unpleasant to other 
children 
chosen to take the 
undeserved blame 
by the superior powe 
(a group of stronger 
children 
,_______. 
chosen to take the 
undeserved blame by the priest 
(someone superior) 
outcast 1----------l! was sent away alone (cast out) I 
lonely 
I humiliated ~ (humiliated)! 
victimised 
(object of mockery I (victimised) I 
The intratextual characteristics of the tenor prompt the establishment of 
the intertextual relationship with the associations of the scapegoat in the 
biblical text: a helpless animal was undeservedly chosen by the superior 
power (the priest) to be cast out. The biblical goat may also be viewed as 
a victim and this association interacts with the above description of the 
boy in (13). The relatively context-free (section 2.2.Ll) associations of 
innocence, helplessness and remission are also present here ((13)i). 
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Another association that has not been activated in the previous examples, 
is someone unattractive. The children considered the lonely boy to be 
ugly - this corresponds with the image of a goat which is an unpleasant 
looking animal. This association does not depend on the original biblical 
context, it is present in the expression itself. However, it is not always 
activated (for instance, it is not activated in ( 11) and ( 12) above). 
Thus, in this literary context the term K03eA omnyw,eHUR (scapegoat, lit. 
'goat of remission/absolution') itself acquires new associations with an 
object of undeserved humiliation or victimisation, an outcast. 
It has emerged from the data that different configurations of the 
characteristics of K03eA omnyw,eHuR (scapegoat, lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution') activated by different contexts can be summarised 
as at least three different shades of meaning of this expression: ( 1) one 
punished for the mistakes or offenses of others; (2) one who has to take 
the responsibility for others; and (3) an object of humiliation, an outcast. 
As a vehicle, the metaphorical expression K03eA omnyw,eHUR (scapegoat, 
lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') may interact with at least three types of 
tenors. These possible interactive situations are summarised in Table 2 
(Appendix 2), which also indicates what specific characteristic of this 
bibleism may be activated in each case. This table makes it evident that 
at least four associations of the expression K03eA omnyw,eHUR (scapegoat, 
lit. 'goat of remission/absolution') are present in its various uses: innocent, 
helpless, taking the undeserved blame and responsibility (remission), and 
chosen by a superior power. (The first three associations may be 
considered as relatively context - free (section 2.2.1.1).) These four 
associations form a stable configuration of associations of this expression 
as a conventional metaphor. 
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The Russian conventional metaphorical expression K03eA omn~eHuR, 
which is a genitive metaphorical construction (lit. 'goat of 
remission/absolution'), has an English equivalent of the same biblical 
origin in the form of a compound word scapegoat. Early English 
translators of the Bible (apparently, Tyndale (The Oxford English 
Dictionary, 1989)) invented a word that has survived through the 
centuries: "scape" (a form of "escape")+ "goat" (Ehrlich and Scott, 1990). 
The element of atonement is also present in this English expression. The 
Oxford English Dictionary ( 1989) provides two definitions of the term, 
literal, referring to the goat of the Hebrew ritual, and metaphorical: 'one 
who is blamed or punished for the sins of others'. A more general 
definition of metaphorical word scapegoat is given by Ehrlich and Scott 
(1990): "an unwitting victim". This definition may imply someone who has 
to be responsible, has to be blamed or punished for the mistakes and 
offences of others, as well as an object of undeserved humiliation, an 
outcast. There does not seem to be anything unusual about the 
associations that the expression has in Russian, that would be unfamiliar 
to English speakers. The range of metaphorical associations of the 
Russian expression K03eA omn~eHuR and its English equivalent 
scapegoat seems to coincide. 
There is, however, one peculiar thing about the usage of scapegoat in the 
English language. This word in Modern English may be used as a verb 
as well as a noun. (Thus, if we say in Russian cgeAamb Koro-mo K03AOM 
omn~eHwz (lit. to make a scapegoat of someone), it can be translated 
into English as a single word 'to scapegoat'). For instance, 
(14) 
A company is really too large to scapegoat. (Dunkan, 1978 (quoted from 
The Oxford English Dictionary, 1989) 
In other words, a company is too large to be made a scapegoat of, i.e. to 
scapegoat is a verbal focus on the basis of which we may reconstruct the 





chosen to take the 
is 
B 





chosen to take the 
blame by the priest 
(someone superior) 
might not really be helpless vs I helpless animal I 
against this superior 
power 
too large to be 
an uninformed victim 
who has to suffer for 
somebody's atonement 
vs unwitting victim who suffers for 
the atonement of the people 
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The contradiction of the characteristics (i.e. the interplay of the 
similarities and differences) (cf. section 2.2.1.2) as shown in the analysis 
(14)i above, activates the association of scapegoat as an unwitting victim 
who is helpless against some superior power. In other words, the company 
is too large for someone to blame it undeservedly and to get away with 
that (cf. in the Bible, the people could easily put the blame on the goat 
and did not have to answer to anybody for what they did to that animal). 
The connection of the expression scapegoat to its origin in English usage 
has also become remote, but the original associations of the expression 
are retained. 
This metaphorical expression has become a conventional metaphor in 
both Russian and English. Therefore, when it is used as conventional 
metaphor in Russian literary texts its translation into English can be done 
sensu stricto. 
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3.1.3 llpum1w BO R3blqex (a proverb (and a byword} among all nations) 
The expression npum11.a BO R3bll..WX (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among 
all nations') appears in the Bible in the fifth book of Moses, called 
Deuteronomy (28:37). It is one of the curses of disobedience to God. 
I1 6yAelllh y.JKaCOM, IlpHT'IeIO II ITOCMellIIIIIJ;eM y Bcex HapOAOB, K 
KOTOpbIM OTBeAeT Tefoc fOCITOAb. [BTopo3aKOHIIe, 28:37] 
And thou shalt become an astonishment, a proverb, and a byword, 
among all nations whither the Lord shall lead thee. [Deuteronomy 
28:37] 
llpum11.a (proverb) is a brief traditional saying or short story of a didactic 
or advisory nature. Jl3blll,U is an Old Slavonic word for "languages" and 
also for "peoples". In the modern translation of the Russian Bible it is 
replaced by Rapogbl (nations). In Modern Russian, however, this biblical 
expression has retained its Old Slavonic form. The expression is used in 
the Bible metaphorically, meaning that one of the curses for disobedience 
to God is to become the object of general disapproval and derision (lit. to 
become a subject of a story told with a moralising intention). These 
metaphorical associations are retained when the expression is used in 
everyday language, but Russian speakers using it do not associate this 
expression with its original biblical context. I therefore view it as a 
conventional metaphor in Russian usage. This expression is analysed and 
interpreted below in terms of a focal expression of Grabe's ( 1985) type ii 
(section 2.2.1.2). 
In the literary extract below the character speaks of abstract art in the 
Soviet Union in 1960s. This kind of art was not welcome there at that 
time. That is why the character says that: 
(15) 
A6cTpaKTHaH JKIIBOITIICh 6hlAa npHT1Ie:H so B3~ex. Ha 
BbICTaBKax 0 Heli crropIIAII CTJAeHThl, rreHCIIOHepbI, Bpa"tIII, 
pa60"CJIIe. EOAbllIIIHCTBO pyraAOCb rrpeAfIOCAeAHIIl'fII CAOBaMII II 
B03MYIIJ;aAOCh. (Aksyonov, 1969: 145) 
Abstract art was a subject that stirred passions. At every art 
exhibition heated discussions were held by students, doctors, 
workers, old folks on pension. Most of them denounced it in no 
certain terms. (Aksyonov (trans. by Wettlin, M), 1970:228) 
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The phrase a subject that stirred passions in the English translation is a 
substitution for 'a proverb (and a byword) among all nations' that is being 









an object much spoken of 
rrpI:ITtia BO .H3hlu;ex 





1----------l an object much spoken of 
a denounced object (by some........,=o._--...,,,c...~'--f 
people) '----,,,..---------' 
an approved object (by the others 
who argued) 
an object that stirred passions 
"disobedience" to the rules of the ,___ ___ _,disobedience to God 
classic art 
This explicit tenor-vehicle relationship shows that abstract art was a 
subject that was a lot spoken of, a subject of approval by some and 
disapproval by many. We may say that abstract art was not obedient to 
the rules of classic art (or to the Soviet art), i.e. it did not depict what was 
usually expected to be depicted - scenes of real life, etc., (cf. 
disobedience to God in the Bible). Then, becoming "a proverb" ("a 
subject of disapproval and derision by many") may be viewed like 
receiving a curse for disobedience. On the other hand, abstract art was 
defended by some people who argued about it in "heated discussions". In 
other words, it was a subject that stirred passions. 
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In the Bible, this metaphorical expression is applied to a human being (an 
animate object), whereas in the literary text above it refers to art (an 
inanimate object). The analysis shows that the expression npumirn BO 
R3bllWX (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among all nations') in this literary 
text ( 15) establishes the intertextual relationship with its biblical 
counterpart on three levels: an object of disapproval and derision by 
many; an object much spoken of; an object receiving a curse for not 
complying with the authoritative rules. 
We see that in the English literary translation of (15), the Russian 
expression npumqa BO R3b14ex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among all 
nations') is not rendered into English sensu stricto, i.e. the translator does 
not use its exact biblical equivalent a proverb (and a byword) among all 
nations, but substitutes it with another English metaphorical expression 
- a subject that stirred passions. It appears that the expression a proverb 
and a byword, among all nations has not entered Modem English as a 
popular idiom (in other words, it has not become a conventional 
metaphor in English usage). Several modern dictionaries of English have 
been consulted in which this expression does not appear. The partial 
equivalent of the Russian expression npuml.la BO R3b14ex, however, has 
been registered by Smith ( 1928) in his list of the English idioms of biblical 
origin: (to become) a proverb (and a byword), with a meaning analogous 
to the meaning of its Russian counterpart - to become notorious. Now 
this English expression has become obsolete. 
Smirnitskiy ( 1989) in his Russian-English Dictionary offers a substitution 
translation of the expression npumqa Bo R3b14ex as the talk of the town. I 
will use this substitution to translate the expression npumqa BO R3bzqex in 
the next literary extract. (In the existing English translation of this 
Aksyonov's (1985a) novel, In Search of Melancholy Baby, by M. H. Heim, 
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this chapter is omitted.) In this passage, the character speaks of his 
neighbour. 
( 16) 
EcTb TYT y Mem1 COCeA, MOJKHO CKa3aTh, npHT11a BO SI3~ex ITO 
BCeMy MHpy. DoBCIOAY ero BCIIOMHHaIOT H He BCerAa A06phlM 
CAOBOM: HeCAepJKaH, MOA, Ha .513bIK, JKeCTKOBaT, Hl-Piero, MOA, 
YAHBHTeAbHoro - KOB6olicKoe rrponIAoe. ( Aksyonov, 1987:82 ) 
0 1 have a neighbour, one can say, who is the talk of the town. He 
is being spoken of all over the world, and not always kindly: 
unrestrained in his speech, a little rough ... Well, this is not 
surprising due to his cowboy past. 
Here, in (16), the context emphasises various metaphorical associations of 
the expression npum1.w BO R3b14ex (lit. 'to be a proverb (and a byword) 
among all nations). For instance, ll0Bc10gy ero Bcn0Muna10m u ne Bcerga 
go6pbZM CAOBOM (He is being spoken of all over the world, and not 
always kindly). The "neighbour" that the character is talking about is the 
president of the USA. The wider context of the novel implies that the 
word "neighbour" is used metaphorically in (16). It is also emphasised by 
such intratextual associations as being spoken of all over the world, not ... 
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The following analysis shows how the focal expression npumiza BO 
R3b14ex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among all nations') metaphorically 










lives in Washington, lives in Washington, 
DC >---- DC 
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rrpHJ'qa BO 5I3bIIJ;eX 
a proverb among all nations 
-!.-
Tenor Vehicle 
I much spoken of 1--------11 much spoken of 
disapproved 







rrpHJ'qa BO 5I3hlIJ;eX 
a proverb among all nations 
{, 
Implied Tenor Vehicle 
known in the world .---__,,,,.known among all nations .___ ______ __. 
spoken of all over thPk---1 much spoken of 
world and not always 
nice I 
not always complying 
with an image of a 
president (authority) 
("unrestrained 
in his s eech", etc. 
disapproved by many 
disobedient to God 
(authorit ) 
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The above analysis leads to the following interpretation: by becoming 
npum11.a BO .R3bl4ex (lit. 'a proverb among all nations'), a well-known 
name of this president became notorious all over the world. Obviously the 
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president is disapproved of not only for some of his actions, but 
sometimes also for the way he is and for his background: his speech, his 
manners do not always comply with the general image of a president 
(such as an authoritative image). These intratextual associations relating 
to the vehicle npumi.za BO .R3bzqex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among 
all nations') qualifying a man, may be viewed as interacting with the 
associations of man's disobedience to God (the authority of God) that the 
expression has in the Bible. 
Thus, the expression npumi.za BO .R3bzqex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) 
among all nations') in (16) establishes the intertextual relationshi-p with its 
biblical counterpart on the same three levels as in (15) (only in (15) it is 
applied to an inanimate object such as art): an object of general 
disapproval and derision; an object much spoken of; an object receiving 
a curse for not complying with the authoritative rules. In other words, it is 
an object that arouses different emotions, i.e. that stirs passions. 
Table 3 (Appendix 2) summarises the possible interactive situations that 
the bibleism npumi.za BO .R3blqex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) among all 
nations') may enter as a vehicle. This table indicates that at least two 
associations (much spoken of and disobedient to certain authoritative 
rules) form a stable configuration of characteristics of this conventional 
metaphor. These two associations also imply that npumi.za BO .R3bzqex (lit. 
'a proverb (and a byword) among all nations') is something argued about. 
As it has been mentioned before, the conventional metaphor a proverb 
(and a byword) among all nations has not been found as a registered 
popular expression in the available modern dictionaries of English. Thus, 
a sensu stricto mode of translation of the Russian bibleism npumqa BO 
.R3bzqex into English is not applicable. The suggested substitutions for it 
in English are: a subject that stirs passion; the talk ·of the town. These 
English metaphorical expressions have similar connotations of something 
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that arouses negative emotions, that is an object of general disapproval 
and derision. They may be considered as successful translations of the 
Russian expression npumqa BO .R3bzqex (lit. 'a proverb (and a byword) 
among all nations'). 
3.1.4 3.Ao6a gIDl (the evil of the day) 
Not many contemporary Russian speakers realise that the expression 
3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') has its origin in the Bible. It occurs in 
the following words of Jesus: 
AoBAeeT AHeBH 3A06a ero. [MaTCpeli 6:34] (Church Slavonic 
Elizabeth Bible) 
Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. [Matthew 6:34] 
Jesus talked in this way about the concerns and problems that are part of 
every day. Having interpreted this metaphorical expression more literally, 
later translators of the Russian Bible paraphrased this passage as: 
AoBOAhHO AAfI. Ka.JKAOro AIHI cBoeli 3a60Thl. [MaTCpeli 6:34] 
which literally reads as "There is enough concern (or "there are enough 
problems") in every day". 
As a metaphorical construction itself (cf. section 2.2.1.1), the bibleism 
3A06a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') constitutes a 'genitive link' (Brooke -
Rose, 1968) of "B of C " type. In terms of interaction theories of 
metaphor (section 2.2.1.1), 3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') analysed 
as "B of C" may be viewed as a focal expression, which has the function 
of a vehicle for a nominal argument in the examples discussed below. The 
internal interaction of the constituents of the bibleism 3A06a gHR (lit. 
'the evil of the day') may be analysed as follows. 
The Russian word 3a6oma (concern) bears negative as well as positive 
connotations ("the concern may be for something good", or "there might 
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be a concern because of a really bad problem"), whereas the word 3Ao6a 
(the evil) has a negative meaning. But in the course of assimilation of the 
expression 3A06a gHR in Modern Russian, the implied argument ("A") 
3a6oma (concern) influenced the metaphorical term ("B'') 3Ao6a (lit. 
'spite', the evil) in the genitive construction (section 2.2.1.1) and the latter 
acquired positive associations in addition to the negative associations: 
(II) 
3Ao6a gHR - 3a6oma gHR 
the evil of the day (=concern of the day) 
B of C ( = A ) 
concern may be for 
something good 
concern may be because 
of something bad 
something that attracts attention 
Thus, the relatively context-free associations (section 2.2.1.1) of this 
bibelism may be summarised as something that attratcs attention. 
In Modem Russian the expression 3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') is 
applied to the burning question or topics of the day {which could be 
positive or negative). It can stand for something that is the centre of 
attention or for some problem that has to be solved immediately. These 
associations of the bibleism 3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') may be 
viewed as relatively dynamic or context - dependent (section 2.2.1.1). I 
view this expression as a conventional metaphor (section 2.2.1.3) in 
Russian usage. 
Between the sixties and the eighties, almost every Soviet newspaper or 
magazine had a section with the heading Ha 3Ao6y gHR (lit. "Concerning 
the evil of the day") concerning the latest news, the topics of the day. 
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From my own experience, I know that the frequent occurrence of such a 
heading in the Soviet mass media sometimes would make foreigners 
(English speakers) wonder "Why are the Russians so evil, spiteful?" This 
happened to those who (even unaware of that he or she was doing so) 
unconsciously interpreted the metaphorical expression 3Ao6a gH.R (lit. 'the 
evil of the day') as a "B of C" type where "C = B" (section 2.2.1.1): 
(Ill) 
3Ao6a gH.R (lit. the evil of the day) 
B of C 
= geHb (xax)/(uMeem) 3AO (the day (is)/(has) the evil). 
C = B .l.- -J... 
Tenor B Vehicle 
something bad 
news 
Apparently, the English identical analogue of the expression 3Ao6a gH.R 
which is 'the evil of the day' has not entered English usage as a 
conventional metaphorical expression with the same associations as its 
Russian counterpart. In Modem Russian this conventional metaphor has 
two shades of meaning: 1) the question that has to be solved, the matter 
that needs to be settled immediately; and 2) the topics, the issue of the 
day, something that attracts attention. 
The first association of this bibleism may be demonstrated by the 
following example: 
( 17) APyroe 3aMe"CiaTeJ\.bHOe Ka"CieCTBO EeAHHCKoro KaK KpHTHKa 6bIAO B 
ero IIOHHMaHHH Toro, "CITO HMeHHO CTOHT Ha o-qepBAH, "CITO TPe6yeT 
HeMeMeHHOro pa3perneHHSI, B "CieM CKa3bIBaeTCSI "31\.00a AJISl11 • 
(Turgenev, I. Vospominaniya o Belinskom) (quoted from Slovar' 
sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo yazyka, 1948 - 1969: 1241) 
0 Another remarkable quality of Belinskiy as a critic is his 
understanding of what comes first, what needs to be resolved 
immediately, what the burning question of the day is. 
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The phrase the burning question of the day in the English translation is a 
substitution for the bibleism 3A06a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') that is 
being discussed. The bibleism is viewed here as a focal expression of 
Grabe's (1985) type ii (section 2.2.1.2). 
( 17)i 
AeAO, BOrrpoc - 3A06a AIUI 
question, matter - the evil of the day 
Argument Focus 
~ 
Tenor implied ~ Vehicle 
attracts attention 
comes first 1-------~ concern (some negative matter) of ,____ ___ _, 
i.e. requires some 
action (needs to be 
resolved immediately) 
the day that has to be settled 
This may be interpreted as follows: the questions that have to be solved, 
the matters that need to be settled immediately may be like 'the evil of 
the day', i.e. they may present the problems of the day that are bad, evil. 
In the English translation of ( 17), the Russian expression 3Ao6a gHR (lit. 
'the evil of the day') has to be substituted by an analogous English 
metaphorical expression such as the burning question of the day, since 
'the evil of the day' has not entered English usage as a conventional 
metaphor and thus a sensu stricto translation is not applicable. The 
substitution metaphor has analogous associations in TL, that are evident 
if we carry out both focus and vehicle interpretation of the burning 
question of the day. Since the focus here is burning, in Reinhart's (1976) 
(section 2.3) terms we can substitute another expression for it to yield a 
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literal expression, similar in meaning to the original, such as the 
important or disturbing question of the day. Thus, we gain a partial 
understanding of what the metaphor is about. The focus prompts the 
reconstruction of the vehicle such as fire. Then, the literal expression the 
burning fire of the day will not be similar in meaning to the original. Now 
we can establish the relation between the two concepts involved - the 
question and the fire and gain a full understanding of the metaphor: 
(IV) 







Thus, the burning question of the day is something that is important, 
attracts attention, disturbs and needs to be resolved (like fire that needs 
to be extinguished). These are the associations of the Russian expression 
3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day'): the question that ras to be solved, 
the matter that needs to be settled immediately. 
In the following Russian literary extract, its author, Aksyonov, uses an 
English expression an issue of the day and translates it himself in a 
footnote as 3Ao6a gHR. 
(18) 
Mem1-To OHH KaK-pa3 3Ha.J\H: B TY Becey "OJKer" npoAaBaACH 
BO Bcex KHHJKHhIX Mara3HHaX, H 060 MHe qyTh .l\1f He KaJKAyro 
HeAe.J\lO TIHCaJ\H B 60./\.bllIHX ra3eTax. TIOTOMy- TO H 3aTIHCaJ\HCh B 
MOH: ceMHHap, "t!TO SI 6hIA, KaK roBopHTCH an issue of the day.* 
*3A060H Affil 
(Aksyonov, 1987:292) 
In the existing English translation of this Aksyonov's. (1985a) novel, In 
Search of Melancholy Baby, by M. H. Heim, this chapter is omitted. I 
therefore offer the following translation: 
0 They just happened to know me: that spring "The Burn" was 
being sold in every book store, and my name appeared almost 
every week in big newspapers. That is why they have enrolled in 
my seminar, I was so to say an issue of the day. 
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In the Russian extract of Aksyonov' s novel we may observe the following 
tenor -vehicle relationship: 
(18)i 
.H (mICaTeAh) 




much spoken of 
at that time 
ecTh 3Ao6a AH.H 




1-------1 an issue of the day 
attracts attention 
the author of the ,____ _ __. topics of the day 
popular book 
whose name appeared 
in the newspapers 
In (18), the intratextual specifications of the tenor R (nucameAb) (I 
(writer)), namely, 11 'The Burn' was being sold in every book store", "name 
appeared... every week in... newspapers" justify the usage of the vehicle 
3Ao6a gRR (lit. 'the evil of the day') as topics (an issue) of the day. 
Thus, the analysis and interpretation of the Russian expression 3Ao6a gRR 
(lit. 'the evil of the day') in terms of its original usage may lead a student 
of Russian to the reinterpretation of this expression. For the informed 
reader the word 3Ao6a (the evil) in this expression will not be mistakenly 
associated with something spiteful and evil, but with an issue or topics. 
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The possible interactive situations into which the expression 3Ao6a gHR 
(lit. 'the evil of the day') may enter as a vehicle are summarised in Table 
4 (Appendix 2). It indicates that an association with something that 
attracts attention is present in both possible types of interactive 
situations. 
As it has already been mentioned, the English identical analogue of the 
expression 3Ao6a gHR which is 'the evi.1 of the day' has not entered 
English usage as a conventional metaphorical expression with the same 
configuration of associations as its Russian counterpart. Therefore, in a 
literary translation into English a sensu stricto translation is not 
appropriate. When this Russian conventional metaphor is used in a sense 
of a question that has to be solved, a matter that needs to be settled 
immediately it has to be substituted in the English translation by an 
analogous metaphorical expression such as 'the burning question of the 
day'. When 3Ao6a gHR (lit. 'the evil of the day') stands for something that 
attracts attention, in the translation into English it may be paraphrased as 
'the issue of the day', or 'the topics of the day'. 
3.1.5 3.llalUfoe Mecm.o (green pastures) 
The expression 3.liG"llHOe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') derives from the 
funeral prayer: 
YrroKon AYIBY pa6a TBoero B MecTe cBeTAe, B MecTe 3AatJHe, B 
MecTe rroKonHe. (quoted from Ashukin & Ashukina, 1960:233) 
and Psalm 22:2 in the Russian Bible ( Psalm 23:2 in the English Bible). 
rocrroAh - nacTh!ph Mon; K HR B "tJeM He 6yAy HyJKAaThcK : 
OH IIOKOHT MeHK Ha 3Aa11H1dX IlaJKHTSIX fI BOAfIT MeHK K BOAaM 
THXHM. 
[DcaAThlpb 22: 1 - 2] 
The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
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He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside 
the still waters. 
[Psalm 23: 1 - 2] 
The phrase green pastures in the English quotation from the Bible 
renders Russian 3AGl/.HOe Mecmo (naJKumb) that is being discussed. 
Therefore it will be referred to as a literal translation of 3Aal/.Hoe Mecmo 
henceforth. 
In everyday Russian the expression 3AallHOe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') 
is used jocularly and ironically with reference to a place of revelry or 
debauchery: Mecmo, rge npega10mcR KJmeJKY, pa3Bpamy (Slovar', 1948 -
1969; Ozhegov, 1982; Ashukin & Ashukina, 1960; Walshe & Berkov, 1984). 
In the dictionaries of Ozhegov ( 1982) and Smirnitskiy ( 1989) the 
expression 3Aal/.Hoe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') bears a usage label 
"obsolete". This is obviously done by these authors because of the reasons 
mentioned by Mokienko (1986:132) (Chapter 1). The adjective 3Aal/.Hblii 
in the expression 3Aal/.HOe Mecmo, which in the English version of the 
Bible is rendered as green, has become archaic in Modern Russian. It 
used to mean literally u306UAy10w,uii 3AaKaMu, i.e. 'abundant with 
cereals'. Now it functions only in the expression 3AGl/.HOe Mecmo (lit. 
'green pastures'). 
It is too early to consider this expression obsolete. 3Aal/.Hoe Mecmo (lit. 
'green pastures') in its present usage is not associated with its biblical 
origin and has become a conventional metaphor. This new metaphorical 
meaning seemingly has nothing in common with the original meaning 
that the expression 3Aal/.Hoe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') has in the Bible. 
However, a complete metaphorical interpretation of this expression may 
reveal the role of the original meaning in the development of its new 
metaphorical associations. 
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The biblical sentence OH noxoum MeHR HQ 3AQ1iHblX nQJKUI115lX (He [the 
Lord] maketh me to lie down in 'green pastures'), which at a first glance 
does not present any incompatibility between its internal constituents, is 
nevertheless, perceived as metaphorical. In Grabe's (1985) terms it 
constitutes a focal expression of type iii (section 2.2.1.2). The initial 
sentence of the Psalm, Tocnogb - llQCfilblpb Moii (The Lord is my 
shepherd), suggests the following 'vehicle- language' of this text: 
(V) 




R (AIOgu) - OBU,Q(bl) 
I (people) - sheep 
-!.- -!.-
Tenor Vehicle 
Thus, in the sentence OH noxoum MeHR HQ 3Jl.Q1iHblX nQJKUI115lX (He [the 
Lord] maketh me to lie down in 'green pastures') the verbal phrase 
qualifies sheep rather than a human being. So we may still speak about 
some sort of incompatibility, a different kind of deviation, since the 
combination of the tenor R (I) (a human being) and the reconstructed 
vehicle oBu,a (sheep) presents a violation of selectional restrictions in 
terms of semantics (section 2.2.1). This textual evidence supports the 
symbolic connotations of the focal expression 3AQ1iHOe Mecmo (lit. 'green 
pastures'). It may be viewed as a focal expression of Grabe's (1985) type 
iii, which can be a vehicle for an implied tenor that we have to 
reconstruct in order to understand the metaphorical implications (section 
2.3). It could be "a plentiful life ", "paradise on earth", or "a pleasant, 
plentiful place or state", etc. 
(VI) 
3AG1lHbze Mecma - npumnHoe Mecmo I cocmoRHue 











place of ecstasy 
good life 
happiness 
paradise on earth 
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The expression 3AG1lHOe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') in terms of its 
original context may lead to its new metaphorical associations with places 
of debauchery. This may be interpreted as follows: someone who first 
used the expression 3AG1lHOe Mecmo (lit. 'green pastures') in Russian to 
ref er to a place of debauchery could have thought of such a place as very 
pleasant, as "paradise on earth" or "a place of ecstasy and happiness". In 
Modern Russian this expression is ironically associated with places of 
depravity. The new metaphorical associations of this expression derive 
from its original biblical associations. The possible interactive situations 
that the expression 3AG1lHble Mecma (lit. 'green pastures') may enter as a 
vehicle are summarised in Table 5 (Appendix 2). 
The following extract demonstrates the use of this expression in a literary 
text as a conventioanl metaphor (section 2.2.1.3). Describing the merry 
times he spent with his friends having parties at their favourite restaurant, 
the character says: 
( 19) flo5IBHAC5I II3BeCTHhIH B ropoAe JKYIIP BaAIIM KNl:Kca. AaAeKo He 
Bee 3HaAII ero KaK 3Mr363IIIHOro KypaTopa 3Aa'IHLIX MeCT MaHOpa 
ll.J;eApIIHy. (Aksyonov, 1987:210) · 
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In the existing English translation of this Aksyonov's (1985a) novel, In 
Search of Melancholy Baby, by M. H. Heim, this chapter is omitted. 
Therefore, I offer the following translation: 
0 Here comes Vadim Klyaksa, a well - known playboy in this town. 
He is not known to many though, as an undercover MGB curator 
of the dens of iniquity, major Shedrina. 
The phrase the dens of iniquity in the English translation renders the 
Russian 3Aat.zRble Mecma (lit. 'green pastures'). 
Knowing from the previous context that the character meets an 
undercover MGB (Ministry of State Security) agent in a restaurant, we 












p easan p aces 1--------1 p easan p aces 
places where one 1------4--1---1 plentiful places 
drinks and eats 
party places, 
entertainment 
places of relaxation and 
sometimes loose behaviour 
p aces o appmess 
Using the ironical expression 3Aa'-lRbze Mecma (lit. 'green pastures') for the 
restaurants in. relation to the secret agent of the Ministry of State 
Security, the character thus expresses the ironical attitude that he and his 
friends have towards this secret agent, who tries to pretend that he is one 
of the customers of such "dens of iniquity". The expression 3Aat.zRble 
Mecma (lit. 'green pastures') that is used jocularly and ironically in 
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Modern Russian is employed here also to intensify the ironic attitute 
towards the Ministry of State Security itself, the Ministry that sends its 
agents to spy on the people in the places where people relax and "might 
behave loosely" or say something against the government. 
Reference to the places of revelry and debauchery as 3Aa1lHbze Mecma (lit. 
'green pastures') may be considered as a usage peculiar to Russian. This 
expression has become a conventional metaphor in Russian which is not 
the case with its literal biblical equivalent 'green pastures' in English. 
Therefore, it cannot be translated into English sensu stricto, i.e. by using 
the same biblical equivalent ('green pastures'), for it will not affect English 
speakers with the same force and additional meaning as it affects the 
speakers of the Russian language. In English, the expression green 
pastures refers to any pleasant place (Lass, Kiremidjian & Goldstein, 
1990:90) but does not create the associations of places of depravity. 
Therefore, in the extract ( 18) above, I have used a substitution mode of 
translation as suggested by Smirnitskiy (1989) - "dens of iniquity". 
English - speaking readers will attach to this metaphorical expression 
connotations similar to those which the expression 3Aa1lHbze Mecma has for 
speakers of Russian. In terms of metaphorical construction, it presents a 
'genitive link' of 'B of C' type (section 2.2.1.1), which can be analysed as 
follows: 
(VII) 
dens of iniquity 
B of C 
where 
iniquity (is like) dens 





This English expression has associations of places of relaxation and 
immoral behaviour. These correspond to the associations of 3Aal!Hbze 
Mecma (lit. 'green pastures') in Russian. Therefore, a substitution by dens 
of iniquity may be considered to be a successful way of translating 
3AQllHble Mecma (lit. 'green pastures') into English. 
It has emerged from the data discussed above that when a conventional 
metaphor such as a bibleism (viewed here as a focal expression) is used 
in different literary contexts, its associations are activated in different 
ways (in other words, some frames may activate certain associations that 
other frames do not). 
The modes of translation of such bibleisms from Russian into English that 
have been encountered in the discussed examples are a sensu stricto 
translation, a substitution and a paraphrase. A sensu stricto translation is 
applicable only when a bibleism has become a conventional metaphor 
both in Russian and in Engli_sh. 
In conventional metaphors discussed in this section, a feeling of the 
connection between their original biblical and new meanings may still 
persist more for an informed than to an uninformed reader or speaker. 
Allusiveness in such expressions may become reactivated again for all 
readers or speakers when the context in which they occur establishes 
more explicit intertextual relationships with the Bible, as will be 
demonstrated in the following section. 
3.2. BIBLEISM AS ALLUSIVE METAPHOR 
It is demonstrated in this section how the bibleisms that have already 
entered the type of conventional metaphors may again regain their 
allusiveness in a literary context. 
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3.2.1 Hpog (Herod) 
According to many Russian dictionaries (e.g. SlovaI', 1948-1965; Ashukin 
& Ashukina, 1960; Ozhegov, 1982; Walshe & Berkov, 1984), the name of 
.Hpog (Herod) in Russian came to be applied to cruel monsters and the 
worst kinds of tyrants. This name has come to the Russian language from 
the Bible. 
Actually, there were several Herods in biblical history. Herod is the name 
of the royal family who ruled in Palestine, with the permission of the 
Romans, from about 55BC to 70AD (Ashukin & Ashukina, 1960). Herod 
the Great was the king at the time of Jesus's birth. He ordered the 
Massacre of the Innocents, hoping to kill all male children under two 
years of age and thus to destroy the "Prince" who was prophesied to take 
his throne from him [Matthew 2]. 
TorAa HpOA, )7BHAeB ce6H ocMeHHHhlM BOAXBaMH, BeCbMa 
pa3rneBaACH H IIOC.l\.aA H36HTh Bcex MAaAeHI:i;eB B Bmp.l\.eeMe H BO 
Bcex rrpeAe.l\.ax ero... [MaTcpeli 2: 16] 
Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the wise men, 
was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the children that 
were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof ... [Matthew 2: 16] 
His son, Herod Antipas, beheaded John the Baptist [Mark 6:14-29]. His 
grandson, Herod Agrippa I, persecuted the church and put the apostle 
James to death [Acts 12:1-2]. Thus one can say that the name of Herod, 
as intratextually specified in the Bible, has the following associations: a 
despotic ruler, a tyrant, a child-killer, a murderer; a cruel, selfish, evil, 
i.e. a dangerous person for whom nothing sacred exists. These literal 
characteristics of .Hpog (Herod) form the basis for its metaphorical 
associations in Modern Russian. 
In the Russian language the name of .Hpog (Herod) has become a 
common noun (it begins with a small letter, i.e. it has undergone a 
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typographical change). In everyday language it is a metaphorically used 
abusive word, an oath. When using it, Russian speakers generally do not 
consciously think of the biblical Herod. It is now a conventional metaphor 
(section 2.2.1.3). The analysis and interpretation of the data below, 
however, demonstrate that when this bibleism is used in literary texts, its 
reference to the biblical Herod may become reactivated. This expression 
is analysed and interpreted below in terms of a focal expression of 
Grabe's (1985) type ii (section 2.2.1.2). 
In the following extracts from Russian narrative literary texts one can see 
that the expression upog (Herod) is applied to different kinds of "bad" 
people because the original negative characteristics of Herod are 
extremely strong. As for its English equivalent Herod, one can see that it 
does not always appear in the English literary translations in the place of 
upog which is used in the Russian literary texts (a word rendering upog in 
the English translations will be highlighted below). This expression of 
biblical origin will be accounted for in terms of translation procedure 
below after the interpretation of its interactive functioning in Russian 
literary texts. 
In the following extracts we find the name of upog (Herod) used as a 
conventional metaphor. It is used as an oath in the form of an address to 
(a) person(s) in different situations. In (20) and (21) women refer to their 
drinking husbands. In (20), a woman is selling pumice - stones by the 
road to make some money for her husband's drinks: 
(20) 
- BOT BHAIUllb, - KHBHY,J\.a lllypa Ha ra3ery, - neM3bl Haco6HpaAa. 
Topryro. Mo.>1<.eT Haco6epy CBOeMY HpOAY Ha CTO rpaMM. 
(Aksyonov, 1965: 59) 
0 
- See, - Shura pointed to the newspaper spread on the ground, 
- I have collected some pumice - stones. I am selling them. Might 
earn something to buy my tyrant a drink. 
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In the extract below a woman asks the doctor to cure her husbanc\ who 
works as a horseman for the village hospital, from alcoholism. 
(21) 
- IloAe"CJ:MAH 6hl Bhl, AAeKcaHAP A,MMTpMeBM"CJ:, MYJKMKa Moero. 
CoBCeM COBeCTM AHIIIMACH f HM MHe f HM AeTHM JKM3HM He AaeT, 5I 
YJK eMy roBopro: CTb!AMCh, upoA, XOTh Thl M rrpM KOHHre, a BeAh 
TOJKe MeAMI.J;MHCKMH pa6oTHMK! ( Aksyonov, 1969:105) 
"If only you'd cure that man of mine! He's in such a state! Makes 
life miserable for me and the kids. 'You ought to be ashamed of 
yourself!' I say to him. 'After all, you're a public health wo:rker, 
even if it's mostly in the stables.' " (Aksyonov, V. (trans. by 
Wettlin, M.), 1970: 164) 
In this literary translation, in the sentence 'you ought to be ashamed of 
yourself!', upog (Herod) is omitted. 
A husband is characterised in both literary contexts (20 and 21) as a 
drinking man abusing his family (in (20), who makes his wife earn for his 
drinks; in (21), who makes life miserable for the wife and the kids). In 
both contexts, a husband is selfish and careless about others. He is a 
person whose behaviour disturbs others, who acts as a tyrant towards his 
family. In certain situations such a person could even be dangerous. 
These intratextual specifications of the tenor in (21 )i may be viewed as 
establishing the intertextual relationship with the biblical Herod: 
(21 )i 
MY:>K (KaK) 11poA 
man \husband (is like) Herod 
Arguinent Focus 
i i 
Tenor ~ Vehicle 
i i 
j drinking man 1------~'"""I d_a_n_g_e_r-ou_s_p_e-rs_o__,j 
abusing his wife 
(and children) 1-----; cruel 
tyrant 
power u 
I careless about his family ~ selfish 
I unscrupulous ,_, ____ _,,unscrupulous 
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In this case, such features of the biblical Herod as murderer, dictator, etc., 
are not activated by the characteristics of a drinking husband. The name 
of Herod in the Bible, however, is also characterised as abusive, cruel and 
powerful. He was a tyrant, an unscrupulous and dangerous person. These 
characteristics may be viewed as the points of interaction between the 
above literary extracts and the Bible. Thus in terms of the interpretation 
in (20) and (21) above, addressing a drinking husband as upog (Herod) 
implies that such a man acts as a tyrant, i.e. his behaviour disturbs his 
family. 
In the next extract {22), a woman calls upog (Herod) a violent hooligan 
who started a fight in her home. 
(22) 
AB 3TO BpeM5.l EyrpoB MOJ\."t!a 6opo.J\.C5.l co CBOHM A5.1AeH. 
HaKoHen;, OH crp5.1XHYJ\. ero H oT6pocHJ\. B yro.J\.. AamKHHa MaTh 
BCTa.J\.a B ABep5.1X co m;eTKOH. 
- He ITOAXOAH, HpOA, nopellly! 
(Aksyonov, 1969: 122) 
All this time Fyodor had been struggling to free himself from his 
uncle's grasp. At last he shook him off and flung him into a 
corner. At the door he was confronted by Dasha's mother with a 
broom in her hands. 
"Don't dare come near me!" she cried. 
(Aksyonov (trans. by Wettlin, M.), 1970:164) 
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In this literary translation, in the sentence "Don't dare come near me!", 
upog (Herod) is omitted. 
Let us see what characteristics that typify upog (Herod) in the Bible can 
be activated by the tenor xyJ1.uraH (hooligan) in this literary text (from the 
wider context of the novel we know that Bugrov was a young man who 
abused his fellow-villagers and in the end turned out to be a criminal). 
The intertextual relationship with the biblical Herod is established here 
by such intratextual specifications of the tenor xyJ1.lfraH (hooligan) as 





















careless about nothing sacred exists for him 
others r------::::;:1...:____:.:_.:.:..:.:::_:,:=-::.:_..::...:.__:..:.:...:.:..:~~......:::._J 
criminal 
As the analysis (22)i above shows, these features of the hooligan Bugrov 
correspond to the selected features of Herod in the Bible: Herod was 
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cruel and abusive towards others. To summarise these, upog (Herod) in 
this literary context refers to someone disturbing others by his behaviour 
and also, to a criminal. 
In the next extract (23), an NKVD (NKVD is the Russian abbreviation for 
People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs) investigator yells at Chonkin, a 
soldier accused as "an enemy of the people", "a traitor to his country". 
(23) 
CAeAOBaTeAII roaopnAII "ynopHbIH o~eHh", caMble HeB03MY™Mble 
BhIXOAHAII ll3 cefoi:, Kpll~aAII. TOIIaAII HOraMH, rrycKaAII B XOA 
KyAaKH II Aa)Ke IIAeBaAIICb. 0AHH ll3 HllX, AOBeAeHHbIH AO p~Kll, 
pyxeyA rrepeA l..JOHKllHbIM Ha KOAeHll'. "Tb!, HpOA rrpOI<.AflTbIH, 
ce6si: He )KaAeeIIIh, TaK XOTh MeHSI IIO)KaAeH, y MeHSI )Ke ceMhSI ". 
(Voinovich, 1990:470) 
The investigator would say, "Very stubborn", and even the most 
imperturbable of them would fly into rages, shout, stamp their feet, 
use their fists, and even start spitting. One of them, at his wits' 
end, fell to his knees in front of Chonkin. "You damned tyrant, 
you, if you don't pity yourself, at least have pity on me. I'm a 
family man" (Voinovich (trans. by Lourie, R.), 1979:297) 
In the eyes of the investigator Chonkin is an enemy, one who violated the 
Soviet laws which are sacred for this investigator. We know from the 
context and from the history of the Soviet time that accused people like 
Chonkin were innocent, but those who represented the Soviet laws were 
corrupt and wrong. The expression of biblical origin in the NKVD 
investigator's speech acquires an ironical dimension. However, no irony 
is meant by the speaker. For him upog (Herod) is an abusive word with 
negative connotations such as a traitor, an evil and dangerous person. In 



















nothing sacred exists for him 
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In this case, the intratextual characteristics of the tenor activate such 
original associations of the vehicle Herod as a cruel, selfish, evil and 
dangerous person, someone for whom nothing sacred exists. These are 
characteristics of an enemy or/and a criminal. 
In the following passage the word upog (Herod) is addressed to a person 
whom the speaker strongly dislikes. Two neighbours quarrel and start 
fighting. 
(24) YBlIAeB l.foHKHHa, Hropa ocMeAeAa H rrepeilIAa K aKTIIBHhIM 
AelicTBHHM. 
- Hpo.a. rrpOKAHTbIH! - 3aKpHtiaAa OHa H Bu;errHAaCb CBOeMy 
BparyeKpacHoe rrpaBoe yxo. (Voinovich, 1990: 138) 
The sight of Chonkin coming emboldened Nyura and she took the 
offensive. "You damned tyrant!" she cried, and grabbed hold of her 
enemy's red right ear. (Voinovich (trans. by Lourie), 1977:187) 
At this moment the neighbours in (24) see each other as enemies. 
However, from the wider context of the novel we know that these two 
fighting people are not real enemies. Nyura just is not friendly with her 
neighbour. Once arguing with him, she dislikes him enough to start a 
fight like with an enemy and she calls him upog (Herod). 
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(24)i 
coceA (KaK) IIPOA 
neighbour (is like) Herod 
Argument Focus 
,!, ,!, 
Tenor B Vehicle 
,!, ,!, 
~~~~~~~~~ 
offending the·1----i harming other people 
speaker 
disliked by th 
speaker 
en em 
In this usage of llpog (Herod) as a conventional metaphor, the general 
characteristic of the biblical Herod as a bad person is activated, since all 
associations of Herod in the Bible are extremely negative. In this case, the 
tenor may be described as someone whom the speaker dislikes and any of 
the characteristics of the vehicle upog (Herod) can be transferred to the 
tenor, in other words, those associations that the speaker has in mind. In 
Nyura's eyes, her neighbour is offending her by beating her cow, i.e. 
harming Nyura herself in her eyes. Apparently, the association of 
someone who harms others is prominent in (24). 
In the following extract (25), the character remembers the time of 
starvation during Stalin's regime, and the lies that were published about it 
then in the newspapers. 
(25) 
5I caMa 1lIITa.Aa, BOT KaK ce.H:11ac BIIJKY 3TOT KYCOK ra3eThl. l.fro )K 
31'0? Y6HBaIOT, 3Ha1IHT, Ha THxap51 MIIAJ\HOHbl MOAeH H BeCb CBeT 
o6MaHhIBaroT! KypHHhIH cyn, IIHIIIYT! KoTAeThl! A TYT 11epBeli 
Bcex C'beAII. A CTapIIK rrpeACeAaTeMO CKa3a.A: "IlpH HMKOAae Ha 
Beeb CBeT ra3eTbI rrpo rOAOA IIIICaAII: "rroMOrnTe, KpeCTbHHCTBO 
rn6HeT!" A Bbl, HJJOAJd, TeaTpbI rrpeACTaBMeTe. (Grossman, 
1970b:27) 
I read it myself and I can still see that piece of newspaper right 
now. What did it mean? It meant that they were killing millions 
and keeping the whole thing quiet, deceiving the whole world! 
Chicken soup! Cutlets! And on our farm they have eaten all the 
earthworms. And the old man said to the farm chairman: " 
When Nicholas was Czar, the whole world wrote about the 
famine and was urged to give: "Help, help! The peasantry is 
dying". And you Herods, you child- killers, are showing off 
Potemkin villages, making theatre out of it!" (Grossman (trans. 
by Whitney, T.), 1970a:58) 
llO 
In this literary translation, the phrase "you child - killers" is added as a 
ground for comparison to accompany the metaphorical word upogbl 
(Herods). 
It is understood from the context that addressing the farm chairman, who 
is a representative of the Soviet power, the old man addresses the Soviet 
authorities, calling them upogbz (Herods). Thus, the implied tenor in (25) 
may be represented as follows: 
(25)i 
rrpeACTaBIITeMI CoseTCKOH BAacrn 

















I tyrant I 
person for whom nothing sacred exists 
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The "chicken soup", the old man is talking about in (25), is a lie that was 
written in the newspaper about what school - children were given for 
lunch in the starvation areas. So the people responsible for the starvation 
and the lies about it, addressed as upoghz (Herods) in this literary text, are 
literally murderers, child - killers and hypocrites. They are also dictators 
(representatives of the Soviet power which is a dictatorship). These 
intratextual specifications establish an intertextual relationship by placing 
in parallel the people addressed as upoghz (Herods) in (25) and the 
biblical Herod, who is also known as a cruel dictator, murderer and a 
child - killer. The association hypocrites is highlighted in this usage by 
the old man's words " ... deceiving the whole world ", "you are ... making 
theatre out of it". It is very prominent in relation to this usage of upog 
(Herod) and may be added to its range of metaphorical associations. In 
this case we can consider that all negative characteristics of the vehicle 
Herod are activated by the tenor and are specified by the context. Thus 
in terms of the interpretation in (25) above, addressing those that caused 
the starvation and lied about it as Herods, implies that their crime was 
equal to the crime of Herod. In this usage of the bibleism upog (Herod) 
as a conventional metaphor, one, however, may feel a certain degree of 
allusiveness to its original prototype. This is the case when the 
metaphorical expression cannot be placed within a certain interpretative 
type of metaphor strictly. 
To summarise all the associations of upog (Herod) activated in (25), it 
may be said that this bibleism is applied in (25) to someone powerful, 
who can order a crime to be committed against others less powerful. 
Further in the same novel, we encounter the expression Mpog (Herod) 
again. Here the character reflects on the same period of starvation 
mentioned above. 
(26) A noMoru;II HeT! Aa TOrAa y')K II He npocmu1! 5I II Teneph, KOrAa 
npo To AYMaTh HaqIIHaIO, c YMa cxo')Ky - He~e.J\ll oTKa3aACH 
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CTa.J\IIH OT AIOAeH? Ha TaKoe cTpanrnoe y6ttHCTBO rrorne.1L BeAb 
XAe6 y CTa.J\IIHa 6hl.I\.. 3tta~mT, ttapo1IHO y6ttBa.J\II ro.l\.OAffOH 
cMepTbIO AIOAe:H:. He xoTe.l\.H AeTHM rroMOllh. HeyJKe.l\.H CTa.J\IIH 
xyJKe HpoAa 6hl.I\.. (Grossman, 1970b:128) 
And no help came! And they no longer asked for any. Even now 
when I start thinking about it all, I begin to go out of my mind. 
How could Stalin have turned his back on human beings? He 
went to such length as this horrible massacre! After all, Stalin had 
bread. He had food to eat. What it adds up to is that he 
intentionally, deliberately, killed people by starvation. He 
refused to help even the children. And that makes Stalin worse 
than Herod. (Grossman (trans. by Whitney, T. R.), 1970a:59) 
In this literary text, the speaker uses the name of Hpog (Herod) not as a 
common noun in the sense of an oath, but as a proper name (it starts 
here with a capital letter). It is applied to the tenor that has similar 
characteristics to the biblical Herod. So, we can speak here not of a 
metaphorically abusive word (conventional metaphor) but of an allusive 
metaphor (cf. section 2.2.1.3). This is the case when the original meaning 
of a conventional metaphor becomes reactivated for all readers, not only 
for an informed reader. This expression here calls forth the reference to 
the biblical Herod and acquires the status of an allusive metaphor. Thus 
more strongly implied intertextual relations should be considered. 
Understanding this usage of the name Herod requires knowledge of the 
biblical story for the expression Hey;KeAu CmaAUH xyJKe Hpoga 6blA (And 
that makes Stalin worse than Herod) causes the reader to compare two 
characters. Stalin is characterised as a cruel dictator who "refused to help 
even children". And in the syntactic environment of the vehicle Herod, 
the tenor Stalin acquires all the characteristics that typify Herod 




CTaAHH (KaK) 11poA (Ho xy.11<e) 
Stalin (is like ) Herod (but worse) 
Argument Focus 
{, {, 




evil person evil erson 
selfish selfish 
unscrupulous unscrupulous 
dangerous - dangerous 
ordered mass murder..__--1 ordered massacres of children 
The data have shown that in Modern Russian the name of Hpog (Herod) 
has become a conventional metaphor, a common noun which is used as 
an abusive word and does not begin with a capital letter in such cases.A 
common noun upog (Herod) can be used to call not only "the worst kinds 
of tyrants", but also different sorts of "bad" people. Most frequently an 
abusive word upog (Herod) occurs as a term of address, and in this case, 
it hardly bears a direct reference to the biblical Herod. The allusiveness 
to the Bible may be said to be activated when it is used in a simile in a 
literary text. 
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It has emerged from the data, that different characteristics of Upog 
(Herod) (acting as a vehicle) activated by different contexts can be 
applied to at least five different types of tenors. The meanings of these 
tenors can be summarised as follows: ( 1) someone whose behaviour 
disturbs others, i.e. a hooligan; (2) an enemy; (3) someone who is disliked; 
(4) a criminal; and (5) someone powerful, who can order a crime to be 
committed, a dictator. What specific characteristic of this bibleism is 
activated in each case is shown in Table 6 (Appendix 2). It becomes 
evident from the table that at least three of them form a stable 
configuration of associations of upog (Herod) as a conventional metaphor. 
They are: evil, unscrupulous, harmful. 
The analyses and interpretations presented above have shown that in 
terms of translation procedure, this expression of biblical origin concerns 
the choice of an appropriate translation mode rather than translatability 
as such. These modes of translation (cf. section 2.3) used by the English 
translators of the above literary extracts are: substitution, omission, 
translation sensu stricto combined with sense and sensu stricto. 
According to Lass, Kiremidjian & Goldstein (1990:100), the expression 
Herod in the English language usually refers to the ferocious cruelty of 
the biblical Herod's slaughtering innocent children. In other words, in 
English usage it has specific allusive characteristics of a cruel monster, a 
murderer and a child - killer. Therefore, when in Russian texts (such as 
(20), (21), (22) and (23) above), the name upog (Herod) is used as an 
abusive word (as a conventional metaphor). and its characteristics of a 
murderer, dictator, etc. are not relevant - it cannot be translated into 
English sensu stricto, i.e. as Herod. It is confirmed by the provided data: 
the translators (native - speakers of English) avoid rendering upog 
(Herod) sensu stricto when it is used in Russian as an abusive common 
noun. Obviously, the name of Herod is not used in this sense in English. 
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In examples (23) and (24), the translator, Lourie ((Voinovich, 1979:297 and 
1977:187), has replaced upog (Herod) by a similar TL vehicle tyrant for 
the tenor enemy (or someone whom the speaker dislikes), i.e. used a 
mode of substitution to translate the given metaphor. A sensu stricto 
translation might have resulted in the activation in the TL text of such 
characteristics of Herod as murderer, etc., which are not meant to be 
expressed by a SL metaphor. Omission would have influenced the sense of 
the SL sentence and translation sensu stricto combined with sense seems 
inappropriate for such short colloquial sentences of the SL. For the same 
reasons, in my translation of extract (20) I have followed the mode of 
translation offered by Lourie in (23) and (24), i.e. a substitution by 
tyrant. 
Another mode of translation of upog (Herod) as an abusive common noun 
is employed by Wettlin (Aksyonov, 1970) in (21) and (22) above. It is a 
complete omission of the name of Herod in the TL text. The criteria for 
such a decision are set up specifically for each text after the translator 
has weighed up what he or she thinks is more important and what less 
important in the text in relation to its intention. In these two cases, from 
the semantic point of view, the TL has not lost anything by the omission 
of the SL metaphor. However, I find that the TL text is less emotive in 
nature than the SL text. I would suggest that a substitution mode of 
translation (similar to the one employed by Lourie in (23) and (24)) would 
have been more successful in these cases. 
In extract (25), we find that the address Bbl, upogbl is translated into 
English by Whitney (Grossman, 1970a) as you Herods, you child-killers, 
i.e. sensu stricto combined with sense. In the Russian text, this metaphor 
is used as an abusive common noun with a certain degree of allusiveness 
to its biblical prototype. Its associations that are activated by this 
particular literary context are those of murderers and child-killers. In 
other words, they coincide with the characteristics normally associated 
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with the name of Herod in English usage. However, the translator uses a 
sensu stricto translation combined with sense to show more explicitly 
the ground for comparison ("child-killers") between the biblical Herod 
and the people addressed as upoghz (Herods) in the ST, so that the use of 
this term as a common noun would be more understandable to English 
readers. 
And finally, in (26), we find a Russian Mpog (Herod) used as a proper 
name and spelt with a capital letter. Here, the expressiveness and 
semantic depth of this metaphorical expression proceed from an allusion 
to the biblical Herod and thus, this allusive metaphor is translated by 
\!\lhitney (Grossman, 1970a) into English sensu stricto. For English 
readers it bears the same connotations as for Russians readers. 
Thus, the translation procedure into English of the Russian bibleism Mpog 
(Herod) depends on its function in the Russian text. Only when it is used 
as an allusive metaphor it can be translated into English sensu stricto. 
\!\!hen it is used as a conventional metaphor, the mode of translation may 
vary. A metaphorical construction based on this expression in a literary 
text should be interpreted in terms of interaction theory of metaphor to 
be sure that the correct meaning is being communicated. Only after that 
the translator can successfully choose the correct translation procedure. 
3.2.2 liAygH.blii CblH (prodigal son) 
The expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) has its origin in the parable 
of Jesus (Luke 15: 11- 32) about a young man who took the goods that his 
father had set aside for him, travelled into a far country and wasted all his 
inheritance: 
TIO npomeCTBHH HeMHOrn:x AHeli, MAClAllIHH CbIH, co6paB BCe, 
nomeA B AdAbHIOIO CTpaHy H TaM paCTO"t!HA HMeHHe CBOe, :>KHB.H 
pacnyTHo. [J\yi<a 15:13] 
And not many days after the younger son gathered all together, 
and took his journey into a far country, and there wasted his 
substance with riotous living. [Luke 15: 13] 
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The son returned home repentant, and his father rejoiced and forgave 
him. 
The expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) does not appear in this form 
in the text of the Russian Bible. It is introduced in the heading for 
Chapter 15 of the Gospel according to Luke in the Synodal Translation of 
the Russian Bible. 
In the Bible, Jesus's parable of a prodigal son illustrates how generous 
God is in forgiving sinners who repent. In the biblical text, therefore, the 
image of a prodigal son was originally used metaphorically to denote a 
repentant and forgiven sinner. Thus, we may say that the image of a 
prodigal son in the Bible is specified by the literal associations of a young 
light - headed man, a disrespectful son who had left the parental home 
and then returned and was forgiven, and by the metaphorical associations 
established by the parable - a forgiven sinner. These literal and 
metaphorical associations of the biblical parable form the basis of the 
several shades of metaphorical meaning of the expression 6AygHblii CblH 
(prodigal son) in Modem Russian. 
The expression, according to the dictionary of Ozhegov ( 1982), is applied 
figuratively to 1) a disrespectful son who had left his home and then 
returned; 2) someone who repents after his misfortunes. Ashukin & 
Ashukina (1960) add to these associations of 3)"a dissipated man" and of 
4)"a son who does not obey his father". All these metaphorical 
associations are based on the literal facts of the biblical parable (the 
numbers in brackets correspond to Ozhegov's (1982) .and the Ashukins' 
(1960) terms mentioned above): the son having wasted his inheritance 
thus showed disrespect and disobedience to his father (1 and 4); after 
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having experienced hunger and poverty the son returned home repentant 
(2); the son led a depraved life in a far country (3). Shanskiy, et al ( 1987) 
summarise all metaphorical associations of 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) as 
someone who left his home and returned and someone who repents after 
his misfortunes. 
I view this expression as a conventional metaphor (section 2.2.1.3) in 
Russian usage, because it has lost an apparent connection with its biblical 
prototype. Even without knowing the origin on which the metaphorical 
associations of the expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) are based, we 
can partially understand them from the meanings of its constituents. The 
Russian word 6AygHbzii (prodigal) has connotations of extravagant, 
dissipated person, a wanderer. This gives us a partial understanding of 
the associations that the expression 6AygHblii CbZH (prodigal son) may 
have. I maintain, however, that the full understanding of metaphorical 
meaning of this expression involves both the relatively context - free (or 
static) interaction of its constituents (section 2.2.1.1) and its interaction as 
a whole with its original biblical context. In other words, a deeper insight 
into the associations of the expression 6AygHblii CbZH (prodigal son) could 
be gained by analysing its biblical origin. 
The following passage demonstrates the use of the expression 6AygHblii 
CblH (prodigal son) in. the Russian narrative literary text as a conventional 
metaphor. I view it as a focal expression of Grabe's (1985) type ii (section 
2.2.1.2): 
(27) 
BOT e~e OAHH BHTOK AOporn. Ha MHr IIOKa3aAOCb eMy, qTO 
HeBepOHTHO HpKHH, HHKOrAa He BHAaHHblH HM CBeT 3a.J\.HA 3eMJUO. 
E~e HeCKOJ\bKO rnaroB, H B 3TOM cBeTe OH YBHAHT AOM, H K HeMY, 
OAYAHOMY CLJHY, IIOAoliAeT MaTh, HOH CTaHeT 11epeA Heli Ha 
KOJ\.eHH, H ee MOJ\.OAble 11peKpacHhle PYKH A.HryT H:a ero 11A.ernnByro 
H ceAyro roA.oBy. (Grossman, 1970b:207) 
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Here was one more bend of the road. For a moment, it seemed to 
him as if an impossibly bright light, brighter that any he had ever 
seen in his life, had flooded the earth. A few steps more and in 
this light he would see that home, and his mother would come out 
to meet him, her prodigal son, and he would kneel down before 
her, and her young and beautiful hands would lie upon his grey, 
balding head. (Grossman (trans. by Whitney, T.), 1970a:247) 
The character in (27), to whom the expression 6.11.ygHblii CblH (prodigal 
son) is applied, is a man who spent many years in Stalin's prisons and 
after the amnesty is going to the place where the house of his parents 
used to be. Imagining how he would have met his mother if she was 
alive (he knew she had been dead for many years then), he thinks of 
himself as of a prodigal son. But does this expression bear the 
connotation of someone dissipated or disrespectful? The answer is - no. 
The character was away not because he was like the son described in the 
biblical parable. The expression 6.11.ygHbllZ CblH (prodigal son) in this case 
(27) bears connotation of only someone who has been away (had to be) 
and returned to his family. In other words, the character in (27) is a 
returned exile, one who had suffered while apart from his family. These 
connotations derive from the facts that the son in the biblical parable was 
literally away from home and that he suffered. Here the expression 
6.11.ygHblii CblH (prodigal son) serves as a vehicle for the tenor OH (he) and 
is qualified as U3I'HUHHUK, BepHfBUlUUCR B CBOJO ceMbJO (an exile who 
returned to his family). These characteristics allow the connection 
between the biblical prodigal son and the character of this literary extract 
not on all the possible levels of association, but only on those activated 
by the context. 
(27)i 
OH - 6AYAHhIH ChlH 





an exile (son) 
who returned 




a son who has been away 
and returned to his father (parent) 
a man suffering a man leading depraved life I 
in exile - in exile, and then suffering in exile 
an old man 
(who was youn 
when left 
a young man 
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In (27), in the character's thoughts of returning home he thinks of his 
mother. This change from father to mother in a characteristic of the 
expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) emphasises the general 
characteristic of 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) as a someone returning to 
his parent (or home). We can also find that this is recognised by Shanskiy, 
et al (1987) and extended by Walshe & Berkov (1984) in their dictionary: 
"someone who has returned to his family, the circle of his friends, etc." 
In Druzhnikov's (1989) novel, the chapter in which the parents go to jail 
to collect their son and bring him home, headed as 
(28) 
Bo3Bpaw,eHue 6AygHoro CbZHa (Druzhnikov, 1989:478-489) 
0 Retum of the Prodigal Son. 
The father, Makartsev, who is an editor of one of the Moscow 
newspapers, uses his position to free his son Boris from jail, where the 
latter has been taken because he was drunk and because he had killed 
two people in a car accident. From the novel we know that the 
relationship of the father and son is very tense. Makartsev spends all his 
time at work in the newspaper to which he is very devoted, and does not 
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see much of his son. But when he does, Boris appears drunk and 
repulsive. Boris's behaviour is a protest against his father, since he 
considers his father (who is a Communist) to be a hypocrite. (At that 
period of time much of what the Soviet newspapers published was not 
true.) Having been brought home from jail, Boris is not grateful to his 
father. He calls him a hypocrite again, saying that his father helped him 
only to save his own career (it would not have been possible to keep the 
position of an editor of the Communist newspaper with a son in jail). 
However, after their conversation, Makartsev goes back to his room and 
thinks of forgiving his son: "Y Eopu 4uHU3M om B03pacma - npoiigem" 
( 0 "Boris is cynical because of his young age - it will go away 
eventually") (Druzhnikov, 1989:489). The constituents of the metaphorical 










I a disobedient son 







I a disobedient sonl 
I a young man 
I a son who left home H a son who left homej 
I a son who returns home Ha son who returns home 
I a forgiven son I I a forgiven son 
I an unremorseful son I vs I a repentant son 
The heading "Bo3Bpaw,eHue 6AygHoro Cbma" (lit. 'Return of the Prodigal 
Son') establishes the intertextual relationship between this chapter and 
the biblical parable. It puts the whole chapter in a perspective which 
allows a reader who is acquainted with the biblical parable to compare 
the story of this chapter with the parable of the prodigal son. I therefore 
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view the expression 6AygHblll CblH (prodigal son) in this usage as an 
allusive metaphor (section 2.2.1.3). We know that in the Bible the return 
of a prodigal son is described to illustrate how generous God is in 
forgiving sinners who repent. In Druzhnikov's (1989) usage of the 
expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) as an allusive metaphor we find a 
contradiction with its original implications. The heading "Bo3Bpaw,eHue 
6AygHoro cbma" (lit. 'Return of the Prodigal Son') here is a foregrounded 
element (section 2.2.1), not only in terms of its establishing the 
intertextual relationship through parallelism, but also in terms of 
deviation from its original metaphorical meaning. The heading is used to 
set up an implied contrast: God forgives sinners who repent 
Makartsev's son does not repent, but Makartsev hopes that he will and 
forgives him in advance. Thus, the use of the expression 6AygHblii CblH 
(prodigal son) for the chapter heading in Druzhnikov's (1989) novel is 
justified by the biblical metaphorical associations (forgiveness of sins). 
Although its literal associations ("a son who does not obey his father", 
"son literally returns home"), are important, they play a secondary role 
here. 
Thus, the associations of the expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) may 
be summarised as follows. As a vehicle, it may interact with the following 
types of tenors: 1) someone who had left his home, family, the circle of 
his friends and then returned; 2) a son who does not obey his father; 3) a 
dissipated person; 4) someone who repented after his misfortunes; 5) an 
exile. These metaphorical associations are developed on the basis of the 
literal associations of the biblical parable. The metaphorical meaning of a 
repentant and forgiven sinner which is implied in the biblical parable is 
not usually associated with the expression 6AygHblii CblH (prodigal son) in 
everyday Russian usage since this metaphor has seemingly lost its 
connection with its biblical origin. This association, however, can be 
activated in the use of this expression as an allusive metaphor in a 
literary text, as shown in (28) above, and therefore, should be known by 
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readers in order to understand the implications of the literary text fully. 
How the associations of the expression 6AygHbllI CblH (prodigal son) may 
be activated in each possible interactive situation is indicated in Table 7 
(Appendix 2). It is demonstrated that at least two of those form a stable 
configuration of associations of this bibleism as a conventional metaphor: 
a person who left home, a person who led a life not approved of by his 
relatives or friends. 
In the English language, the expression prodigal son is an equivalent of 
the Russian expression 6AygHbllI CblH. The expression prodigal son was 
created in the English language in the same way as it was in Russian. 
The Oxford English Dictionary ( 1989) gives the following etymological 
information about the creation of this expression: "those who first wrote 
marginal notes in the English Bible, put the heading The parables of the 
loste shepe, of the groat that was lost, and of the prodigal sonne for 
chapter 15 of the Gospel according to Luke". 
In English it is commonly used to denote a type of a wayward child, a 
disrespectful son (Lass, et al, 1990), the repentant sinner or returned 
wanderer (McMordie, 1968) as for instance, in the next extract: 
(29) 
His attitude towards his prodigal son was that of stern, unrelenting 
resentment. (Fr. Norris, 'The Octopus', book II, ch. VJ (quoted from 
Kunin, 1984) 




is (like) a prodigal son 
Focus 
,!, ,!, 
Tenor ~ Vehicle 
,!, 
does not 1------1 does not obey his father 
live up to father's 
ex ectations 
a wayward child 
that arouses resentment 
of his father 
a wayward child 
a disrespectful son 
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Here the expression prodigal son, as a vehicle, qualifies a son that 
arouses the resentment of his father. Apparently, such a son does not live 
up to his father's expectations and is a wayward child. In other words, it 
is a disrespectful son. 
The metaphorical associations of the Russian bibleism 6AygHblii. CbZH and 
of the English expression prodigal son coincide whether they are used as 
conventional or as allusive metaphors. The distinction between two types 
of metaphor, however, enhances our understanding of exactly what is 
implied in each case. The translation procedures in both types of usage of 
this bibleism are the same. Prodigal son is a sensu stricto translation of 
the Russian bibleism 6AygHblii. CbZH which successfully renders all the 
metaphorical associations from the Russian language into English. 
It has been shown in this section that in complex texts such as narratives, 
artistic organisation (Lotman, 1977) (section 2.2.1.3) may reactivate the 
allusiveness or symbolic connotations of conventional metaphors. 
The same Russian bibleism may be translated into English differently 
depending on whether it is used in a literary text as a conventional 
metaphor or as an allusive metaphor. This may happen if the bibleism has 
become a conventional metaphor only in Russian (such as upog (Herod)). 
When the same biblesim has become a conventional metaphor in both 
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languages, the translation procedures applied to it will be the same 
whether it is used as a conventional metaphor in a particular case or as 
an allusive metaphor (such as 6AygHbiii Chili and prodigal son). 
Sometimes metaphorical associations of the conventional metaphor can 
become foregrounded in a literary text to such an extent that the effect 
caused is similar to that of an innovative metaphor. However, such a 
metaphorical expression has certain features that distinguish it from a 
truly innovative metaphor (Van Den Broeck, 1981), as will be 
demonstrated in the next section. 
3.3 BIBLEISM AS INNOVATIVE METAPHOR 
The following discussion demonstrates the metaphorically innovative use 
of bibleisms that have already become conventional metaphors in Russian 
usage. At the same time, however, such a metaphor retains its specific 
character of a familiar expression as opposed to a truly innovative 
metaphor. We may observe an emerging contrast by which the tenor is 
played off against the vehicle as a result of this simultaneous occurrence. 
3.3.1 Kecapio xecapeBo, a 6oJKue 6ory (omgCllllb\JJosgCllllb) (Render 
unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's and unto God the things 
that are God's) 
Sirot (in Kotova, 1993:44) traces this proverb to the following sentence in 
the Old Testament: EoiicR, Chili Moii, rocnoga u u,apR. fllpum1m 24:21} 
(My son fear thou the Lord and the king [Proverbs 24:21)). Kotova 
{1993:44), however, argues that the proverb has entered common usage 
under the influence of the gospels [Matthew 22:21; Mark 12: 17; Luke 
20:25]. Looking at the penny that must be paid to Caesar as a tribute, 
Jesus asked the Pharisees whose image was on it. They answered it was 
Caesar's. Then Jesus said: 
I1TaK OTAaiiTe KecapJO Kecapeso, a lio.>KHe liory. [MaTCpe:H: 22:21) 
Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and 
unto God the things that are God's. [Matthew 22:21] 
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In the Bible Jesus often speaks allegorically, i.e. his words and stories are 
meant as symbols. In this sentence each word also has a symbolic 
meaning. In the case with the penny bearing Caesar's image, by saying 
'give it to Caesar' Jesus implies that each person should receive what is 
rightfully his or hers. With this meaning the proverb kecap10 (Ife3ap10) 
KecapeBo (u,e3apeBo ), a 6oJKue 6ory has entered Russian common usage 
(the word Caesar has two variants of pronunciation in Russian Kecapb 
and u,e3apb). One may say that one part of this expression (about Caesar} 
has negative characteristics in the eyes of the speaker, and another part 
(about God} has positive characteristics: Caesar is described negatively 
(e.g. he ordered the killing of people; recieved taxes from the working 
people [Matthew 22: 13; 22; 17)), and God has a positive and respected 
image throughout the whole Bible. Here, material values that are 
characteristic of Caesar oppose spiritual values, associated with God, i.e. 
low versus high. 
In Grabe' s (1985) terms, this expression may be analysed as type iii of 
focal expressions (section 2.2.1.2). It is perceived as a focal expression 
because of its symbolic connotations. This is an expanded metaphor (or 
sentence metaphor} since all words in it have symbolic implications. By 
implying that each person should receive what is rightfully his or hers, it 
also suggests that one who appreciates things of low value (such as 
money in Jesus's view} should receive the things that are of low value, 
and one who treasures really worthy things should receive such worthy 
things. I view this proverb as a conventional metaphor in Russian usage 
since it is registered with this set of associations in the dictionaries (e.g. 
Slovar', 1948 - 1969) which I summarise in Table 8 (Appendix 2). 
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In the following extract from a Russian narrative literary text we perceive 
this proverb as a foregrounded element (section 2.2.1) because it is 
innovatively used by the author: 
(30) 
f1plI3HaThC51, 51 3TOT pHTM "peITII" TeprreTh He MOry, OAHaKO 
IIOAO)KeHHe TYJ)lICTa KaK 6hI 06513hIBaeT BOCXHrn;aThC51 3K30TlIKOH. 
KaK - TO Ha IIA51)Ke TOAIIa "<IeAOBeK B II51ThAeC51T 11 llIOKOAaAJihlX 
roAAaHAQeB" TaHI.i;eBaAa -qaca "<IeThlpe IIOA OAHY H TY )Ke rrecmo. 
"HpaBHTC51 BaM Hallla MY3h1Ka? - crrpOClIA MeHSI IIOAlIIJ;eHCKllll. 
"My3hIKa -To xopollla51, - CAYKaBHA 51, - HO, Ka)KeTC51, c 
KacceToli "<ITO - TO He B rrop51AKe, Bce BpeM51 KPYTHTC51 OAHa H Ta 
)Ke rrecH51." - "Aa "<ITO Bbl, MOH Apyr, - YAHBHAC51 OH, - 3TO 44 
coBepllieHHo pa3Hhle rrecHH." Qe3apio - ~e3apeso, OldKY -
OldKOBO. (Aksyonov, 1987:241) 
In the existing English translation of this Aksyonov's (1985a) novel, In 
Search of Melancholy Baby, by M. H. Heim, this chapter is omitted. 
Therefore, I offer the following translation: 
0 To be honest, I cannot stand this "reggae" rhythm, but being a 
tourist one is somewhat obliged to admire everything exotic. 
Once, a crowd of fifty "chocolate Dutchmen" on the beach danced 
to the same tune for about four hours. "Do you enjoy our music?" 
- a policeman asked me. "The music is fine - I cheated 
but something seems to be wrong with the tape. The same song all 
the time." "No, my friend - exclaimed the policeman. "These are 
44 absolutely different songs". Render unto Caesar the things that 
are caesats and unto bull the things that are bull's. 
We see here a deviation in the generally recognised metaphorical 
expression: L(e3ap10 - u,e3apeBo, 6blJCY - 6bUCOBO (Render unto Caesar 
the things that are Caesar's and unto bull the things that are bull's). This 
implies a knowledge of the original proverb. Thus, through allusion to the 
commonly used conventional metaphor, the innovatively used proverb 
achieves a humorous effect. The part that is substituted in the recognised 
proverb is 6o)Kue 6ory (render unto God the things that are God's). As 
mentioned above, 6o)Kue 6ory (render unto God the things that are God's) 
is a "positive" part of the original proverb. The substitution 6bucy -
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6bUWBO (render unto bull the things that are bull's) in (29). however, bears 
negative connotations and expresses an ironical, contemptuous attitude. It 
means that in this case u,e3aph (Caesar) acquires a more positive image as 
opposed to the image of 6h!K (bull), i.e. the associations of the original 
proverb have switched their position in this usage. 
As the original expression, the renovated expression is also an expanded 
metaphor with an integral meaning: everyone gets what he deserves, what 
is rightfully his. Every component of this renovated expression also 
acquires a symbolic meaning. Caesar acquires here the associations of a 

















L(e3apeBo (the things that are Caesar's) then, acquires associations of low 
cultural values, bad taste, etc. 
(30)ii 
IlOHSITHSI/Bem;H HH3KOro Ka"tleCTBa - u;e3apeBO 
notions/things of low value the things that are Caesar's 
i i 
Implied tenor Vehicle 
-!.- {, 
,~ b-a-d~m-u-s-i c~~,~ ~~~~~~~~~_,.-ll_o_w_s_p_i-ri-tu_a_l_v_a_lu_e_s~ 
Eb!K (bull) in Russian, when applied metaphorically, h~s connotations of a 
very healthy, or stubborn, or sullen looking person who is not clever 
(Slovar', 1948-1965). The policeman and the "chocolate Dutchmen" in 
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the eyes of the speaker are very stupid, since they like "this 'reggae' 
rhythm", so 6bU< (bull) here may be viewed as a vehicle for a reggae fan. 
(30)iii 
rroAIIu;elicKIIM I Tamzyrorn;IIe llIOKOAClAHhle roMaHAI.J;hI - 6bIK(II) 
the policeman /the dancing "chocolate" Dutchmen bull(s) 
i i 
Implied tenor Vehicle 
fond of low quality music no cultural values 
ha pp 
low cultural values 
nonsense 
EbZKOBo (the things that are bull's) in this case symbolises reggae music: 
(30)iv 
IIOH5ITII5l/Bern;II OtJ:eHb HII3KOrO Ka-cieCTBa 
notions/things of extremely low value 
i 
!mplied tenor 
,j, I reggae music 
6bIKOBO 
the things that are bull's 
i 
Vehicle 
,j, I low spmtual values I 
The original expression Kecap10 (l.(e3ap10) KecapeBo (u,e3apeBo), a 6oJKue 
6ory, which is being alluded to in (30), implies to render to someone who 
is low (bad) (as Caesar) the things that are low (bad) ( as things that are 
characteristic of Ceasar), and to someone who is high (holy, good) (as 
God) - the things that are high (holy, good) (as things that are 
associated with God). And the innovatively used conventional metaphor 
l.(e3ap10 - u,e3apeBo, 6blKJ - 6bU<OBO (Render unto Caesar the things that 
are Caesar's and unto bull the things that are bull's) implies to render to 
someone who is low (bad) (e.g., someone who has a bad taste), the things 
that are low (bad) (e.g., bad music), and to someon~ who is even lower 
(worse) (as those reggae fans) - the things that are ·even lower (worse) 
(reggae music). 
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Another device that the writer employs for achieving humorous effect, is 
playing on the words 6or (God) and 6hzK (bull). The knowledge of the 
original lends something sacrilegious to the last part of the expression. 
The Russian words 6or (God) and 6hZK (bull) consist of one syllable 
(consonant-vowel-consonant) and are pronounced [boh] and [bik] 
respectively. Both words begin with the sound [b]. This is an alliteration, 
a type of sound repetition based on Jakobson's (1960:358) equivalence 
principle (as discussed in section 2.2.1). It establishes equivalence for 
which a corresponding equivalence is sought on another level of poetic 
organisation. This phonic foregrounding establishes parallelism between 
the text of the Bible and the present literary text, implying a semantic 
relationship between the elements that are placed in parallel (6or (God) 
[boh] and 6hZK (bull) [bik]). The reader observes here a varied repetition 
of the premise that occurs in the Bible, the expression kecap10 (L(e3ap10) 
xecapeBo (u,e3apeBo), a 6o)Kue 6ory (render unto Caesar the things which 
are Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's) and registers a 
contemptuous contradiction due to the replacement of the word 6or 
(God), which is a divine image of superior mind, by 6hZK (bull), which 
bears the association of nonsense. 
For English speakers, the proverb render unto Caesar the things which are 
Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's (which is a sensu stricto 
translation of the Russian expression) is also a familiar biblical quotation 
that has entered common usage (Kunin, 1984). Therefore, the Russian 
expression has its English equivalent which functions in English with 
similar associations. However, in a case like (30), where this conventional 
metaphor is foregrounded, its sensu stricto translation into English loses 
some of the implications present in Russian, which result from the 
alliteration in Russian. It happens because the English words God and 
bull do not resemble each other as the Russian words 6or [bok] and 6hZK 
[bik). But nevertheless the antithesis is extremely powerful. Bull in 
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English also has connotations of nonsense and slang associations with a 
policeman (Roget's II: The New Thesaurus, 1991). Thus, in the English 
translation the reference to the policeman as a bull will be more explicitly 
implied. Therefore, a sensu stricto translation of L(e3ap10 - u,e3apeBo, 
6hzxy - 6bZKOBO (lit. 'Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's and 
unto bull the things that are bull's) in (30), is also capable of affecting an 
English reader with a similar force and additional meaning as it affects 
the speakers of the Russian language, achieving a similar humorous 
effect. 
It has been shown in this section that when the allusiveness and 5ymbolic 
connotations of the conventional metaphor are reactivated to the extent 
that it becomes an innovative metaphor, the process of its translating into 
a foreign language may be compared to the process of translating an 
innovative metaphor. It involves a translator in the process of creating a 
new metaphor. 
3.4 BIBLEISM AS RENOVATED CONVENTIONAL METAPHOR 
In this section it will be demonstrated how a bibleism that has become a 
conventional metaphor shifts to the type of innovative metaphors, and in 
its new form becomes another conventional metaphor (i.e. "dies" again). 
3.4.1 Hyga (Judas) 
A number of references to the biblical character Myga (Judas) may be 
found in novels depicting the Soviet regime. As it is known from the 
gospels, Judas was the disciple who betrayed Jesus to the authorities for 
thirty pieces of silver [Matthew 26; Mark 14; Luke 22; John 13). 
TorAa OAlfH H3 ABeHClMaTH, Ha3hIBaeMhlli HyAa HcKapHoT, rmmeA 
K rrepBOCB5UD;eHHHKaM H CKa3aA: ~TO Bbl AdAlfTe MHe, H 51 BaM 
rrpeAaM Ero? 0HH rrpeAJ\.OJKHAH eMy TPHAD;aTb cpe6peHHHKOB ... 
[MaTCpeH: 26:14-15) 
Then one of the twelve, called Judas Iskariot went unto the chief 
priests, and said unto them, What will ye give me, and I will 
deliver him unto you? And they covenanted with him for thirty 
pieces of silver. [Matthew 26:14-15) 
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When soldiers came to arrest Jesus, Judas identified their victim by 
kissing him. 
The original characteristics that describe Myga (Judas) may be 
summarised as follows: a disciple who learned from his teacher, a disciple 
who betrayed his teacher/friend, a hypocrite who pretended to be a 
friend, a betrayer who virtually sold his friend/teacher for money, a 
helper of the murderers, an unknown enemy. In contemporary Russian 
usage, the name of Myga (Judas) has become a synonym for a betrayer, 
wearing a mask of friendship, and very often begins with a small letter 
(Slovar', 1948 - 1969; Ozhegov, 1982). In other words, it has already 
acquired the status of a conventional metaphor (section 2.2.1.3) in Russian 
usage. 
Often in Soviet prose, we find that Myga (Judas) applies to a traitor to the 
homeland, to the Communist party. If we analyse the intertextual 
relationship that this expression establishes between a literary text and its 
original context, we will see that the associations relating to a traitor of 
the homeland are based on the fact that Judas was a disciple of Jesus, in 
other words, Jesus reared and educated him, like a country (a party) 
moulds its citizens (members). 
The following literary examples demonstrate the use of Myga (Judas) by 
the leaders and representatives of the Communist regime in relation to 
their opponents and enemies. 
Extract (31) presents the thoughts of Stalin about those he considered 
enemies and "betrayers of the homeland". Here uyga (Judas) is used as a 
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conventional metaphor. I view it in (31) and in the extracts below as a 
focal expression of Grabe's (1985) type ii (section 2.2.1.2). 
(31) 
HeT, He rrpocTo 11 HerrpHMHpHMhIMH BparaMH CoBeTCKOH BAaCTH", a 
11 HhIHe pa306AaqeHHbIMH BparaMH HapOAa" HX HaAO Ha3bIBaTb. 
3AoAe5IMH-y6Hilu;aMH! TipeAaTeAHMH poAJIHhI, HYAaMH! 
(Dombrovskiy, 1989:556) 
0 No, not simply they should be called "the implacable enemies of 
the Soviet power" but "presently exposed enemies of the people". 
Villains, murderers! Betrayers of the homeland! Judases! 
In terms of metaphorical construction, in (31) we observe a tenor -vehicle 
relationship where the vehicle uyga (Judas) is applied to the tenor that 
may be called "an enemy of the people". An enemy of the people in the 
eyes of the accusing authorities had the following characteristics: 
(31)i 
Bpar HapoAa 









citizen of his country disciple of his teacher 
I (murderer) I helper of the murderers 
betrayer of his 1---------1 betrayer of his teacher 
homeland (party) 
hypocrite 
non - conformist 
Viewing the expression uyga (Judas) as a metaphor that establishes the 
intertextual relationship between this literary text and the texts of the 
gospels through the characteristics summarised in (31 )i, we can also 
analyse another set of intertextual relations established by it. This will 
give us deeper insight into the associations connected with a traitor of the 
homeland (party). The fact that Judas was a disciple of Jesus - in other 
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words, Jesus reared and educated him - may be viewed as similar to a 
country (a party) moulding its citizens (members). Thus, it is possible to 
reconstruct the following: 
(31 )ii 
PoAirna \rrapnrn\JlliAep rrapnn1 - Hucyc 
[homeland\the Party\the leader of the party - Jesus] 
Argument Focus 





The analysis of (31 )i leads to the following interpretation: the homeland 
(or the party) in (31) loved, reared and educated its citizen or member 
just as Jesus loved and educated his disciple Judas, and this person 
betrayed his homeland (party) by becoming a foreign spy in the way that 
Judas betrayed Jesus. The traitor must have received his reward like 
Judas received his thirty pieces of silver. We know from the wider context 
of the novel, however, that the accused individuals were innocent, but 
those who represented the "homeland" and the Communist party were 
wrong and corrupt. Thus we see that although the first level of analogy 
remains similar (an individual betrays the leader of a close group/a close 
group for monetary gain), another ironical dimension has been added to 
the word uyga (Judas) in the sense of a betrayer (however, no irony is 
meant in {31) by the speaker): in the original text Judas was a real 
traitor, he was guilty; but the accused in (31) were innocent, whereas in 
the Bible Jesus was innocent, but the party and the country in (31) were 
iniquitous. 
In (32), there is a description of the NKVD (People's Commissariat of 
Internal Affairs) colonel talking to the accused. 
(32) 
K IIOACYAHMbIM OTHOCHTCH OTe"tJeCKH, qaCTO Ha30IBaH HX He 
IIOACYAHMbIMH, a CbIHKaMH. "Hy IIIO JK, CbIHOK, BHJKy, POAHHa 
Te6H BbipacTHAa, BOCIIIITa.Aa, a Tb! ee npeAaAr me OTOH Hy Aa 3a 




paccTpeA IIAfI 1IITpacpHa51 poTa. I1 IIOXOJKe, "tITO rrpIIrOBOpbI 3TII 
He OCTaBMIOT HIIKaKoro CAeAa B Ayrne HIIKOAa51 
CrrnpIIAOHOBII"tla. (Voinovich, 1990:358) 
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He was fatherly toward accused men, often calling them "son". 
"V\lhat's this now, son, I see that the motherland has reared and 
raised you and you betrayed it like that Judas for thirty silver 
kopecks". He handed out only two sentences - the firing squad or 
a penal brigade - and it would seem that they left no trace on his 
soul. (Voinovich (trans. by Lourie, R.), 1979:161) 
As in (31), a tenor -vehicle relationship may be observed in (32) where 
the vehicle uyga (Judas) is used for an implied tenor "an enemy of the 
people". The addition of the expression "for thirty pieces of silver" in the 
above example (32) strengthens the biblical origin of the term Hyga 
(Judas), establishing the intertextual relationship with the Bible more 
explicitly. In other words, the allusiveness of this metaphor becomes 
stronger. It may even be viewed here as an allusive metaphor (section 
2.2.1.3). The expression betrayed it like that Judas for thirty silver kopecks 
("kopecks", a word referring to Russian coins) in (32) may be viewed as a 
varied repetition in the literary text of the premise that occurs in the texts 
of the gospels: the fact that Judas Iskariot betrayed Jesus for thirty pieces 
of silver. Thus, another implied tenor-vehicle relationship may be 
observed: 
(32)iii 
TO, q'fO IIOAyqeHo 3a rrpeAaTeJ\.bCTBO 





- TPIIMaTh cepe6peHHIIKOB 





a reward for a treacherous act r---------1 a reward for a treacherous act 
~-------------.1 
Sometimes the name of Hyga (Judas) in Russian can be found with a 
diminutive suffix -ywx- [-ushk-j : Hygywxa (Iudushka, lit. Llttle-
Judas, as translated by Walshe & Berkov (1984)). (A diminutive suffix in 
Russian may express either endearment or a pejorative attitude.) The 
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origin of this usage can be traced to Saltykov - Shchedrin' s ( 187 5) novel 
Tocnoga ToAOBAeBbl ("The Golovlyov Family") where the nickname 
Hygymxa (Iudushka) is given to the principal character, Porphyry 
Golovlyov. Porphyry Golovlyov is a canting hypocrite who conceals his 
greed by pious talk. He is constantly turning things to his own 
advantage, cheating everybody, including himself with words. Iudushka's 
speech is full of words of endearment (hypocoristic) suffixes (e.g. gpy;KOK, 
MaMeHbKa, gymeHbKa, roAy6ywxa, nAe.MRH.Hywxa). The members of his 
family feel his hypocrisy in such words: 
l1lllb BeAh KaK IUfllleT! Hlllb KaK 513bIKOM -To BepTM:T! - BOCKAHu;aAa OHa, -
HeAapoM CTenKa - 6aA6ec I1yAyillKOH ero np03BaA! HR OAHOro -To CAOBa 
sepHoro HeT! see-To OH AJKeT! w '\mAL1:H APYJKOK MaMeHhKa", w npo THrocTw-
TO MOH, H npo KpecT MOH... HW:Iero OH 3TOro He qyscTCByeT! (Saltykov-
Shchedrin, 1875 (1982): 13) 
"Just think how he writes! What twists and turns he gives to his tongue!" she 
[Porphyry's mother-0.Y.] exclaimed. "It's not for nothing Styopka the dolt 
[Porphyry's brother- O.Y.] has nicknamed him Judas! There's not a word of 
truth in what he says! It's all lies - 'dear friend mamma', and about my burdens, 
and about the cross .... He does not feel any of it, really!" (Saltykov-Shchedrin 
(trans. by Duddington, N.), 1934:15) 
His parasaical loquacity is the mask of a hidden enemy ( a traitor). For 
this he has been nicknamed as Hygywxa (Iudushka) and also 
xpoBonuBywxa (krovopivushka, lit. a petty 'bloodsucker', as translated by 
Duddington (Saltykov-Shchedrin, 1934)). These nicknames, words that 
also contain a diminutive suffix, parody Porphyry Golovlyov's speech. At 
the same time here such a suffix adds a pejorative connotation, and an 
expression of derision and contempt to the words. Thus, we observe in 
Saltykov - Shchedrin' s ( 187 5) novel an innovative use of the conventional 
metaphorical expression uyga (Judas) by adding to it a diminutive -
pejorative suffix -yuuc- [-ushk-j. This nickname Hygymxa (Iudushka) 
expresses the feeling of the Golovlyov family towards Porphyry. The 
Golovlyovs think of him as a hidden enemy inside their family (cf. Judas 
Iskariot in relation to Jesus) and they feel contempt towards him 
(expressed in the suffix -yznx- (-ushk- )). Therefore, a metaphorical 
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expression of biblical origin uyga (Judas) that has become a conventional 
metaphor in Russian usage, acquires the status of an allusive and an 
innovative metaphor, i.e. shifts to the other interpretative types of 
metaphor in Saltykov - Shchedrin' s novel. 
The name of UygywKa I'oAOBJi.eB (Iudushka Golovlyov) is used in common 
Russian usage and in literary texts as an allusive metaphor with reference 
to the character in Saltykov-Shchedrin's novel. The expression is 
registered in the Ashukins' ( 1960) dictionary of winged words as referring 
to a canting hypocrite wearing the mask of innocence. It should be noted, 
however, that in Modem Russian, the name HygywKa (Iudushka) loses its 
direct reference to Saltykov-Shchedrin's character. It is often found 
without I'oAOBAeB (Golovlyov) and sometimes begins with a small letter 
(as will be demonstrated in the examples below). This indicates that a 
renovated conventional metaphor uyga (Judas) in the form of uygywKa 
(iudushka) has acquired the status of a conventional metaphor. It has 
shifted from innovative creation to routine collective repetition, i.e. it has 
become a renovated conventional metaphor : 
VlyAa VlcKapHoT ~ VlyAa ~ HYAa ~ VIYAYIIIKa foAOBJ\eB ~ VlyAyrnKa(foAOBAeB) ~ HYAYIIIKa 
Judas Iskariot ~ Judas ~ judas ~ Iudushka Golovlyov ~ Iudushka (Golovlyov) ~iudushka 
i i i 
literal ,....a..,..,ll.-u"""si-ve---. ~onventional ~n-n-ova_ti_v_e _&_a_ll_u-si-ve~ 






In the following analysis of literary extracts containing the expression 
UygymKa (Iudushka), I maintain that there may be a double intertextual 
relationship established by this metaphor: intertextual relations between 
the literary text and the Bible and Saltykov- Schedrin's novel. 
In the next passages we find the name UygywKa (Iudushka) applied to 
Trotsky, one of the prominent politicians of the 20th century whose views 
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on the revolution and the ways of social development differed from those 
of Lenin and his followers. 
(33) 
l.f T06bl 3TH CAOSa s6HSaAHCh s roAosy rB03MIMH, qT06bl HeSOAhHO 
SblAeTaAO H3 rAOTKH He rrpOCTO, CKaJKeM, Tpo:a;KHH, a HerrpeMeHHO 
- "spar HapoAa, HYAYWKa Tpon;KHii"! He orrrro3H:a;m1, a "6aHAa 
IIOAHT~ecKHX y6m1:a;"! 3TH CAosa IIOH5ITHbl sceM. 
(Dombrovskiy, 1989:556) 
0 These words must be hammered into the heads of the people, so 
they will instinctively utter, not simply "Trotsky", but obligatorily 
- "the enemy of the people, Judas Trotsky!". That is what must 
spontaneously fly out of their throats. Not "the opposition" but 
"the gang of political murderers"! These words are understandable 
to everybody. 
The following are the thoughts of Joseph Stalin about what he would call 
the enemies of his regime. Trotsky is among them: 
(34) 
Beeb MHP Terreph CMOTpHT Ha Halli KOAOHHblll 3aA - II03TOMY H 
cpaKThl AOAJKHhl 6hITh y6eAUTeAhHhle, HpKHe, rrpocThle. 
- I1 rrpasAUshle? 
- I1 rrpasAUshle! I1, KOHeqHo, rrpeJKAe scero rrpasAHBhle. A no, 
pa3se y Te651 ecTh rrpHqHHbl COMHesaThC51 ' qTo, CKaJKeM, KaMeHes 
HAM 3HHOSheB He spam HapOAa? I1AH no PbIKOS He 6opOAC51 
rrpoTHB CIIAOIIIHOH KOAAeKTHSH3a:a;HH, HAM no uy AywKa Tpo~ 
H3 - 3a py6eJKa He seAeT 6oph6y Ha cpalIIHCTCKHe AeHhrH rrpOTHB 
Harnero AeHHHCKoro IJ,K H .hWIHO rrpoTHB Tosapmn;a CTaAHHa? 
EcTh y Te651 TaKHe cpaKTbl, no 3Toro He 6blAo? (Dombrovskiy, 
1989:320) 
0 The whole world is now looking at our Column Hall. Hence the 
facts must be convincing, vivid and simple. 
- And truthful? 
- And truthful! And of course, in the first place, truthful. But do 
you have any reason to doubt that, let's say, Kamenev or Zinoviev 
were not the enemies of the people? Or did not Rykov fight 
against complete collectivisation, or does not Judas Trotsky fight 
against our Lenin's Central Committee of the party from abroad 
with the fascist money and personally against comrade Stalin? Do 
you have a proof that all this is not true? 
The expression Judas Trotsky in the English translations literally reads 
iudushka Trotsky in the Russian texts. 
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From (33) and (34), we can reconstruct the following tenor-vehicle 
relations: Tpou,xm1 - uygywxa (Trotsky (is like) Iudushka) ((34)i). The 
Bolsheviks considered their opponents to be traitors. So the tenor Trotsky 
in this metaphorical construction acquires the characteristic of a traitor in 
the eyes of the Bolsheviks. It is also well - known that Trotsky was a very 
good orator; but whatever Trotsky would say about revolution for the 
Bolsheviks would be a "parasaical loquacity " and hypocrisy. 
Therefore, by calling Trotsky uygywxa (iudushka), the Bolsheviks express 
their pejorative attitude towards him as being a traitor, a hidden enemy, 
embedded in the diminutive suffix -ywx [ushkj that this form of uyga 
(Judas) has. The tenor's characteristic of a traitor establishes intertextual 
relationship between the given literary extracts and the text in the Bible. 
It reactivates the reference to the biblical Myga (Judas) (betrayer) in the 
name of Mygywxa (Iudushka (lit. Little -Judas)). Another characteristic of 
the tenor, "a good orator, speaking of the revolution, but having different 
ideas about it from those of the Bolsheviks", may be said to establish the 
connection with Saltykov-Shchedrin's Iudushka Golovlyov's 
characteristic of a person who concealed his evil intentions by pious 
loquacity. Therefore, we find in (33) and (34) the embedded 
implications of Judas Iskariot and Iudushka (lit. Little -Judas) Golovlyov 
in the name of uygyuixa (lit. Little -Judas). In other words, the 
metaphorical term uygywxa ( iudushka (lit. Little -Judas)) establishes 
intertextual relations which cross the boundaries not only of specific texts, 
but also of text types, or genres (section 2.2.1). 
In a literary text, this expression establishes a double intertextual 
relationship between the literary text in which it occurs - the Russian 
classical literary text (Saltykov-Shchedrin's novel) and the biblical texts 
(the Gospels). It serves as a point of interaction for_ the three different 
types of literary texts, leading to the recovery of one intertext through 
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another: a biblical intertext can be recovered through the Saltykov-
Shchedrin in tertext. 
(34)i 
Tpou;Knli - MyAymKa 







traitor of the homeland 
in Bolsheviks' eyes 
servant of capitalism 
for monetary gain 
eloquent speaker 
false revolutionary in 
Bolsheviks' eyes 
l1yAa l1cKaptt:oT (Judas Iskariot) 
I Vehicle 1 I 
-1-
betrayer of his friend/teacher for 
l1YAYlllKa f oAOBAeB (Iudushka Golovlyov) 
!vehicle 2 
.i 
(lit. Little -Judas) 
hypocrite, arousing contempt 
liar, concealing his evil intentions 
by parasaical loquacity 1-----' 
hidden enemy 
The possible interactive situations into which the conventional metaphor 
uyga (Judas) may enter as a vehicle are summarised in Table 9 (Appendix 
2). This indicates that the associations of a betrayer and a liar arousing 
contempt form a stable configuration of characteristics of this 
conventional metaphor. 
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As in the Russian language, in English, allusions to Judas Iskariot refer to 
anyone who betrays a friend; a hypocrite, a traitor (Lass, Kiremidjian & 
Goldstein, 1990). The name of the biblical Judas has also entered English 
usage as a common noun (a Judas) referring to a person who is disloyal 
to another person by revealing him or his secrets to an enemy. It is often 
used as a term of address, as in you Judas! (Long, 1979). Therefore, the 
expression Hyga will not cause problems when translating it into the 
English language. 
However, when the name of Judas is used in the form of uygywKa 
(iudushka, lit. Little-Judas) in Russian literary texts, as in (33) and (34) 
the associations of a hypocrite, concealing his evil intentions by eloquent 
talk, and a pejorative attitude towards the addressee that this form has in 
Russian will inevitably be lost when it is translated into English simply as 
Judas or as Little-Judas. This is because in Russian uygyiw<a (Iudushka, 
lit. Little-Judas) refers not only to the biblical Judas but also to the 
character of the Russian classical literary text, and because in the Russian 
language, the diminutive suffix itself adds an expression of contempt and 
pejorative attitude to someone who is called Hyga (Judas). This is 
impossible to express by grammatical means in English. The translation 
might be improved by adding an adjective to Judas such as paltry, petty 
or worthless in an English translation. 
Thus, the mode of translation of uygyw_K.a (Iudushka, lit. Little-Judas) 
into English is a substitution of it by Judas or by Judas combined with 
one of such adjectives as paltry, petty or worthless which would produce 
a similar, but not identical metaphor. 
This section has demonstrated that when a metaphor from the type of 
conventional metaphors shifts to the type of innovative metaphors, and 
as a renovated conventional metaphor, shifts back to the type of 
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conventional metaphors, its translation into a foreign language may 
become problematic. This happens when a renovation of the conventional 
metaphor in Russian is based on the linguistic peculiarity of the Russian 
language. 
3.5 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
In this study, the analysis and interpretation of each bibleism have been 
carried out within the framework of interaction theories of metaphor. This 
has resulted in highlighting the stable configuration of associations of 
particular bibleisms, and in indicating their features that may or may not 
be activated in a particular usage (Appendix 2). The range of stable 
associations of several bibleisms discussed in this study (e.g. CBRmaR 
CBRmblX (the Holy of Holies), xo3eA omnyw,eHuR (scapegoat), upog (Herod)) 
has been extended. This has been made possible by utilising the 
procedure of vehicle interpretation in the analysis and interpretation of a 
literary metaphor in terms of interaction theories. 
The analysis of those bibleisms that are nominal expressions has 
demonstrated that when the focus is a nominal expression, it has the 
function of a vehicle for the argument in the frame where the frame is not 
part of the bibleism itself, but of the literary context. In such cases, the 
reconstruction of another argument is not required. Therefore, focus 
interpretation coincides with vehicle interpretation in these cases. 
In spite of the remote connection between Russian metaphorical 
expressions of biblical origin and their sources, bibleisms occurring in 
literary texts may be viewed as specialised signs which establish the 
intertextual relationships between their new literary contexts and their 
original biblical context. These intertextual relationships are established 
through the semantic stock of the Modem Russian language. The analysis 
of the intertextual and intratextual relationships of the bibleisms in this 
study has demonstrated the role of their metaphorical origins in the 
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development of their new associations. The original associations of the 
bibleisms form the basis for the development of their new metaphorical 
associations. 
The foregoing discussion demonstrates that there can be no strict 
boundaries in the categorisation of Russian metaphorical expressions of 
biblical origin. The same bibleism (e.g. Upog (Herod) discussed in section 
3.2; Uyga (Judas), discussed in section 3.4), may slide between all three 
interpretative types of metaphor defined here as conventional, allusive 
and innovative. Thus, the status of a Russian bibleism as a metaphor is 
not a static but a dynamic one. 
The analysis and interpretation of several Russian bibleisms functioning 
in literary texts confirm the hypothesis about the status of a metaphorical 
expression formed in section 2.2.1.3. The analysis and interpretation of 
data have demonstrated that bibleisms that were once used as innovative 
metaphors, and then shifted to the type of allusive metaphors, have finally 
become part of common usage, i.e. they have become conventional 
metaphors. In literary texts, however, we may observe another shift 
through which bibleisms that have become conventional metaphors may 
again become allusive or even innovative metaphors. It has also been 
demonstrated that a bibleism that has become a conventional metaphor, 
and in a literary text has shifted to the type of innovative metaphors, in 
its renovated form may again rejoin the type of conventional metaphors 
(e.g. the bibleism Uyga (Judas) discussed in section 3.4). 
It is essential, from the point of view of translation, to make a distinction 
between different interpretative types of metaphor. Metaphorical 
expressions of biblical origin that belong to the shared cultural 
inheritance of Russian - and English - speaking peoples are capable of· 
adequate translation, and in most cases, the concern ·is with the choice of 
an appropriate translation mode rather than translatability as such. 
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The modes of translation of bibleisms from Russian into English that have 
been encountered in the discussed examples are a sensu stricto 
translation, a substitution, sensu stricto translation combined with sense, 
omission and a paraphrase. The same Russian bibleism may be translated 
into English differently, depending on whether it is used in a literary text 
as a conventional metaphor, or as an allusive metaphor. If the bibleism 
has become a conventional metaphor only in Russian usage (e.g. upog 
(lit. 'Herod', i.e. tyrant), 3A.al.fHoe r.tecmo (lit. 'green pastures', i.e. a place of 
revelry)). when it is used in a Russian literary text as a conventional 
metaphor the mode of its translation into English may be different from 
the one applied when this bibleism is used allusively in a Russian text. 
(For instance, upog (lit. 'Herod') as a conventional metaphor can be 
translated into English as tyrant (i.e. substitution) and as an allusive 
metaphor - as Herod (i.e. sensu stricto)). When the same biblesim has 
become a conventional metaphor in both languages, the translation 
procedures applied to it will be the same, whether it is used as a 
conventional metaphor in a particular case, or as an allusive metaphor 
(e.g. 6A.ygHblii CblH and prodigal son). When a Russian bibleism becomes 
an innovative metaphor, the process of its translation into English 
involves a translator in the process of creating a new metaphor. When a 
Russian bibleism from the type of conventional metaphors shifts to the 
type of innovative metaphors and as a renovated conventional metaphor 
shifts back to the type of conventional metaphors, its translation into 
English may become problematic if its renovation is based on the 
linguistic peculiarity of the Russian language (e.g. adding a diminutive 




The analysis and interpretation of Russian bibleisms as a special case of 
metaphorical language use has served to enhance our understanding of 
these expressions. 
An overview of the available literature on bibleisms has revealed that new 
metaphorical associations connected with these expressions have generally 
been viewed as being very remote from the associations of their prototypes. 
However, analysis of the data in terms of interaction theories of metaphor 
has shown that all the new associations related to bibleisms in Modern 
Russian are based on and derive from their original associations. In spite of 
the distant connection of Russian bibleisms to their sources, I maintain that 
the associations they already have and continue to create depend on the 
intertextual relationship that these expressions establish between the new 
context in which they occur and their original biblical context. To account 
for this, the bibleisms in this study have been viewed as foregrounded 
elements of the literary texts that establish intertextual relationships with the 
Bible through parallelism. 
A survey of relevant views on metaphorical language has revealed the 
importance of the distinction between the types of metaphor for the 
interpretation and translation of metaphorical expressions. The general 
distinction of two types of metaphor (live and dead metaphors) has been 
redefined in this dissertation following and refining Van Den Broeck's (1981) 
categorisation of metaphors. It has been proposed to distinguish between 
three types of metaphor (conventional, allusive and innovative metaphors). 
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It has been argued that there can be no strict boundaries in the 
categorisation of metaphorical expressions, since the dynamic character of a 
metaphor suggests that if there is a shift through which innovative 
metaphors become conventional, there may also be a shift through which 
conventional metaphors become innovative again. On the basis of this 
argument, it has been assumed that there may also be another kind of shift 
through which a conventional metaphorical expression sifts to the type of 
innovative metaphors in a literary text, and then rejoins the type of 
conventional metaphors in its renovated form. The hypothesis that this may 
be a continuous cyclical process has been confirmed in this study by the 
analysis and interpretation of several Russian bibleisms functioning in 
literary texts. The following figure summarises the dynamic character of 
metaphorical expressions: 





innovative (private) metaphors creation of metaphor 
Thus the same metaphorical expression in different interactive situations 
may be referred to different interpretative types of metaphor. 
The relation of a particular bibleism to a particular type of metaphor 
enhances our understanding of exactly what is implied by the bibleism in 
each case of its occurrence. Hence the translation procedure may only be 
determined in each individual case since there are certain peculiarities 
pertaining to each type of metaphor. For instance, with innovative or with 
renovated conventional metaphors the process of translation is equal to the 
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process of creating a new metaphor. Translation of a renovated 
conventional metaphor may become problematic when its renovation is based 
on the linguistic peculiarity of the language. 
The interaction theories of metaphor applied in the present study have made 
it possible to account for the semantic function and an extended range of 
associations of some bibleisms registered in Russian dictionaries as 
conventional metaphors, by emphasising the procedure of vehicle 
interpretation that is involved in the understanding of a literary metaphor. 
Since the Judaeo - Christian heritage plays a significant role in Russian 
culture and the culture of English - speaking countries, o.nd because 
bibleisms form a significant part of both languages, it is very important to 
study these expressions in both Russian and English. For different reasons, 
the basic knowledge of the Bible, which is essential for our cultural 
education, has declined among Russian speakers as well as among English 
speakers. Therefore it is considered in this study that creating awareness of 
the influence of the Bible on the Russian and English languages must be 
supported as a way of fostering cultural literacy, both in Russia and in the 
English - speaking countries. Such knowledge could result in more effective 
cross - cultural communication. 
The data contained in this dissertation may be found useful by teachers of 
Russian as a foreign language (and as a native language, too). The literary 
texts that have been selected for this study could be used for reading in a 
Russian literature class when English - speaking students are exposed to 
contemporary Russian authors. The passages that contain bibleisms quoted 
in this dissertation could be used for discussion by students with the 
purpose of enhancing their understanding of these expressions and 
mastering their translation skills. To a certain extent, the same data could be 
also used by Russian teachers of English in a translaUon class for improving 
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the translation skills of their students. The list of the bibleisms presented in 
Appendix 1, and the tables in Appendix 2, which summarise the possible 
interactive situations of the expressions interpreted in this dissertation, may 
give an idea of the similarities and differences that occur in the use of 
bibleisms in both languages. 
This study provides a database of bibleisms used only in the context of 
narrative literary texts, whereas the functioning of these expressions may 
also be studied on the basis of mass media or colloquial speech. An added 
dimension of this study, therefore, is that it may be viewed as an avenue for 
further stylistic research in the field of metaphorical expressions of biblical 
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APPENDIX 1 
RUSSIAN METAPHORICAL EXPRESSIONS OF BIBLIICAL AND SACRAL 
ORIGIN WITH THEIR ENGLISH TRANSIATIONS 
1 
This list is compiled from various dictionaries of Russian usage consulted in the 
course of this study. It contains biblical quotations as well as expressions that do 
not appear in the Bible, but created later on the basis of the stories described in the 
Bible. The specific reference to the sources of the expressions given in this list is 
therefore to be understood as conventional. English translations of the Russian 
bibleisms are taken from the dictionary of Walshe & Berkov (1984) and in some 
instances from the King James Bible. They do not imply that these bibleisms have 
entered English usage in their given forms. 
1. AAqyru;He H JKaJKAyru;He 
[Manl>eH: 5:6] 
2. AAh<pa H oMera 
[OrKpOBeHHe 1:8] 
3. AAtuiAyHIO rreTh 
[1 I1apaAHIIOMeHOH 16:36] 
4. EeAeH, KaK J\a3aph 
[J\YKa 16:19-25] 
5. EecrrAOAHaR CMOKOBHHqa 
[MaTQ:>eH: 21:19] 
6. EAaryro qacTb H36paTh 
[AYKa 10:38- 42] 
7. EAaJKeHHhI MHpOTBOPQhI 
[MaTQ:>eH: 5:9] 
8. EAyAHHqa BaBHAOHCKaR 
[OTKpoBeHHe 17:1 H 5] 
9. DAYAHhIH CbIH 
[AYKa 15:11-32] 
Hungry and thirsty 
[Matthew 5:6] 
Alfa and Omega 
[Revelation 1 :8] 
Sing alleluia I hallelujah 
[1 Chronicles 16:36] 
(As) poor as Lazarus 
[Luke 16:19-25] 
The barren fig tree 
[Matthew 21:19] 
Choose the good part 
[Luke 10:38- 42] 
Blessed are the peacemakers 
[Matthew 5:9] 
The whore of Babylon 
[ Revelation 17: 1 and 5] 
The Prodigal Son 
[Luke 15:11-32] 
10.EOJKheH MHAOCThlO [1 f1oCAaHHe 
Kop11mtmmrnaM 3:10] 
11.EpocaTh KaMeHb B KOro-TO 
[YloaHH 8:7] 
12.BaBHAOH 






[l.JHCAa 22:27 - 28) 
16.BaATacapoB 1rnp 
(AaHHHA 5) 
17.Bepa 6e3 AeA MepTBa eCTh 
(YlaKOB 2:20) 
18.Bepa ropaMH ABHraeT 
(MaT<}>e:H: 17:20] 
20.B351BIIIHe Meq OT Meqa H IIOrH6Hyr 
[Mari}>e:H: 26:52] 
21.BHAeTh (3aMeqaTb) Cy<IOK B qyJKOM 
rAa3y (H He BHAeTh (He 3aMeqTh) 
6peBHa B CBOeM) [MaT<}>e:H: 7:3] 
22.B KOCTIOMe AAaMa; B KOCTIOMe EBhI 
[bhlTHe 2:3) 




By the grace of God 
[ 1 Corinthians 3: 1 O] 
Cast (throw) a stone at smb. 
(John 8:7] 
Babylon 
(Revelation 17:5 etc.] 
the Tower of Babel 
[Genesis 11:1-9] 
The building of the tower of 
Babel [Genesis 11:1-9] 
Balaam's ass 
[Numbers 22:27 - 28] 
Belshazzar's feast 
(Daniel 5] 
Faith without works is dead 
(James 2:20] 
Faith moves mountains 
(Matthew 17:20] 
Old Adam 
All they that take the sword shall 
perish with the sword 
(Matthew 26:52] 
See a mote in thy brother's eye 
(Matthew 7:3] 
Dressed like Adam; dressed like Eve 
[Genesis 2:3] 





25.BAOJKIITb Meq B HOJKHbl 
[HoaHH 18: 11] 
26.BAOJKIITb rrepCTbl B H3Bbl 
[HoaHH 20:24- 29) 
27.B HaqaAe 6hlAO CAOBO 
[HoaHH 1: 1) 
28.BHeCTH CBOIO Aerr-ry 
[MapK 12:42) 
29.Bo BeKH BeKOB 
[MnxeM: 4:5 H AP·] 
30.B03Bparn;aeTCH BeTep Ha KpyrH CBOH 
[EKKAe3HaCT 1 :6) 
31.B03AI06H 6AHJKHero TBOero (KaK 
caMoro ce6H) 
[MaTcpeM: 22:39 H AP·l 
32.BoAK B OBeqheH IIIKype 
[MaTcpeM: 7: 15) 
33.BOAOCbl BCTaAH Ahl60M 
(HOB 4:15) 
34.Bo MHOrorAarOHHH HeCTb crraceHHH 
[MacpeM: 6:7) 
35.Bo MHOroii MYAPOCTH MHOro rreqaAH 
[EKKAe3HaCT 1: 18) 




The power of darkness 
[Luke 22:53) 
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Put one's sword into the sheath 
[Luke 18: 11] 
Put one's fingers into the print of the 
nails 
[John 20:24-29) 
In the beginning was the word 
[John 1:1) 
Contribute one's mite 
[Mark 12:42) 
For ever and ever 
[Micah 4:5 etc.] 
The wind retumeth again to his circuit 
(Ecclesiastes 1 :6) 
(Thou shalt) love thy neighbour (as 
thyself) 
[Matthew 22:39 etc.] 
Wolf in the sheep's clothing 
(Matthew 7:15) 
His hair stood on end 
[Job 4:15) 
Use not vain repetition 
[Matthew 6:7) 
In much wisdom is much grief 
[Ecclesiastes 1: 18] 
To cry with a loud voice 
(Genesis 27:34) 




39.BrracTh B HCKyrnemrn 
[ 1 IlocAaHHe K THMOQJeIO 6:9) 
40.B IIOTe AHQa CBOero 
[nhlTHe 3:9) 




43.BceMy CBOe BpeMH [H BpeMH BCHKOH 
BeIQH IIOA He6oM J 
[EKKAe3HaCT 3: 11 
44.BcHKoe AaHHHe 6Aaro 
[IlocAaHHe l1aKoBa 1: 17] 
45.BCHKOH TBapH ITO nape 
[nhlTHe 6:19-20] 
46.BhlIIHTb qarny AO AHa 
[l1caHH 51:17] 
47.feeHa orHeHHaH 
[MaT<Peli 18:9 H AP· J 
- 48.f Aac BOIIHIOIQero B rryCTbIHe 
[l1caHH 40:3 H AP·] 
49.f Ayrrhle AeBbl 
[MaT<lJe:li 25:1-13) 
50. r oAro<Pa 
[MaT<PeH: 27 H AP·] 
51.foAHa<P 
[ 1 KHHra l..(apCTB 17] 
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The raising Lazarus from the 
dead [John 11:44] 
Fall into temptation 
[ 1 Epistle to Timothy 6:9] 
By the sweat of thy face (brow) 
[Genesis 3:9] 
Physician, heal thyself 
[Luke 4:23] 
The flood, Noah's flood 
[Genesis 6:8] 
To every thing there is a season and a 
time to every purpose under the 
heaven 
[Ecclesiastes 3: 1] 
Any gift is a blessing 
[The Epistle of James 1:17) 
Two of every living creature under the 
sun 
[Genesis 6:19-20) 
Drain the cup of bitterness to the dregs 
[Isaiah 51:17] 
Hell fire 
(Matthew 18:9 etc.] 
Voice crying in the wilderness 




[Matthew 27 etc.) 
Goliath 
[ 1 Samuel 17) 
52.foAy6h MHpa (CHMBOA MHpa) 
(EbITHe 8: 10 - 11] 
53.fpexH MOAOAOCTH 
[TicaAThiph 24:7 HAP·] 
54.f pexorraAeHHe 
[EbITHe 3] 
55.f po6hI IIOBarrAeHHbie 
[MaT<f>e:H 23:27] 
56./¥1 6yAeT CBeT! 
[EbITHe 1 :3] 
57 .Aa MHHyeT Mem1 qarna CHH 
[MaT<f>e:H 26:39 HAP·] 
58.Aap 6oJKHH 
[EKKAe3HaCT 3:13 HAP·] 
59.AeAo PYK TBOHX 
[11epeMHH 32:30] 
60.AHH ero co~eHhl 
(/¥1HHHA 5:26) 
61.AOBAeeT AHeBH 3A06a ero 
[MaT<f>e:H 6:34] 
62.Ayx 60APr IIAOTb JKe HeMOrn;Ha 







Dove (symbol of peace) 
[Genesis 8:10-11] 
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Sins of youth 





Let there be light! 
[Genesis 1:3] 
Let this cup pass from me 
[Matthew 26:39 etc.] 
Gift of God 
[Ecclesiastes 3:13 etc.] 
The work of their hands 
[Jeremiah 32:30] 
His days are numbered 
[Daniel 5:26] 
Sufficient unto the day is the evil 
thereof 
[Matthew 6:34] 
The spirit is willing, but the flesh is 
weak 





The plagues of Egypt 
[Exodus 7-12] 
66.)KHeT, fAe He ceSIA 
[MaTcpeli 25:24 H AP·] 
67.3a6AYAIIIaSI OBQa 





70.3apb1Tb CBOH TaAaHT (B 3eMAIO) 
[MaTcpeH: 25: 15- 30) 
71.3acHyrh BeqHbIM CHOM 
[l1epeMHSI 51:29) 
72.3Be3Aa OT 3Be3Ahl pa3HCTByeT BO 














[MaTcpeH: 2:1-5, 16) 
79.l136paHHhIH HapOA 
( 1 CTOCAaHHe CTeTpa 2:9) 
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Reap where one has not sown 
[Matthew 25:24 etc.] 
The lost sheep 
[Matthew 18:12 etc.] 
To see one's back parts 
[Exodus 33:23n 
The forbidden fruit 
[Genesis 2:16-17) 
To bury one's talents (in the earth) 
[Matthew 25: 15 - 30) 
To sleep a perpetual sleep 
[Jeremiah 51:29) 
One star differeth from another star in 
glory 
[1 Corinthians 15:41) 
The golden calf 
[Exodus 32) 
Green pastures 
[Funeral Prayer and Psalms 22:2] 
The evil of the day 
[Matthew 6:34) 
The Old Serpent. The Tempter 
[Genesis 3) 
Sign of the time 
(Matthew 16:3] 
The slaughter of the innocents 
[Matthew 2:1-5, 16) 
The chosen people 
[ 1 Peter 2:9) 
80.vfa Ha3apeTa MOJKeT Aff 6hITh qTo 
A06poe? 
[HoaHH 1:46] 
81.HMeIOrn,u::H yum, Aa ycAhIIIIHT 
[MaTcpe:H 1: 15] 
82.HMSI HM AerHOH 





[Eh1THe 39:7 - 20] 
85.HpoA 
[MaTcpe:H 4:6 - 11 u: AP·] 
86.HcnycTHTu Ayx 
[Ehrru:e 35:29 u: AP·] 
87.HyAa 
[MaTcpe:H 26: 14- 50 H AP·] 
88.HyAHH IIOil;eAyH 
[MaTcpe:H 26:48- 49 u: AP·] 
89.Hrn,u:Te H o6pSIIIJ,eTe 




[Ehrru:e 4: 15] 
92.KaK OAHH qeAoBeK 
[CYAhH 2o:l u: AP·l 
93.KaMeHb npeTKHOBeHHSI 
[Hcau:SI 8:14 u: AP·l 
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Can there any good things come out of 
Nazareth? 
[John 1:46] 
He that hath ears to hear, let him hear 
[Matthew 1:15] 
Their name is legion 
[Luke 8:30 etc.] 
The long- suffering Job 
[The Book of Job] 
Beautiful (chaste) Joseph 
[Genesis 39:7 -20] 
Herod 
[Matthew 4:6 - 11 etc.] 
Give up the ghost 
[Genesis 35:29 etc.] 
Judas 
[Matthew 26:14-50 etc.] 
Judas' kiss 
[Matthew 26:48-49 etc.] 
Seek, and ye shall find 
[Matthew 7:7 etc.] 
Cain 
[Genesis 4] 
The mark of Cain 
[Genesis 4:15] 
As one man 
[Judges 20:1 etc.] 
Stone of stumbling 
[Isaiah 8: 14 etc.] 
94.KaMHH BOIIHIOT 
[J\)'Ka 19:14] 
95.KaMHH Ha KaMHe He OCTaBHTb 
[MaT<Peli 24:2 HAP·] 
96.KaIIA51 B Mope 
[C11:pax 18:8] 
97 .KaIOrn;aHcH MarAaAHHa 
[MapK 16:9 11: AP·] 
98.Kecapeao KecapIO, a 60JKhe 6ory 
[MaT<Peli 22:21] 
99.KHneTh MAeKOM H MeAOM 
[11CXOA 3:8) 
100.KHHra 3a ceMhIO neqaTHMH 
[OrKpOBeHHe 5:1-3] 
101.KHHJKHHKH H <PapHCeH 
[MaT<Peli 23:4 11: AP.] 
102.Ko3eA OTnym;eHH51 
(J\eBHT 16:21-22} 
103.KoAOCC Ha rAHH51HhlX Horax 
[AaHHHA 2:31 - 35) 
104.KonaTh HMY ApyroMy 
[EKKAe311:acT 10:8 11: AP·] 
105.KopeHh 3Aa 
[11oB 19:28) 
106.KOCTb OT KOCTH IIAOTb OT IIAOTH 
[EwTHe 2:21-23) 
107 .KpaeyrOAbHhlH KaMeHb 
[Hcans1 28:16) 
The stones would cry out 
[Luke 19:14] 
Not to leave one stone upon another 
[Matthew 24:2 etc.] 
A drop in the ocean 
[The Book of Sirah 18:8) 
The repentant Magdalena 
[Mark 16:9 etc.] 
Render unto Caesar the things that 
are Caesar's and unto God the things 
that are God's 
[Matthew 22:21) 
To flow with milk and honey 
[Exodus 3:8] 
A book sealed with seven seals 
[Revelation 5: 1 - 3) 
Scribes and Pharisees 
[Matthew 23:4 etc.] 
Scapegoat 
[Leviticus 16:21-22] 
A colossus with feet of clay 
[Daniel 2:31 - 35) 
Dig a pit for another man to fall into 
[Ecclesiastes 10:8 etc.) 
The root of evil 
[Job 19:28) 
Bone of the bone, and flesh 





108.KpomKH c 6apcKoro cToAa 
[MaT<Peli 15:27] 
109.KTo He pa6oTaeT, TOT He ecT 
[2 TiocAaHHe K <PeccaAOHHKHHu;aM 
3:10] 
110.KTO He c HaMH, TOT rrpOTHB Hae 
[MaT<Peli 12:30] 
111.KTO ceeT BeTep, IIOJtrneT 6ypIO 
[Ocm1 8:7] 
112.KTo yAapHT Te6.SI B rrpaBYIO II.J,eKy 









116.Aerqe Bep6AIOAY rrpoliTH 
B HfOAhHOe ymKO, tieM ... 
[MaT<Peli 19:24 H AP·] 
117 .AeIITa BAOBHD;hl 
[MapK 12:41-44 HAP.] 
118.AHD;OM K AHD;Y 
[HcxoA 33: 11 I 
119.AOJKh BO crraceHHe 




[1 TiocAaHHe K KOPHHQl.SIHaM 13:1] 
The crumbs (which fall) from their 
masters' table [Matthew 15:27] 
If any would not work, neither 
should he eat 
[2 Thessalonians 3: 10] 
He that is not with us is against us 
[Matthew 12:30] 
He who sows the wind, shall reap the 
whirlwind 
[Hosea 8:7] 
Whosoever shall smite thee on thy 
right cheek, tum to him the other also 
[Matthew 5:39] 
Sing the song of Lazarus 
[Luke 16:19-25] 
His left hand does not know what his 




It is easier for a camel to go through 
the eye of the needle, than ... 
[Matthew 19:24 etc.} 
Widow's mite 
[Mark 12:41-44 etc.] 
Face to face 
[Exodus 33: 11] 
A lie to save 






122.MeJKAy He6oM H 3eMAeH 
[2 KHHra l..J,apCTB 18:9] 
123.Mep30CTh 3arrycTeHH.SI 
(AaHHHA 9:27 H AP·] 






127.MHp AOMY CeMy! 
[Ayi<a 10:5] 
128.MHoro 3BaHhlX, HO 
MaAO H36paHHhIX 
[MaTcpeii 20:16, 22:14] 
129.MyAphie AeBhl 
[MaTcpeii 25: 1 - 13] 
130.Ha rrecKe CTpOHTh 
[MaTcpeii 7:26-27] 
131.He BeAaIOT, qTo TBOp.SIT 
[Ayi<a 23:34] 
132.HeB3Hpa.SI Ha AHQa 
[MaTcpeii 22:16 HAP-] 
133.He BAHBalOT MOAOAOe BHHO B MeXH 
cTaphle 
[MaTcpeH: 9: 17 H AP·] 
134.He AOCTOHH pa3B.SI3aTh peMeHh y 
canor ero 
[MaT<t>eii 1:7 HAP-] 
135.He HMeTh, rAe npHKAOHHTb roAOBY 
[Ayi<a 9:58] 
Between the heaven and the earth 
[2 Samuel 18:9] 
The abonimation of desolation 
[Daniel 9:27 etc.] 
Cast pearls before swine 
[Matthew 7:6] 
A good Samaritan 
[Luke 10:30 - 37] 
Peace be unto (with) you! 
[Luke 24:36] 
Peace be to this house! 
[Luke 10:5] 
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Many are called, but few 
are chosen 
[Matthew 20:16, 22:14] 
Wise virgins 
[Matthew 25:1-13] 
Build on sand 
[Matthew 7:26-27] 
They know not what they do 
[Luke 23:34] 
Without respect of persons 
[Matthew 22:16 etc.] 
No man patteth new wine into old 
bottle 
[Matthe~ 9: 17 etc.] 
Not (to be) worthy to unloose the 
latchet of smb. 's shoes 
[Matthew 1:7 etc.] 




[TIOCAilHHe K pHMASIHaM 11:33] 
137.He OT Mu:pa cero 
[HoaHH 18:36] 
138.He COTBOpH ce6e KYMHpa 
(l1CXOA 20:4) 
139.HecTH CBOH KpeCT 
[HoaHH 19: 17] 
140.HeT rrpopoKa B CBOeM OTelJeCTBe 
[MaT<peif 13:57 u: AP·] 
141.He cyAHTe, Aa He CYAHMhI 6yAeTe 
[ MaTcpeif 7:1] 
142.HeT HHlJero TaHHOro, lJTO He 
CAeAaAOCh 6hl SIBHhlM 
[MapK 4:22 u: AP·] 
143.He XAe6oM eAHHhlM JKHB lJeAOBeK 
[MaTcpeif 4:4 u: AP·] 
144.Hu: Ha HOTY 
[MaTcpeif 5: 18] 
145.Hu: OAHa JKHBaSI Ayrna 
[EhlTu:e 2:7 u: AP·] 
146.HHlJTO He BelJHO IIOA AyttOH 
[EKKAe3HaCT 1:4-7] 
147.HHlJTO He HOBO IIOA AyttOH 





How unsearchable are God's 
judgements, (and his ways past 
finding out) 
[Romans 11:33] 
Not to this world 
[John 18:36] 
Thou shalt not make unto thee any 
graven image 
[Exodus 20:4] 
Bear one's cross 
[John 19:17] 
No prophet is accepted in his own 
country 
[Matthew 13:57 etc.] 
Judge not, that ye be not judged 
[Matthew 7:1] 
Nothing is secret, that shall not be 
made manifest 
[Mark 4:22 etc.] 
Man shall not live by bread alone 
[Matthew 4:4 etc.] 
Not one jot or tittle 
[Matthew 5:18] 
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Not a living soul 
[Genesis 2:7 etc.] 
There is nothing permanent under the 
moon 
(Ecclesiastes 1:4-7] 
There is no new thing under the sun 
[Ecclesiastes 1 :9 - 1 O] 
Without wavering 
[James 1:6] 
The poor in spirit 
[Matthew 5:3] 
150.Hoes Kosqer 




[CTOCAaHHe K espeSIM 11 :9] 
153.060IOA00CTphIH Meq 
[CToCAaHHe K espeSIM 4:12 HAP·] 
154.06paTHTh CBOH CTOIIhl KYAa - AH60 
[CTCaAThlph 118:59) 
155.0Ko 3a OKO, 3y6 3a 3y6 
[Y:lcxoA 21:24 HAP·] 
156.0AHBKOBaSI BeTBh 
[nhlTHe 8: 1 O] 
157.0TAeASITh OBeQ OT K03AHIIJ; 
[MaT<petf 25:31 - 33] 




160.0ToHAli OT 3Aa H COTBOPH 6Aaro 
[CTCaAThlph 36:27] 
161. OTpSICTH IIpax OT HOf CBOHX 
[MaT<t>etl 10:14 HAP.) 
162.nepeKOBaTh MeqH Ha opaAa 
[Y:lcam1 2:4] 
163.nepcT 6oJKHH 
[Y:lcxoA 8: 19] 
Noah's Ark 
[Genesis 6 - 7] 
Lord, now lettest thou thy servant 
depart in peace 
[Luke 2:29) 
The Promised Land 
[Hebrews 11 :9) 
Two - edged sword 
[Hebrews 4:12 etc.] 
Turn one's steps to ... 
[Psalms 118:59) 
Eye for eye, tooth for tooth 
[Exodus 21:24 etc.) 
The olive branch 
[Genesis 8:10) 
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Separate the sheep from the goats 
[Matthew 25:31 - 33] 




Depart from evil and do good 
[Psalms 37 :27) 
Shake off the dust from one's feet 
[Matthew 10: 14 etc.] 
Beat one's swords into plowshares 
[Isaiah 2:4] 
The finger of God 
[Exodus 8:19] 
164.fiecHh rrecHeH: 
165.fI.l\.OAMTeCb M pa3MHOJKaHTeCb 
(nbITMe 1 :28] 
166.fIOA CBOeH: CMOKOBHMIJ;eH: 
[11oaHH 1 :48] 
167.fio 06pa3y M IIOA06mo 
(nbITMe 1:26] 
168.f1oCbIAaTb OT f10HTM51 K f1MAary 
[AyKa 23: 1- 12] 
169.fioChIIIaTb rrerrAOM rOAOBY 
[Ecqmpb 4: 1 M AP·] 
170.fiplIT'Ia BO 513hlqex 
[BTopo3aKOHMe 28:37] 
171.fioqMTb OT AeA 
[EhlTife 2:3] 
172.fipOAaTb CBOe rrepBOPOACTBO 3a 
qeqeBMqHyro IIOXAe6Ky 
[EhlTife 25:31-34] 
173.fipOTMB pOJKHa MATM 
(AeSIHM51 26:14] 
174.Pa3Be 51 CTOPOJK 6pary MOeMy? 
(EhlTwe 4:9] 
175.Pa3Bep3M1Cb XASI6M He6eCHhle 
(nhlTMe 7: 11 J 
176.PaCIIHM ero 1 
(MapK 15:13] 
-
The song of songs 
Be fruitful, and multiply 
(Genesis 1:28] 
Under one's fig tree 
[John 1:48] 
In his own image and likeness 
(Genesis 1:26] 
Send smb. from Pontius to Pilate 
(Luke 23:1-12] 
Sprikle ashes upon one's head 
(Esther 4:1 etc.] 
A proverb (and a byword) among all 
nations 
(Deuteronomy 28:37 ] 
To rest from all the work 
(Genesis 2:3] 
Sell one's birthright for a mass of 
pottage 
[Genesis 25:31-34] 
Kick against the pricks 
(Acts 26:14] 
Am I my brother's keeper? 
[Genesis 4:9] 





177 .POA rrpoxOAHT, H POA rrpHXOAHT, a 
3eMAfl rrpe6wBaeT BOBeKH 
[EKKAe3HaCT 1:4] 
178.CBOSI CBOHX He II03Harna 
[MoaHH 1:11] 
179.CBSITaSI CBSIThlX 
[MCXOA 26:33- 34] 
180.CAeAaTh ce6e HMSI 
[bbITHe 11:4] 
181.CKpeJKeT 3y60BHhIH 
[MaT<t>e:H 8: 12] 
182. CA YJKHTh XpHCTY H MaMoHe 
[MaT<t>eH: 6:24] 
183.CMepTHhlH rpex 
IlocAaHHe MoaHHa 5:16-17] 
184.COAOM H f oMoppa 
[ohlTHe 19:24-25] 
185.CoAOMOHOBO perneHHe 
[1 KHHra u;apcTB 3:16-28] 
186.CoAb 3eMAH 
[MaT<t>e:H 5:13] 
187.Co CTpaxoM H TerreTOM 
[IloCAaHHe K ct>HAHITIIHHD;aM 2: 12] 
188. CTap KaK Mact>ycaHA 
[EhlTHe 5:27] 
189.CTaTb H3 CasAa IlaBAOM 
[AeSIHHSI 9 H 13:9] 
190.CTepeTh c AHu;a 3eMAH 
[bblTHe 6:7] 
One generation passeth away, and 
another generation cometh: but the 
earth abideth for ever. 
[Ecclesiastes 1 :4] 
His own received him not 
[John 1:11] 
The Holy of Holies 
[Exodus 26:33-34] 
Make oneself a name 
[Genesis 11:4] 
Gnashing of teeth 
[Matthew 8: 12] 
Serve God and Mammon 
[Matthew 6:24] 
Mortal (or deadly) sin 
[1 John 5:16-17] 
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Sodom and Gomorrah 
[Genesis 19:24- 25] 
Solomonian decision 
[1 Kings 3:16-28] 
The salt of the earth 
[Matthew 5:13] 
With fear and trembling 
[Philippines 2: 12] 
Old as Mathuselah 
[Genesis 5:27] 
Change from Saul into Paul 
[Acts 9 and 13:9] 
Off the face of the earth 
[Genesis 2:6] 
191.CTpaxa P<iAH HyAelicKa 
[VloaHH 19:38] 
192.Cy66oTa MJJ. qeAoBeKa, a He 
qeAOBeK MJJ. cy660Thl 
(MapK 2:27] 
193.CyeTa cyeT 11: sc.si:qecKa.si: cyeTa 
[EKKAe3HaCT 1 :2] 
194.TaliHa CH.51 BeAHKa eCTh 
[TiocAaHHe K ecpec.si:HaM 5:32] 
195.TeMHa BOAa B o6AaQex 
(TICaAThlph 17:12) 
196.TepHOBhlH BeHeQ 
(MapK 15: 17] 
197.TpHAQaTh cpe6peHHKOB 
[MaTcpeH: 26: 15] 
198.Tpy6a HepHXOHCKa.si: 




[MaTcpeH: 27 :24] 
201.YnaCTh Ha A06py10 noqsy 
[MaTcpeH: 13:8] 
202. <I>ap11:celi 
[MaT<t>eli 5:20 H AP·] 
203.<l>HrOBhlH AHCTOK 
[EhITHe 3:7] 
204. <l>oMa HesepyIOm;Hli 
[VIoaHH 20:24- 29] 
For fear of the Jews 
[John 19:38] 
The sabbath was made for man, and 
not man for the sabbath 
[Mark 2:27] 
Vanity of vanities; all is vanity 
[Ecclesiastes 1 :2] 
This is a great mystery 
[Ephesians 5:32] 
Dark are the water in the clouds 
[Psalms 18: 11] 
A crown of thorns 
[Mark 15: 17] 
Thirty pieces of silver 
[Matthew 26:15] 
The trumpet of Jericho 
[Joshua 6:2- 20] 
The outer darkness 
[Matthew 22:13] 
Wash one's hands 
[Matthew 27:24] 
Fall into good ground 
[Matthew 13:8] 
Pharisee 
[Matthew 5:20 etc.] 
Fig leaf 
[Genesis 3:7) 
A doubting Thomas 
[John 20:24-29] 
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205.XAe6 Harn HaCYllJ.HblH 
[MaTcpeii 6: 11] 
206.Xpamrrh KaK 3emui;y oKa 
[BTopo3aKoHHe 32: 10 H AP·] 
207.XpoMaTh Ha o6e HOrH 
[1 KHHra u;apcTB 18:21] 
208. qarna rreperroAHeHa 
[I1caATuipb 22:5] 
209,qTH OTu;a TBOero If MaTepb TBOIO 
[l1CXOA 20: 12] 
210,qTO AeAaeIIIh, AeAaH CKOpee 
[l1oaHH 13:27] 




213.lOAOAb IIe'laAH (IIAa'la) 
[CTcaAThlpb 83:7] 
214JbblK MOH IIpRlllirr K ropTaHH MOeH 
[CTcaAThlpb 21:16] 
215JIKo TaTh B HOUJ;H 
[ 1 CToCAaHHe CTeTpa 5:2 H AP·] 
Our daily bread 
[Matthew 6:11] 
Keep as the apple of an eye 
[Deuteronomy 32:10 etc.] 
Be lame in both legs 
[1 Kings 18:21] 
My cup runneth over 
[Psalms 23:5] 
Honour thy father and thy mother 
[Exodus 20: 12] 
That thou doest, do quickly 
[John 13:27] 




The vale of tears 
[Psalms 84:6] 
My tongue cleaveth to my jaws 
[Psalms 22: 15] 
As a thief in the night 
[1 Peter 5:2 etc.] 
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APPENDIX 2 
TABLES OF INTERACTIVE SITUATIONS OF THE BIBLEISMS DISCUSSED 
IN THIS DISSERTATION 
Symbols: 
+ activation of association in a metaphorical construction 
( +) possible activation of association 
1 
The tables present the summaries of possible interactive situations of the 
bibleisms discussed in this dissertation. They demonstrate the semantic 
functions of these bibleisms. 
Highlighted associations form a stable configuration of associations of a 
bibleism. Other associations form a group of silent features of a bibleism that 
may or may not be activated in a particular usage. 





guarded very place where secret smth smth smth 
place respected meaningful place sacred inviolable protected 
place or secret 
work is 
done 
+ + (+I + + + + 
+ l+l (+I + + + + 
(+) + (+) (+) + + (+) 
+ + + + + + + 
(+) + . + + 
(+) (+) (+) + (+) (+) (+) 
+ l+l + + + + + 




smth smth smth smth moral (the Holy 
valuabe very very secret values 
of Holies) and significant private, beliefs 
precious intimate 
+ + + + + protected 





+ + + + + sacred 
+ + + secret 
+ + set apart for 
something 
(+) (+I + + (+I Important 
+ + + + + valuable 
"" 
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a a an outcast K03eA 
punished responsible (undeserved OTnyiqeHIDI 
person person victim) ['goat of 
remission') 
(scapegoat) 
(+} + + innocent 
(+) + speechless 
+ + + helpless 
+ punished for 
the sins of 
others 




+ + responsible 
for the others 
chosen by 
+ + + the superior 
power 
sent away, 
(+) + cast out 
taking the 







3.1.3 flpum11a BO Jl3blqex (a proverb (and a byword) among all nations) 
Table 3. 









a person whose name 








npHT11a BO SI3~ex 
(a proverb (and a 
byword) among all 
nations) 
much spoken of 
disobedient to the certain 
authoritative rules 
disapproved of by many 








a problem that has to the issue of the day 3.ll06a gHR 
be resolved (the evil of the day) 
+ + attracts attention 
+ popular 
+ requires some action 
3.1.5 3J1.a11Hoe Mecmo (green pastures) 
Table 5. 
Tenor Vehicle 
a place of revelry 3./la11Hoe M.ecmo 
or debauchery (green pastures) 
( +) pleasant place 
( +) plentiful place 
( +) quiet place 
( +) paradise on earth 
( +) place of ecstasy 
( +) good life 
( +) happiness 
+ place of depravity 
3.2.1 Hpog (Herod) 
hooligan enemy someone 
disliked 
+ ( +) 
+ (+) 
+ + + 
+ ( +) 
+ + + 
( +) ( +) 
+ + + 
+ + (+) 
(+) 
+ ( +) ( +) 
+ ( +) 
+ ( +) 
+ ( +) 
+ ( +) 
( +) ( +) 
( +) ( +) 
( +) ( +) 
criminal dictator 










( +) + 
+ + 
( +) + 
+ + 
+ + 



























3.2.2 EAygH:LZii C:LZH (prodigal son) 
Table 7. 
~7n\~ 
someone a a someone an a 
who disobedient dissipated who exile forgiven 
returned to son person repented sinner 
his family after his 
{friends) misfortunes 
+ {+) + 
+ (+) (+) 
+ (+) 
+ + (+) (+) + (+) 
(+) (+) + + + + 
(+) + + + 
+ + + {+) (+) + 
{+) + + 












a person who 
left home 
a person who 














a sinner who 
is repentant 
a sinner who 
is forgiven 
8 
3.3.1 Kecapio xecapeso, a 60.JICue 6ory (omgtllllb\Bo3gamh) (Render unto 
Caesar the things which are Caesar's and unto God the things that are 
God's) 
Table 8. 
to give each person 
what is rightfully his or hers 
+ 
+ 











+ + + 
+ + + 
Kecapio Kecapeso, a Oo)Kffe 6ory 
(OTAaTh \B03AaTh) (Render unto Caesar the 
things which are Caesar's and unto God the 
things that are God's) 
if appreciates things of low value 
should receive the things that are of 
low value 
if treasures really worthy things 
should receive such worthy things. 
Vehicle 
I 
MyAa 
(Judas) 
disciple 
betrayer of 
his friend 
betrayer of 
his teacher 
liar 
arouses 
negative 
feelings 
(contempt) 
